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The Counsclors of Ileal []state, establishttl in lg5:1, is an intcrnational
group oi high prrrlile pro[r'.rion.rls including mcmbers of prominent real estate, fin,rnci.rl, legal and acc()unting firms
.rs n ell as le,rclt,rs of governmcnt .rnd
academia who provide cxpcrt, ()biective

advice on complex real propr'rtv situa
tions and l,rnd-r!'l.rted mattcrs.
Menrbership is selectivr, t'rtcncled
by invit.rtion onlv on either a sponsored
('r sell-ir)iti.!t('(l ba.is. The CRE Desig-

nation (Counsclor of Ro.ll Estnte) is
k' all mr.mber. in rer'ognili,'n
,,f superior prohlt,m solr ing .rhilitv rn
.rwar,.le,l

v;rrious,rrtrrs ()f specializ,rtior'r such

as

Iitigation sLrpport, asset mnnngement,
\aluati()n, l(..r{ihililv sttrrlrcs. .rrrlursrti()ns dispo.iiti()n:' and g,crrtr,rl analv:'rr.
ClLEs.rclritve results, lcting in key
roles in annual transactions ,rncl /or real
estate decisions rirlued at ovr..r $11.3 billion. OYer 3(I) of thc Fortunc 500 .ompnnies ret,rin CREs for advice on roal estate
h(,ldinA\.rn(l rn\'(\tments. C RL clicnts in

clude public ,rnd privatt, propcrty oh'n
ers, invesk)rs, att()rneys, accounhnts, financial i stitutions, pension [untis and
advisors, governmcnt institutions, he,rlth
care f.rcilitier, .rntl developcrs.

Ett'iclmrtrl Throtgh Netuorkhg,
klucatiort Ll Publicatiorrs
Networking continues as the h.rllm.rrk of
The Counselor organization. Throughout
the veat pro8rams proYi(ic cuttinE-edge
erlut.rli rr.rl (!I'f,,rlunitir. ir'r CRf * rn

cluding seminars, rvorkshops, technologv sessions,,rnci busint'ss issucs fomms
that ler'p nrcrnbr..r*,rbrurst r)i lt.,t(li l: in
dustry tr(,nds. Mettings on both th(r loc.rl .tnd n,rtion,rl Ievels als,' p11r1111rt1'jntcraction bet$ecn CREs allel mcnrbers
from kev uscr groups ir.ludinll those
speci.-rlizing in f inancial, leg,rl, corporate,
,rnd gor'ernmcnt issues.
CIIE nrenrbcrs benefit irrur a rvealth
of informntion published in Tlrc Counselors' tri-rnnu.rl arvarcl-rr'innilrg iournal
Rca/ Eslrr['lisrrr's n hich offers rlecisive reporting on toclar,'s changing rcnl csLrte
industrv. lircollnized Ie.rders crrrrlribute
critical an.rlyscs not other$,isr',rv,ril,rble'

or inrport,lnt topics

such as institution.ll

invcstrnent, sports arrd tlre communit!:
reil estate ethics, t('nant rePresentation,
brt,.rk-e\,t'n analysis, tlr(. cnvironmt]nt,
c.1p r.ltrs/yields, RElTs, ancl capikrl formation. Members also bonefit from th.

bi-monthly membe r ncwslettet T/rc
Crrrlrst'/rrr, and a lvidt, r.rnge of books
ancl monographs prrblished bv Thc
Co rr n.* Irr r org.lnr/.lti(,n. A m.li,)r
plnyer in the technoLrgic,rl rerllution,
the CRE regularlv,rcc('sscs the most,rdr'.rnceLl methodologirs, tt'chniques and
comlluter-generated evnluation procctlrrrcs available.
Whnt is tCoroselor ol Rrdl Estate (6RD?
A Counselor of Rt,rl l:statt, is a trrl crt.ite professional h,hc:st, prin'mry busincss
is pnrviding erpert nclvisory serviccs k)

clients. Compensntion is often on an
hourlv or total fixed fec basis, although
p,rrti.l or total contingcnl fcc arrangr:
nrcnt\ .lrc somctime. rrscrl. Anr pLrr.i.

bilitv of,rctual or perccived confli.t of
inlt'r|st is resolrerl beltrre,r,.crplanct. oi
in assignment. In,rny cvent, the Counsc)or places the interests of the client first

.rnd foremost in unv.rclr-ice providcd,
reg.rrdlt'ss oi the metlrod of compensa
tion. CREs have.rcquiretl a broad rangc
o[ exptrit'nce in the real eslrte field an,.l
pr)ssess technical compotency in morc
than (n'ro rcal estate discipline.
Thc client rcliei (nr the coun-seLrr for
ancl obiec-tive acl\'ict'in assessing the
clictrt's re,il estat!'nccds, implving both

and fiduciary rcsponsibility of tho clicnt-

counselor rcLrti(n1ship.
The extoDsive CRE network st.rvs a
step ,rhead of thc cver-changing n'al est,rte industrv bv rcfler:tin5; the dilcrsitv
r.rf all providors of counseling st'n,icts.
The membershil'r includes industry expcrts from thc r'orpr)rate, legil, fin.nci.1l,

institutionnl, appr.-risal, acadcnric,

gor

crnment, Wall Slreet, man.igr,mcnt, nnd

brokerage se.tor!,. Once invit(.d into
membership, CRES must adhrrc to a
strict Code of Ethics and Stand.rrtls of
l)rofessional I'r,rctice.
Users ol Coutselitrg Seruices
The dem,rnd contintres to incrc,rsc [rrr r.'x-

p(,rt counselin8 scrlices in rc.rl cstate
matters u orldrvir.lc. Institutiorls, cst.rtes,

individu;rls, corpor.rtions

a

ntl fetlcral,

state and local governments hnvr recognized the necessity and value of a CIiE's

objt'ctivitv in providing advice.
CREs st'rvict'both domestic .nd fort'ign clients. As:,ignments havc brcn ac-

(r,f'tcd in Afri.n. r\si.r, the Unitcrl Krngd()m, the CIribhcarl, Centr,rl and South
America, Europr.ancl the Miriclle East.
CIIEs havt'bo(,n instrumental in ,rssisting the Easterrr liuropean Re.rl I'ropcrtv
li)undation crt.rtt ancl deYckrp prir';rtc
sector, mark(,t{)rierlted real csLrt(, institutions in Ccntral and Eastern [urope
ancl the Nervly lndcpendent Statcs. As a
rrrcmbcr of Tlrt. ( i'unrelor org.tnization,

skillttl

CREs haVe thc olTpr)rtunity to tra\,ol .1nd
sh.1re their e\pertise $ ith real est.ltc prac

trust on the part ()i thc client and trusti{orthiness on the p,rrt of the counseior
Whcther solc pr.r('litroners, CFO: rri
cr)rlsultinB firms, or re,rl estate department heads for m.rjor .orporations,
CliEs .rn' seriously committed to,tppl\'ing thcir cxtensivt, knor{ledge and rc-

titioners fronr sevt'ral develnping countries including Ibland, Hungary, Bulgaria, Ukrilinc, Czech Republic, Slovak
Iicpublic, ancl l{ussia as they buil(i their
real estate busincsscs.rnd devcl()p standards of prtrfession,rl practi.c.
Onlv l, I {)t) }irnctitioners throughout
the world c.rrrv thcCRE Design.rtion, .lcnoting thc highcst recognition in thc rcal
ostate industry. With CRE membcrs avtraging 20 ycars oI experience in thc rcal
estate industrv, indi!iciuals, institutions,

5()lrr(L\ l(, craIl re.rl r'.t.tlr'.rrlutirrn. rti
measurablc economia v.1lue to clients'
businesses. CREs Issess the real est,rte
situati()n by gathering thc facts behind
thc issut', thoroughly nn.rlvzing the collectcd ,.laLr,,rnd then rttomnrending kev
coursts of,rction that best fit the client's
grr.rls.rnd objectivcs. These real estate

profcssionals honor th(. confidenti.rlitv

aorporations, ()r governmcnt entities
should consiclrr crrnsulting u'ith a CRE
kr tlcfine.rnd sol\.e their compltr rcal cst,rte problems or n1.1tt.'rs.REl

THE PRESIDENT SPEAKS

To Br on Nor ro Br ?aoaa
TncHNoLoGY Is. . . To Bn!
I am

honored to u,rite this, my first column,

ofTheCounselors of Real
.14
Estate'. Throughout my
years as a member, this journal has continually provided
timely information on key issues affecting
the real estate industry And, true to form,
the timing for this focus edition on technology could not be better!
There are those who, up until now,
may have been able to ignore technology
and its implications on the way we will do
business in the next century. But
with the new millennium nor.r,
-!
just months au'ay, wise professionals must research and
G
stratetize as to how technology
i
/
can be used to improve the t.rngible products you provide as
well as enhance the advice you
render your clients. An understanding of technology and the
way it impacts the way your clients do business is also critical.
While the iury is still out on the real
implications of Y2K, it won't be long before
these theories are put to the test. There are
those who feel the whole thing has been a
hype and as a result, this "scare" has proved
extremely profitable for computer consultants and software developers. On the other
hand, there are those who are taking the
Y2K issue quite seriously, fearing serious
disruption in our personal as well as professional Iives. Leaders of businesses with
year-ends that occur at the end of the fourth
quarte,r will be expectantly awaiting how
as 1999 president

F

those of you with year-ends in earlier quarters fare. (Your potential disasters may save
some of us.)

For industries where jobs can be replaced, technology is an unwelcome evil.
Yet, for professionals whose practices can be
enhanced by technology, it offers new challenges. Those professionals who master appropriate technologies can set themselves
apart from traditional practitioners.
The ability to be resourceful in a timely
fashion affords clients a "Net savvy" professional n,ho has the latest financial and business statistical data at his/her fingertips;
access to government policy changes and
statistics; a look at properties through virtual reality; global communication at a fraction of the cost and time of traditional
communication; and much more.
Access to this multitude of information
is wonderful, but access does not equal understanding. A critical understanding of the
information as well as its relevance and applicability to a particular client is what sets
members of The Counselors of Real Estate
apart. Those designated a CRE (Counselor
of Real Estate) are positioned to help you
find creative solutions to your complex real
estate questions. To find out more about the
services a CRE can provide visit us on the
web at www.cre.org/.
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Recent events in the public markets for real cstate debt
and €,quity securities may be analyzed from the point of
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electronic commerce negatively affecting the demand
for commercial space. This manuscr:ipt examines some
of the statistics and economic principles, and comes to
a contrary conclusion. The author maintains that technolo8y is the ally of the real estate industry, not its enemv,
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With all of the recent publicitv, most people are aia'are
of the Year 2000 (Y2K) problem, however, we still seem
to be understanding its impact. This manuscript describes theY2K problem and its potential impact in three
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- facilities and property nanagement; capital markets/financial transactions; and rcal
estate software. An assqisment of the level and degree
of preparedness in addressing the Y2K bug in each of
these areas is outlined.
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Futurists have assumed that technology will be unfriendly to the real estate industry, with such phenomena as the paperless office, telecommutinB, and
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vien'of the competition betB,een public and priYate
sources of commerci:rl real estate finance. Thc, author
summarizes the clash betn'een the public and private
marketplaces over recent decades; discusses the causes
of the liquidity crisis in summet 1998; proiects likely
outcomes for public market real estate securities; and
concludes that there will be a continuing need for both
public and pril'ate sources of real estate finance, with
opp()rtunities for profit for those $'ho undenrtand what
happens when such markc,ts clash.
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Cerald N. Zsddack, CRE
During the past 10 years, many real estate analysts have
purchased Geographic Information Systems (GtS), often spending tens of thousands of dollaB for the fastest

I
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4). mail: The Counselors of Real Estnte , 430 N. Michigan At anua, Chicago, lL 606-l-l

personal computels and software packaSes. This manuscript will examine CIS contributions to real estate analysis, discuss several existing applications for this technol'
ogy that can be utilized by real estate professionals, and

preview new applicatbns anticipated in thc coming
millennium.

20
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UsrNc rxr Iurrnrusr
lames R. MacCrate, CRE, Sctttt S. Metro, tt
Dauid Watkirs
This manuscript disosses real estate research and valu-

ation using lnternet and World Wide Web resources.
While the potential for revolutionary change and dramatically improved operahons mav exist, there remain
many pitfalls and risks along the way. The authors
explore the possibilities and pitfalls that exist in this area,
as well as su8gest appropriate strategies for firms as they
adapt to new technology.

24
Trur-Blsro CoupenrroN & Irvousrnrer
LocarroN rN THE FAsr CrNruny
lolm D. Knsarda
Bycreating or improving accessibility, advancei in transportation technoloty and infrastructure have catalyzed
and shaped five waves of commercial real estate development. The first four occurred, respectively, near 1).
seaports, 2). rivers and canals,3). railroads, and 4).
freeways, expressways, and interstate highways. A "fifth
wave" of development around airports isbeingspan ned
by high speed jet airplan$, nen,global supply-chain
management practices and growing time-based competition. These interacting factors are heightening demand
for and the value of commercial real estate that is in

proximity to gateway airports. Real estate professionals
who recognize this can select stratetic sites near such
ai-rports and position investments to ride the fifth wave
to profitability.

30
Snlnsnolorn Vmur's Bucx Holr . . .
Conpomrs Rrlr Esrerr
Richard A. Hanson, CRE
Corporate Ameica could be losing $119 billion per year

and not even know it. Civen the hyper-competitive
nature of business and the investment returns demanded

by shareholders, real estatc investments generally fall
short of the productivity, liquidity and investment obje{tives of corporations. Asan investment, real estatecarries

with it not only an opportunity cost, but can actually
have a negative impact on a corporation's balance sheet.
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s we all know. technology is a principal driver of
and it has produced trcmendous chan6es
in the realestatemarket in the last 10 ycars. Securitization
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globalization, computerized mortgaBe risk analysis, and
,/
lnternet marketing aredevelopments virtuallyunknorvn
even in the late 1980s. These changts required the
technological capability to support them-and even to
stimulate them. A line from the movie Fiekl of Dreams,
"Build the field and the players will come," could, in this
case, be rephrased to, "Develop the technology and the
market changes will follou'."
The two crucial technological developments ryere, ofcourse, I ). the evolution
of the computer into a user-friendly tool; and 2). the explosion of the lnternet.
Thus, most of the articles in this issue pertain to the use of computers and the
Internet for real estate analysis, research, valuation, and international business
and investment. Perhaps surprisinglv, globalization is occurring despite the lack
of commensurate improvements in transportation. Introduction of the supersonic
transport (SST)- the Concorde by Britain and France'--d id not result in nt]arly as
significant an impact on international travel asdid the introduction ofjet passenger
planes in the late 1950s. The SST is too small to make international travel
econr,mical for most people, even most business executives. Thus, the vast
majority ofbusiness travelers today do not reach their destinations more quickly
than they did in the 1960s. Fortunatelv, there is som('degree of substitutability
between communication and transportation, and this trade-off has permitted an
increasing level o[ int.,rnational commerce. But think of the trend of globalization
that may follow when supersonic transportation becomes more economically
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feasible!
As we approach the new millennium we can expc,ct technologic..rl advances
to continue to drive the securihzation and globalization of real estate markets,
even with a possible economic slowdown in 1999. Any downturn is likely to be
relatively mild and short; and this time (unlike 1990-91) it will not be real estate
driven. Real estate markets are generally not overbuilt, and REITs are not over
leveraged. Thus, there may be some slowing of real cstate activity, but property
value declines are likely not to be noticeable.
Furthermore, there remain to bt, realized large advances in securitization in
many other countries. Real estate funds and debt securities are unde'rutilized in

a number of otherwise advanced economies, and there will be competitive
pressures pon these counhies to develop these investment vehicles. Thus,
opportunities for CREs are abundant at an international level kr help these
countries develop the technological and institutional structures for modern real
estate markets.
This is my last column as editor-in-chief of Rr'al Eslalc /ssxes, and I want to
thank the CRE leadership and members for the opportunity to serve in this
capacity forthelastsix years.Ialsowant to thankFaye Porterand herpredecessor,
Linda Magad, who served as managing editors, without whose help and support
the joumal would not havebeen published.l wish thebest for Richard Marchitelli,
CRE, our new editor in chief, who I know will do an excellent job of maintaining
and improving the quality of the journal durinB the next several years. Finally, I
would like to acknowledge the cont butions of the former editors, who founded

and developed the journal through its earlier stagts-James McMullin, CRE
Emeritus; Jean C. Felts, CRE; Jared Shlaes, CRE Emeritus; and Rocky Tarantello,
CRE. Without their dedicated effort Renl Estdi('lss(cs would not bday be
recognized as one of the premier publications in professional real estate.
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ccognizing his marty years of out-
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tions to the real estate industry, Claude M.

Ballard, CRE, was honored
with the 1998 John R. White &
James D. Landauer Award
during the CRE Annual Cont

vention.

Active since his invitation

to membership in 1982, Mr.
Ballard currently serves as

.w1

chair of the James E. Cibbons

Educational Development

Trust Fund. He is also

a

memberof theCRE

Board of Directors and the High Profile
Task Force. He traveled to Romania and
the Czech Republic in the spring of 1997 as
part of the CRE Executive Service Corps.
Mr. Ballard, a limited partner and senior consultant with Coldman Sachs &
Co., New York, has morc than 50 years
experience in real estate. He left Prudential
in 1981 to join Goldman Sachs as a general
partner. In 1988, he became a limited partner and senior consultant specializing in

institutional real estate investments, real
estate strategies, and merger advisory services for corporate property assets. Nationnl Rtal Estate l L,tstor recently named

Mr. Ballard one of the 40 professionals
who made the greatcst impact on thc real
estate industry in the last 40 years.
In 1986, the James D. Landauer Award
was created as a memorial to honor CRE
Jim Landauer. Beginning in 1997, theaward
was renamed theJohn R. White&James D.
Landauer Award. lts existence honors the

contributionsboth men made to The Counselor organization and the counseling profession. The aw'ard is presented annually, when appropriate, to a real estate
professional who has furthered the ethical
and professional ideals of The Counselors
of Real Estate and its CRE Designation.
Past recipients include: CREs Roland
Rodrock Randall, James Gibbons, Roy P.
Drachman, John White, Boyd Barnard,
George Lovejoy, Jr., Daniel Rose, Jared
Shlaes, J. Daryl Lippincott, Eugene Carver,
and non-members Charles Shaw and
Charles Spaulding."r,
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part of the evolving, cl.rsh between public and private markets

for real estate. Back in the 1970s the two markets were almost completely
de-linked. Public real estate companies traded at times as much as 80
percent below the net asset value of the real estate carried on their books.
This was borne out by the liquidation of Tishman Realty for approximately three and one-half times the price of its common stock; the Ernie
Hahn company for three times the value of its common stock; and
Monumental Properties, for almost four times the value of its common

Geadline for manuscript submission - October 1)
I

R"."n, events in the real estate capital markets may be seen

tNhcn Markels Clash

ln the 1970's debt markets, investment bankers could place mortgage
securities secured by headquarters properties of regional banks or
public utilities at as much as 250 basis points below the rate at which the
public debt of the parent company was trading. This lead to the chief
economist of Equitable Life publishing an edict to all the field offices
stating that no corporate mortgage could be issued at a rate less than that
quoted in the daily Wall Street lournal for pubticly traded Aa public
utilities. Thus were capital market linkages born.

The 1970s also saw the initial round of RIITs. They were mostly
mortgage oriented. Those equity trusts which were formed, for the most
part, lacked the quality of property which we see in today's REITs. A
number of factors, including disintermediahon, poor management, and
small lot size caused the preponderance of these trusts to disappear by
the early 1980s. Several reaI estate companies went public during the
early part of the 1970s, but most of them returned to private status
later in the decade, when private real estate assets were valued much
more highly than public companies. Securitized debt also made an

I

appearance in the 1970s, although it was limited
primarily to tranched debt of high quality issuers,
secured by a lease to their headquarters building.
The debt tranches were structured to take advantage ofa positive sloping yield curve, and bore little
resemblance to the slicing and dicing of today. Thus
the public markets for real estate debt and equity
securities emerged in the 1970s, but thc preponderance of commercial real estate finance was private,
dominated hy the insurance companies.
In the 1980s, private financing sources continued to
dominate the real estate capital markets, with insurance companies prevailing in the debt and equitv

markets, including Iarge roint-ventures. Pension
funds began to allocate capital to real estate, and the
pension fund advisorv business grew rapidly. Commercial banks became increasingly aggressive
throughout the decade, lowering spreads and underwriting standards to create market share. Even
savings and loans, w,hich had been traditional housing lenders, participated as syndicates of commercial real estate ventures, Private foreign investors
came into the market in a big way as well. The real
estate capital markets were flooded by private financing sources, and the quality of investment
portfolios deteriorated as a result of the concomitant overbuilding.
Regulators placed stringent pressures on private
financing sources in the early 1990s, including the
imposition of risk-based capital rules on commercial banks and insurance companies. Many savings
and loans were beyond salvaging. Pension funds
lagged several years in markinB their holdings
to market. Credit and common stock analysts
made it clear that real estate was "toxic." In the
early 1990s the funding of financial institutions
with [arge real estate holdings became problematic.
The private market for commercial real estate finance had dried up.
REITs, especially after the tax efficient up-REIT
ruling first given to Taubman, became an excellent
vehicle to raise equity capital to pay down the

banks. Developers who had never considered a
REIT were encouraged by their lenders to do so, and
the quality of real estate placed into REITs far
exceeded that of the previous round. REITs benefited from the repricing of real estate, coming out
of the depression in the mid-l990s, and investors
were lured by annual returns of 30 percent for two
years back-to-back. As a result, REITs were viewed
as a growth stocks, not the income security they had
been designe'd to be.

2

Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities, formerly
purchased chiefly by savings and loans, came into
the fore as other lending sources dried up. A series
of problematic investments could somehow achieve
alchemy by being pooled, and the disparate cash
flow characteristics of a hundred loans proved a
more stable financing vehicle than individual whole
loans. Disproportionate cash flow was dedicated to
the "top" piece, and the rating agencies provided
investment grade ratings to such tranches. A market developed for thc "bottom" piece among opportunity funds and those willing to take higher risk.
Issuances ballooned and the public debt markets
drove many commercial banks out of the business.
Underwriters of CMBS evolved from being intermediaries to becoming principals, extending their
own capital rvhen necessary and holding unsold,
often riskier pieces in inventory. By acting as principal they could issue a competitive quote to a
borrowerand make as much as a 150-200basis point
"inside spread" by slicing and dicing the pooled
securities. This worked fine as long as the market
was receptive. Otherwise, inventory backed up,
and the investment banks began to have the same
problem the commercial banks had experience'd
early in the decade.
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WHAT HAPPENED IN 1998?
By the first halfof 1998, the publicdebt markets had
pretty much taken the commercial banks out of the
business. Because of their "inside spread," the investment banks could undercut the commercial
banks in pricing their loans. The commercial banks
could not compete with Wall Street on spread and
sustain an adequate return on their capital. Underwriting standards began to deteriorate in the banking system, as they attempted to remain competitive. Bv mid-summer, 1998, Alan Creenspan cautioned the commercial banks on their lending practices to real estate. It looked like the public markets
were here to stay, and the private markets were
losing significant market sh.rre.
Some analysts raised queries about the possible
fragility of the CMBS market as well. The rising tide
of the repricing of real estate in the mid-1990s was
lifting all boats and possibly masking the performance of many of these loans over time. An investment grade rating could obscure the nature of the
assets in the investment pools. Large CMBS pools
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had not been fully tested in a real estate recession. A
good statistical record of loans past due and delinquent during adverse times had not been compiled.
Ongoing due diligence on individual loans in pools

f

m.tzger
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in the secondary market was problematic. It is not
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All of this came to a head, of course, in the liquidity
crisis in the debt markets in Iate summer of '1998.
Problems with Russia, Latin America, and Asia
caused liquidity to dry up in the emerging markets
debt market. This liquidity crisis created a flight to
quality-primarily to U.S. Covernment and highgrade corporate bonds. The market became binary.
A debt security was either high-grade or it was not;
there were no shades of gray. CMBS was swept up
along with high yield and other lower quality debt
issues. The real estate financial community was
puzzled that real estate debt was being regarded as
too risky, especially when the supply and demand
characteristics of commercial real estate were probably as well in baldnce as a t dny time in recent yc.rrs.
It became obvious quickly, howc'ver, that inve'stors
regarded CMBS paper as unseasoned and immature, for the reasons cited above, and they quickly
dumped it into the illiquidity hopper.
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clear how such diligence is to be funded, or who is
to perform it. Liquidity in the secondary markets
could become a fiction. An investment grade rating
did not mean there was a depth of market makers.
Often the only market maker was the original issuer, and the trades were "by appointment." This
was especially true when investment banks were
bulked up on invcntory. Thus, it was realized, in
many ways, that large CMBS commercial mortgage
pools were unseasoned, untested, immature securities. We would need to go through at least one full
economic cycle to fully understand how they would
perform over time.
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The reaI estate public equity markets, in the form of
RElTs, also took a battering in i998. As commercial
real estate re-pricing was completed, it became
apparent that REITS would no longer be growth

stocks. The process of movin8 equity securities
from one class of investor to another can be quite
expensive. The stock market continued throughout
1998, despite a few bumps and grinds, to place a
higher value on growth stocks than on income
stocks. The result was a decline in value for virtually all REIT shares, with some classes of real estate
suffering far more than others.
As a result of the reversal in fortunes of public debt
and equity real estate securities, the private market
came roaring back in, to a much greaterdegre€ than

earlier in the decade. Some insurance companies
made 80 percent of their annual mortgage commitments during the last third of the year. Commercial
banks, while cautious in their lending standards,
found the widened spreads far more to their liking.

Whetr Markets Clash

future of REITs will be driaen by
the state of the real estate economy.
For the next ftoo to three years leases will
continue to roll ooer out of belou-market
rents, alloTt)ing sofire REIT9 to expeience
tlouble digit store-to-store grozuth. This is
typical for this stage in a recoztery from
s,tch a seaere depressiott, but it uill create
expectations which will not be sustainable
in flat or ileclining rcntal markets.
The

It was interesting to observe the speed with which
the private markets attempted to regain market
share to take advantage of thc' public market difficultiesWHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
The liquidity crisis of 1998 reminded us once again
that life in the real estate capital markets is not
linear. Just because the public markets dominate
finance for a few years does not necessarily mean
that the private markets are dead. Far from it. In the
heady daysof CMBS growth, analysts were predictin8 that the public debt market would become the
primary source for real estate finance. The wake up
call of 1998 \,as that public securities markets can
dry up quickly for periods of time for reasons which
have absolutely nothing todowith the quality of the
underlying real estate assets. This potential periodic de-linkage of the capital markets from the
underlying assets should cause all major users of
real estate capital to desire to have multiple sources
available, in both the public and private markets. In
fact, despite the progress made in the public markets throughout this decade, a case can still be made
that real estate is essentially private market business.

The future of REITs will be driven by the state of the
real estate economy. For the next two to three years

will continue to roll overout of below-market
rents, allowing some RIITs to experience double
digit store-to-store growth. This is typical for this
stage in a recovery from such a severe depression,
but it will create expectations which will not be
sustainable in flat or declining rental markets. As
this cycle of REITs grows more mature, there will be
increasing pressure to rob properties ofdesirable or
even critical capital expenditures in order to maintain investor expectations regarding dividend levels. Over time, this will degrade the portfolios of
leases

3

many REITs. When we experience the next real
will cease to meet
investor desires, and stock prices will fall. When
stock prices fall to a certain level, say around 65
percent of net asset value, opportunity funds and
real estate operators will begin to take REITs private, (much as they did with public real estate
operating companies in the 1970s). For those attuned to arbitraging anomalies betwc,en the public
and private markets, there will be money to be
estate recession, dividend growth

capital market. Real estate remains primarily a local
and an insider's game. Detailed real time market

made.

knowledge is not broadly shared. The industry
wants the world to be predictable, while it remains
unpredictable. In a thoroughly prcdictable, transparent world, profits are limited. Obviously, the
entrepreneurial talent which makes thisbusiness so
entertaining and adventuresome would not be
drawn to such an environment. So, as much as some
may yearn for perfect markets and a broad public
market forreal estate, we had better keepthe private

It will be difficult to differentiate among CMBS

markets alive and well. We had better hope that the
publicand private markets continue clashinB. With-

issuers until we have a downtum and we can study
how individual portfolios fare. As these securities
mature, there will undoubtedly be "branding" distinctions made in the marketplace .rmong issuers,
based upon the support of secondary market trad-

out both of these marketplaces, we would

ing activities; ongoing due diligence on individual
loans over the cycle; the quality of follow-up information provided to the marketplace; and the diligence and tenacity applied to past due or delinquent Ioans. If true secondary markets develop in

This is an adaptotion olan arlicle that |Waretl in the February
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If, over time, public markets dominate real estatc
finance, the real estate markets will become far
more transparent, with copious amounts of public
data available on individual properties. In this event,
it is likely that the long dreamed of national rental
index may become a reality. With enough public
data on hand, various indices ofproperty types and
Iocations could be traded long or short, and hedge
markets could develop for major users of space.

of course, is exactly what occurred in the
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n June 30, 1975, Business Week magazine featured an article on
"The office of the future." Nearly a quarter of a cenhrry ago,

futurists were confidently predicting that word processing
systems would move document creation and handling into electronic
formats so exclusively that corporations could anticipate the advent of
the "paperless office."
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In 1997, American manufacturers shipped l2 million computer printers
from their U.S. plants for domestic consumption and for export markets.
Offshore manufacturers, that same year, shipped 17.2 million printers
to U.S. business and personal computer users, according to the Census
Bureau's Current Industrial Reports- The 29 million unit total for 1997
was up 16.8 percent from the shipment figures tallied in 1993.
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You Say You Wonl o Retolulion?

The American Forest & Paper Associahon, a paper producers' trade
group, estimates that printer and copy paper usage has increased by 30
percent during the 90s. The Wall Streel lounnl has reported that as
companies adopt e-mail, paper usage iumps by 40 percent. It is a worldwide phenomenon. Japan's paper consumption increased from 28
thousand metric tons in 1990 to 33 thousand metric tons in 1998.
Westem Europe's demand for paper is growing at about three percent
annually, Latin America at 3.3 percent, and Eastern Europe at more than
five percent. In the United States, paper output from computers, scanners, copiers, and multifunction devices was estimated at 4.6 million
tons in 1998, up 198,000 tons in just two years, according to analysts at
CAP Ventures, a firm specializing in strategies for document management and related inclustries.
Rather than triggering a shrinkage in office paper, the unquestionable
advances in office technologies since 1975 created a complementary

:)

explosion in the volume of documents we need to
read, assimilate, circulate, and store - in the old,
familiar "letter size or legal size; portrait or landscape" formats. Whole forests have given their lives
in the process.
The startling saga of the paperless office is just one
example of how difficult it is to predict the path of

technological change and its effect on business
behavior. Many prognosticators, surveying the potential effects of emerging technologies on the real
estate industry, posited a real reduction in de-

mand for property. Telecommuting, internet
shopping, teleconferencing, and other behavioral shifts werc, anticipated to mark a day in
which cyberspace replaced physical space as the
locus of business. As far as real estate is concerned,
theevidence thus far indicates that complementarity
rather than substitution is the operative principle
governing the technology revolution.

THE HOME.WORKING MOVEMENT
Take the "work-at-home" movement, for example.
Widely publicized studies by market research companies specializing in the information,/communications industry, such as IDC/LINK, estimate the
number of home offices at about 35 million, and
growing at a rate of about 8,000 per day. Pretty
impressive numbers. In fact, they are rather startling when put into the context of the real estate
industry as a whole and even when measurecl
against the entirc U.S. economy.
Let us consider the gross assumption of one worker

per home office and estimate how much demand
has purportedly been shifted away from conventional space. Using a crude rule of thumb of 200
square feet per worker, those 35 million homebased office workers would need seven billion
square feet of suburban or downtown office space.
This compares to a total inventory of office space in
the United States of 3.5 billion square feet, accordin8 to the 1999 edilion of Conparatiue Stcrisrics, (the
annual compendium of market data assembled by
the Society of Industrial and Office Realtors and
Landauer Associates). This survey covers about 130
metropolitan office markets across the U.S. The
work-at-home numbers are, to use the statistician's
euphemism, "not intuitively correct."

generating income on a part-time basis or keeping
administrative records for field jobs such as sales or
services which are not conventional office occupations to begin with. A study published by the De-

to CRE Serztices

.1998

partment of Labor in March
indicates that
"working
half
home"
in 7997
more than
of those
at
were not paid expressly for doing so, and that no
more than 3.6 million wcre telecommuters who
were paid for the hours worked at home.
The estimate that 8,000 workers join the homeworking movementeach day comes from theAmerican Home Business Association, and roughly gibes
with IDC/LINK growth rate for all home offices,
(i.r,., the 35 million worker figure). The AHBA growth
figure translates into 2,920,000 new "home workers" annually. The average growth ratt'for all civilian employment in the United States since 1988 has
been 1,624,000 jobs per year. The total civilian labor
force in the nation is now 138 million. If the 35
million worker figure were accurate, that would
imply that 25 percent of all jobs were being performed out of the home. These figures surely look
plausible neither to economists nor to those still
routinely commuting to jobs by overcrowded mass
transit or freeways.
By contrast, real estate industry figures (not often

regarded as paragons of statistical purity) have
considerably greater credibility. The annual Corlltaratite Statislics volume tallies total absorption of
422 million square feet in the six year period 1992 1998, a take-up rate of 12.l percent of total inventory. During this period, office vacancies declined
.18.6
from
percent to 8.8 percent. Construction during the period accounts for the difference between
the net absorption rate and the lesser decline in
percent age vacancy. The annual average absorption, as a percent of total office inventory, was 2.1
percent for the six-year interval, closely matched
with the 1.8 pe,rcent growth rate for non-agricultural wage and salary emplovment ovc'r the period.
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It is often an excellent idea to cross-check published

reports of technology trends against established

IDC/LINK's reports do recognize that most of the
"home offices" are supplements used by folks extending the workday or workweek by bringing
files home from conventional office space. Or they
are the domains of self-employed workers, either

But, to those accustomed to monitoring retail sales
figures, the Tirnes article (and theJupiter Communications, Inc., study it cited for its estimates and
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statistical standards. On July 31, 1998, the Na| York
Timcs ran a story about the explosive growth of
lntemet shopping. The picture is indeed dramatic,
with the estimated sales of goods over the Internet
increasing about fifty-fold from 1996 ($707 million)
to 2002 (a pro;ected $37 billion).
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projections) is all about context - context which was
never provided to the readers. Personal consumption expenditures in the U.S. exceed $5 trillion per
year. Sales of goods are less than half the total,
though, at approximately $2.4 trillion. NevertheIess, Internet sales in '1998 were not even one-half of
one percent of all goods. lt alwavs pays to keep in
mind somebasic rules. One of these is enunciated in
Edward R. Tufte's masterly study, TIe Visual Display of Quantitatiut Int'ormation: "To be truthful and
revealin2;, data graphics must bear on the question
at the heart of quantitative thinking: 'Compared to
what?' . . . Craphics often lie by omission, leaving
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EXPERIENCE"
So, what about that huge growth rate? Even with
the Internet commerce growing fifty{old between
.1996
and 2002, that is just $36 billion in added
spending in this sector (notice how cavalierly economists can apply the word "iust" to the number "$36
billion"). Suppose total goods expenditures increase
at a modest three percent overall (unadiusted for
inflation). That equates to a spending rise of $450
billion over the period - meaning that sales in
traditional venues will grow by Ml4 billion (M50
billion minus $36 billion), or 1l and one-half times
the amount of Intemet sales growth. Even at its eyecatching growth rate, lntemet sales in 2002 would
still be just 0.8 percent of all retail sale of goods.
These are hardly numbers to leave mall managers
and retail property investors quaking in their boots.

Of course, that little subtraction embedded in the
previous paragraph should not be simply taken for
granted. The minus sign might seem to indicate that
lntemet sales are "taking away" sales from traditional shopping venues. But that is not necessarily
the case, as economists who study the multiplier
factors in input/output tables know. Those Internet
sales should, in fact, be producing some "induced
demand" in stores. How? Well, where are all the
computers and peripherals necessary for the new
cyberstore going to be bought? It is a good bet that
most consumers will be traipsing down to
CompUSA, Circuit City, or The Wiz to buy their
hardware. Just look at your local Main Street or
suburban mall, and count the outlets that are selling
technology. That is part of the context of the skyrocketing E-Commerce chart.
TECHNOLOGY & THE ENTERTAINMENT
INDUSTRY
The cascade of effects, often unanticipated, is the

Yttu Say
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lNant o Rtt'olution? . .
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at its eye-catching grozath rate,
lnternet sales in 2002 would still be just
0.8 percent of all retail sale of goods.
These are hardly numbers to leaae
mall managers and retail property
itoestors quaking in their boots.
Ezten

place n here many writers about technology change
go astray. Frequently, the analysis is simply a onedimensional and unidirectional estimate of the relationship between a technology producer and the

end-users. There is no sense of the logistics of
production and distribution functions in the creation of the products and in getting them to the
markets. An excellent case in point involves the
entertainment industry. With the advent of home
video players, many thouBht that "The Last Picture
Show" was going to capture the state of the movie
industry at the end of the twentieth century.
Look what has happened. Certainly, the proliferation of retail outlets for the videos has created a
whole new tenant category in the retail arena, from
main street outlets to national chains like Blockbuster Video. Some facilities are large enough to use
"big box" space. But it turns out that the marketing
function for the videos depends heavily upon release for theatrt distribution, so that the very function that was supposed to become obsolete was in
more demand than ever before. This has created
ever-increasing requirements formultiplex theatres,
and has transformed many malls by creating an
everJarger "entertainment" component to the retailing experience.
Here are some ofthe numbers depicting the interac-

tion between the home-based and theater-based
entertainment since 1980. ln that year, there were
1,850,000 households with video cassette players,
or 2.4 percent of all households with televisions.
Three million pre-recorded video cassettes were
sold to U.S. dealers that year. By 7997, there were
80,360,000 VCR households in the U.S., an 82 percent penetration of the market. The number of prerecorded cassettes sold to dealers across the country had soared to 673.5 million. So the growth of the
home entertainment video industry in the 80s and
90s has measured in the thousands of percent, a rate
that even the Intemet can be envious of.
And what are the figures for cinemas over the same
time span? Not as impressive in percentage terms,

7

but positive to be sure. Box office gross receipts
were up 131.6 percent betr4,een 1980 and 1997, from
$2.75 billion to $6.37 billion. Individual admissions

were up 35.8 percent, from 1.022 billion in 1980 to
1.388 billion in 1997, an indication that exposure to
movies on video stimulated, rather than suppressed,
movie-going by consumers. And, critically from the

real estate standpoint, the total number of indoor
.119.7
movie screens jumped
percent over the period, from 14,029 to 30,825. The growth of multiplex
cinemas has not only transformed thc movie-going
experience, it has brought huge synerBies to suburban malls and vitalized the nightlife of downtowns
as well. The only losers, it appears, have been that
icon of America, the drive-in movie. Drive-ins have
.1980
dwindled from 3,561 screens in
to just 8'15 in
1997.
Keepers of statistics often struggle kr keep up with

economic change. The U.S. Department of Commerce recognized during the 80s that the Standard
Industrial Classificahon (SIC) system required some
adjustment to capture the introduction of new technologies into the workforce. The spectacular growth
of the video industry and its connection to the more
traditional motion picture business was one such
change. Unfortunately, one of the effects of the new
(1987) SIC categories was to render comparison
with pre-1987 data difficult.
Nevertheless, the employment effects of the tech-

nology explosion in the entertainment field are
evident - and no less dramatic - when examined
over a shorter span of history. Between 1990 and
1998, iob growth in movie theaters (SlC 783) has
measured 18.2 percent, or 22,300 new positions. But
the more striking growth has been in the movie
production side of the industry, up 75,900 jobs since
-1990;
a 49.7 percent increase in less than a decade.

way in its real estate recovery during the 90s, while
expanding to new areas like Playa Vista for state-ofthe-art production space. The ramifying effects extend across a whole range of businesses, from law
to catering, all of which are real estate space users.

CONCLUSION
Additional and equally compelling evidence can be
adduced from the industrial sector of the economy
where, after all, the technology is researched and
manufactured. But this would require at least as
much discussion as this article has already developed.
Suffice it to say that technology has proven to be an
ally, not an enemy, to the real estate industry during
the course of the 90s. Like the U.S. economy itself,
commercial property has proven to be remarkably
adaptable to change and ready to accept the chal-

lenge of technology. But more fundamentally, it
appears that there is a growth imperative in tech-

nology itself. As innovation arises, applications
seem to branch out. If the 90s have been a decade of
productive technological chanS;e, so too have they
provena period when renewed productivity growth
has gone hand in hand with robust job creation.
Together these have produced extraordinary levels
of net absorption in commercial real estate of all
kinds.".,
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
(cotttinutLl from Wge 5)

fol real estate int)estment. He is editor in chief of the
CCI M I landauer joint-uent re publication, Investment
Trends Quarterly; ol the SlORllnndauer annunl hook,
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Overall, the industry (including its video production and distribution components) has expanded
36.9 percent, or 151,500 jobs, since the beginning of
this decade.

the Internet is revolutionizing the
way people shop. People no longer
havt' to drive across town to shop
for products. This can be done in
the comfort of one's living room,
and the product delivered to the
front door from anywhere in the
world. The number of stores will
decrease as people increasingly

sound local knowledge when real
estate decisions are made. As the

order over the Internet. Well-located shopping centers that offer
entertainment value will survive,
because people will still want a reason to "go somewhere." But the
existing, plain regional malls will
either trend towards local distribution centers for products ordered
electronically, or they will become
real estate opportunities for creative reuse.
lndu stri a I lWarefi ouse; This
will remain a strong asset class,
especially where properties are located at or near major air, sea, rail,
and road transportation centers.
However, this property class will

challenge.*r,

change. For example:

need greater access to telecommu-

Residential: With the increasing need for room to work at, or
near home, space designed to function as offices within houses will
flourish, and become standard.
Hence the average size of mcllian
income and above homes will tend
to increase.
Offces: Alternatively, the need
for small, one- or two-person offices will increasc' near affluent
residential areas. As CEOs and
business leaders increasingly work

nications in the future.

closer to where they Iive, the need

The real estate industry has benefited from the
technologically-enhanced growth in the entertainment business. In New York City, Manhattan's
West Side agglomeration includes such giants as
the NewsCorporation and Fox Broadcasting, NBC's
Rockefeller Center complex, CBS's "Black Rock"
headquarters, and ABc/Disney's Lincoln Center
Production complex. In Brooklyn and Queens as
well, historic studio space has been put back into
production. Los Angeles, meanwhile, has seen
submarkets like Century City and Burbanl lead the

ti

practitioners has to be: how will
this effect the future of the real estate markets? It seems evident that
the greatest development of new
manufacturing will occur outside
the U.S. in developing nations
n'here labor and capital costs are
lorver. Although manufacturing
will occur overseas, business leaders will be able to locate wherever
they wish to work by staying in
control through technology. The
location of these business leaders
will be increasingly influenced by
factors such as: climate, natural
beauty, outdoor sports/pastimes,
as well as political climate, infrastructure, economic stability, ease
of travel, etc. The "sunbelts" and
playgrounds of the world will continue to attract business leaders,
along with the emplovees of the
support services needed to look
after them. With a[1 these thoughts
in mind, it seems inevitable that
real estate user tvpes must also

Retail;The information age via
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meeting hotels with hith-tech telecommunications services. Travel
will continue to increase as busi-

strong. However, hotels that solely
feed off of downtown offices that
are challenged, as noted above,

home, or at home.

Thoughls for this article uere inspired by
The Counselors ol Real Estate 1998 HiSh
Inel Conlerence on "Speed,Innol,atiott +
Technology,' held at Tfu Croi'e Park lnn,
Ashet'ille , North Cotolina, h Augnsl . "1998.

run and rvell-located resort/

lenged in the coming years, unless
there is a large and affluent rcsi-

benefits from working close to

NOTES

ing, etc., will increase. This offers
excellent opportunities for well-

nesses become more global; so the

tinue to increase with CEOs, lower
Ievel managers, sales people, computer operators, etc., reaping the

and financially. This is our constant

ment training, sales, problem solv-

for large, high cost, high-rise
downtown offices will be chaldential population nearby. The
number of home offices will con-
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Hotels: As the opportunity to
work at homc', or close to home
increases, the need for workers to
congregate regularly will also increase. For example, monthly
meetings to coordinate manage-

future for property types change,
we as Counselors should be in the
forefront of the market, anticipating those changes. This is not always an easy task, but it can be
very rewarding both intellectually

future for hotels is generally

will similarly

suffer.

Outlook
As Counselors of Real Estate,
our future will remain bri5;ht. The
real estate markets are still "local"
in nature. There is no substitute for
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CRE PERSPECTIVE
Trtr TncHNor-ocy RrvolurroN &
rrs Errrcrs oN REnt- Esrnrr
by Macdonaltl W,st, CRE

"Technology Revolution" or "lnformation Age?" It
is unclear at this time how history will define our
current era. But, few disagree that the changes underway in our society are causing a "structural
change" in the way people will live and work in the
future. These changes will be every bit as dramatic
for real estate as those caused bv the Industrial RevoIution.
Learning from History
The agricultural communities of all developed
countries have been radically changed by the Industrial Revolution. People moved from farms to cities
and urban areas. Transportation changed from
horses and buggies to railroads, automobiles, ships
and planes. Today, the U.S.A. is basically a standardized community, and globalization is fast leading
us toward a standardized world.
Why did people "allow" this to happen? . . . The
fundamentals that motivate people are:
1). family economics - their ability to survive in
a community, as this relates to
2). their fundamental belief svstem.

The lsraelites moved to Egypt because of a
seven-year famine. Egypt had food. They left Egypt
430 years later because of persecution. People moved
to the cities during the Industrial Revolution because
that was where the jobs eristed.
The Technology Revolution and the Information
Age are enabling people to work, compete, and survive almost wherever they wish to Iocate . . . at home,
on vacation, while traveling locally or overseas! This
is particularly true of people who work basically
with their minds, versus people who work basically
with their hands. In addition, people are moving to
countries and nations where they can best survive.
The U.S. is experiencing its highest immigration rate

and as a result of high-tech communications. Further, in recent years world delivery systems have
made the ability to manufacture goods overseas extremely competitive, by way of less expensive Iabor, real estate, and in some cases capital resources.
Today's delivery systems are very dependable,
quick, and competitive
especially when compared
with higher labor and-manufacturing costs in the
U.S. and most other developed countries. As products are increasingly being marketed on a global
basis, manufacturing in a foreign country is no
longer a negative factor for global distribution. Those
countries with low labor costs, and a skilled or teachable work force are the most favored . . . China, Taiwan, Korea, Malaysia, etc.
The improvement of worldwide delivery systems is leading to new designs in combining industry, manufacturing, and transportation. The concept
of the Global TransPark being developed in North
Carolina, Thailand, and the Philippines is one example of technology changing real estate products.
The Global TransPark is a new kind of industrial
park/airport that fuses modern manufacturing and
distribution facilities with multi-modal transportation, advanced telecommunications, sophisticated
materials-handling systems, and state-of-the-art
support services.
Effects of Further Globalization
Further globalization will inevitably lead to further world standardization. Many products are already highly standardized . . . consider automobiles,
airplanes, computers, telephones, and how about
Coca Cola! Other systems and networks are becoming more standardized, but as this occurs there will
be many problems to be resolved. For example, consider worldwide standard work methods; a standard
method of communication; a standard language; a
standard culture; or at least a standard business culture? This is where the greatest resistance lies and
where future battles will be fought. Commerce, economics, and the ability to survive will bring people
together, but fundamental belief systems and pride
will divide. The ability of people to coexist will ultimately drive globalization and commerce. The future will rest in winning people's hearts. Business
in the U.S. as it exists will have to change.

since 1910.

Globalization, Delivery Systems & Networks
The world is increasingly becoming a "smaller"
place as a result of today's ease and speed of travel,
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Perhaps the most frustrating aspect of the Year 2000 problem (commonly knon'n as "Y2K" or "the millennium bug") is that it is not a
result of industri.ll sabotage, but has been inadvertently woven into the
complex fabric of corporate Information Technology systems over the
Iast few decades. The cost and effort needed to climinate this bug is

monumental.
The principle problem with the Y2K bug is the inability of computer
systems to recognize the existence ofthe 21st Century. Put anotherway,
.1,
many computer systems will interpret January 2000, as 01/01/00,
which in effect is January 1, 1900. The simplicity of this bug completely
belies the complexity of the problem.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Nitin Manchanda,

is a prircipal
consultanl nt Pricartnl thoustCoope/s in tht rml estote systems ard
olterotions Xroup. He is ittt'olz'td ir
rlct'elopirtg ueatit't ttchnologicol
solutions tLt manq1t real eslile-re-

lated chnllenges. Solutions frequerrtly inrtolt'e stlecting nnd

This manuscript will describe the Year 2000 problem and cover critical
issues in three areas of real estate - facilities and property management;
capital markets/ financial transactions; and real estate software. However, the impact of Y2K is far reaching. It may infect each and every part
of your computer system that relies on valid dates to initiate, record,
report, calolate, or facilitate a business operation. This could mean a
breakdown of financial controls such as Ceneral Ledger and accounting
systems, as well as the interruption of elevator service, security systems,
air-conditioning, and fire alarms. ln this age of technology, computers
are intricately linked b one another, and this inter-dependency will
only worsen the effect.

Effects on Real Estate
With increasing technology, readily accessible

intplemenling packagc softurara or
desigrtitrg and detteloping custom

WHAT IS THE YEAR 2OOO PROBLEM?
Many computer systems were originally developed using a six-digit

information, ease of travel, and dependability of
delivery systems, the question for real estate

sy st ons.

N i I h. Mnnc ha rula@

date (two digits each for the month, day, and year). This six-digit date
saved precious file and memory space. Todav's modern hardware
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systems are not limited by the file storage and
memory constraints ofa few decades ago. Although
these considerations dre no longer an issue, many
systems created over the years still use the original
six-digit format.
Most systems with two-digit years t'ill soon malfunction. Without the century in the date, information sorted, compared, and used in calculations is
likely to produce incorrect results when the dates
cross the century mark. The year "00" in many
systems will become either invalid or will be considered 1900 by default. In addition, some data
entry processes do not allow for the entry of a "00"
year or a four-digit year.
Another related problem is that the Year 2000 is a
leap year, and 1900 was not, thus editing and calculation routines will be further complicated. Some
forecasters also believe the Year 2000 problem will
first occur on April 9, 1999, since some programs
may read this as the 99'hday of theYear99. Together
this reads as "9999" which the Cobol language
interprets as "end of file," indicating that all records
in a query or report have been selected when they
possibly have not. The same issue may arise on
September 9, 1999, if computers interpret the 9'h day
of the 96 month of the Year 99 as "9999."
Year 2000 errors are not Iimited to mainframe com-

puter systems. Most pre-Pentium personal computers have a clock chip that will not retain a year
when re-booted beyond 1999. The same clock chip
defect may also be present in other electronic devices that utilize the date and time such as VCRs,
camcorders, time clocks, digital thermostats, etc.
These are just some of the examples that need to be
considered when addressing the Year 2000 bug.
IMPACT ON THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY
The government and many leading industry leaders, notably in the financial services sector, have
been quite forthcoming in discussing the Y2K bug.
The commercial real estate sector, especially property and facilities management, remains an anomaly
in this regard with limited evidence of discussion
on this issue.

system is Y2K compliant and, if the manufacturer
says yes/ just leaving it alone. But they are not
thinking about all the different parts of the system,
because if one component fails, then it all fails."r
Another voice heard recently discussing the Y2K
problem is from the Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA). Coffe Colvin, secretary/
treasurer of BOMA, in his testimony to the House
Committee on Transportation of Inf rastructure, mentioned that "embedded systems" could affect building access controls; surveillance cameras and badge
readers; refrigerant leak detectors and underground
storage tank monitors; telecommunication systems; power generators and distributors; etc.?
The exact impact that Y2K will have is difficult
to ascertain, however, most experts agre€ that the
problem will be widespread and span all property
types - industrial, office, retail, hospitality, and
mixed use, etc. Most buildings will be affected in
one way or another if preventative action is not
taken.
It appears that property and facilities managers
rely on manufacturers' systems to solve the Y2K
problem. The building owners are left with few
choices other than to rc'place existing systems if
vendors do not provide fixes for their current systems. Property owners are not the only ones that
could be affected by the Y2K bug. Tenants could
also be affected depending on the lease, since leases

may delegate such responsibilitic,s or be subject to
systt'm upgrade costs that tenants may not have
anticipated.
Legal issues surrounding the Y2K issue could
also arise in the year 2000 as tenants claim that
buitding facilities were inadequate while owners
may try to pass along the costs of system enhancements. In a round-table discussion at the IREM
mid-year conference, Anthony Smith, prcsident of
RobinsonSigma Commercial Real Estate Inc., stated
that, "We have tenants ask us what we are doing to
bring buildings into compliance, but iftenants have
net leases, compliance may really be their problem.
Not all leases are clear."r
it a I M arke tsl F in an c i a I Tr ans a ction s
By many accounts, the real estate financial sector seems to be better prepared for the Y2K bug.
C ap

Prcperty and Facilities Management lssues
Richard D. Goulet, a service proiect man€ier
with Burr Ridge, Il-based AMS Mechanical Systems Inc., is on the Y2K task force of the International Facilities Management Association (IFMA).
Speaking about property managers/ he says "they
may be calling the manufacturers asking whether a
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Even though most industry leaders feel that not
enough is being done, there are examples of corrective efforts that began early this decade. The possible reason for the financial sector to have been
more pro-active with regards to this problem is that
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positive omcn. Had it not occurred during the summer of
1998,

overbuilding would be more

likely in major cities as office
projects moved forward and over-

supplied an already fully employed economy. Additionally, the
so-called credit crunch has already
directed capital into higher quality proiects with better and more
stable projects being completed
and less stable projects being
avoided or delayed.
Today, many markets are at
their stabilization point, estimated

by E&Y Kenneth

Leventhal

(E&YKL) to be 7.5 percent vacancy
rate in office;3.5 percent vacancy
rate in industrial; and about six
percent in apartments. Rates below
these vacancies will spur new construction, vacancy rates above will
not - all being a function of the
potential rents that can be achieved
in the marketplace. Based on a recent study completed by E&YKL,
many markets in the U.S. - especially those with exceptionally low
current vacancy rates - will see significantly higher vacancy rates by
the end of the year 2000, mainly as
a result of slower absorption and
increased construction.

incrcdibly lvell during the coming
months if thev are on top of and
sensitive to these industry trends.
It will not be as easy as it was in
.1994,
but opportunities for real
wealth creation through real estate
are everywhere.*u,
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Where do we go from here?
Real estate fundamentals are
the key to the near future. Currentlv, there is virtually no overbuilding t.rn a national basis. This
presents tremendous investment
opportunities to either buv REITs
at significantly discounted values
and,/or purchase CMBS at high
yields. Interestingly, there is a lot
of talk about buying the "8" pieces
of CMBS today at 30 percent yields.
Virtuallv trverlotrked in t his
market, are the huge portfolios of
real estate owned by Corporate
America, foreign banks, and institutions. Fer,\,todav lvant to sell at
bargain prices.
Real estate investors can do
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a number of the large REITs were

yielding less than Treasury Bills
and, as previously noted, appropriately so. The appreciation potential
of REITs made up for this difference in yield. When coupled with
dividenrl yield, REITs were able to

deliver double digit returns to their
investors.
Today, without the appreciation increment as large as it was
previously, partially due to the absence of available capital, the cashon-cash yield has to both increase
and be more reflective of the his-

torical difference in real estate
yields (cash and appreciation) over
bond yields, which historically has
been about 400 basis points. The
market adiusted the price of REIT
stocks to bring this yield equilibrium back into sync.

What has happened in the
REIT sector is not reflective nor
predictive of what has happened
to real estate. Recent commentators
have noted that there has been a
l5 percent to 20 percent downward
adrustment in real estate prices as
a result of a number of factors. I
believe that a slightly smaller drop
has actually occurred. There
clearly has been some disintegration in real estate prices, but not as
a result of the decline in REITs.
Currently REITs are selling at a 10
percent discount to net asset value
and should trade at plus or minus
10 percent over the long term. IPOs
have peaked out for now, but
should be back in force as investment demand for REITs increases
in early 1999. As capital re-enters
the real estate market, realistic
growth strategies will once again
drive REIT prices upward. Add to
this the apparent about-face in the
Clinton Administration's attitude
toward REITs
manifested most
recently in the- 2000 budget proposal
and the strong potential
for real growth in the REIT market
is evident.

3rt

Again, it is important to point
out that the rcal estate market- and
any price declines - are separate
from the decline in REIT prices.
While there clearly has been some
reflection from the so-called tainting of REIT values over the last 10
months, the decline in actual real
estate prices is largely a result of
the end of the tremendous capital
flow that was provided to the real
estate sector through the CMBS
market.
It was not long ago that the
CMBS market contributed virtually nothing to real estate financing -- loans were made by
traditional lenders such as banks
and li{e insurance companies. ln
late August/September 1998; as a
result of the massive amount of
CMBS issues in the market, there
was a "rush to quality" by investors that caused CMBS spreads to
widen and attracted trad itional
lenders back into the market.
Along with the increase in issues
of CMBS, the buyers of CMBS borrowed money to buy new debt instruments. Thus, we had debt
financing debt and a house of cards
ready to fall. With this enormous
supply of CMBS, there were not
enough buyers to sustain the market and absorb the supply. The
market became more nervous with
the conceptual bankruptcy of Long
Term Capital Management, one of
the largest buyers of long-term
Triple-A CMBS issues. lnvestors in
CMBS and potential investors in
new CMBS issues did not want to
buy if Long Term Capital was going to liquidate its large CMBS position and further oversupply the
market.
As of last September, there existed an "overhang" of approximately $25-$30 billion dollars of
CMBS paper inventory. Bylanuary
1999, something like $10 or $15 billion of this had been sold, leaving
up to $15 billion in paper still to be

sold.

It will

take a number of

months to absorb this supply in the
marketplace.
Nevertheless, the CMBS market rolls on. Last year was a record
year for CMBS issuance despite the
September "slip" in the market. In
1997, issuance totaled $43.8 bil-

lion. Last year, $78.3 billion in loans

were securitized and sold

as

CMBS, a figure some have estimated to be approximately 75 percent of the total financing market.
Changes within the industry are
apparent and we expect more conduits to exit the market as pressure
builds on these lenders to back
their programs with more equity
(they borrow too!) and also tighten
their underwriting of mortgage
loans. This means that lenders will
have to do far deeper property
market analysis
drilling down
- and
to submarkcts
also giving
greater scrutiny to the creditworthiness of borrowers, especially in
a down-market scenario. [n short,
conduits that want to play in this
market over the long-term, will
have to think and act and operate
more like banks or credit companies.

The so-called credit crunch
that took hold late last year was not

truly a credit crunch but actually
the result of an over-supply of
credit. Banks and lenders did become more liberal in their Loan To

Value (LTV) ratios and too competitive in their rates. Thus, one
could conclude that real estate is
still an acceptable and viable investment - the problem is that the
financing vehicles were not kept in
check until the flight to qualfty instilled rapid discipline and forced
ma jor conduits such as Nomura to
back out of the market in late August 1998.
In many respects, the CMBS
crunch and the reduction of capital available to thc real estate industry can be seen as a very
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both the implications and effects are more transparent, i.e. the number of date-sensitive transactions in
the financial sector is huge and much more apparent. For a bank that miscalculates the amount of
interest owed to its customers, the affect could be
staggering, especially ifit has a large customerbase.
Similarly, mortgage backed securities, that are usually large dollar amounts, could create havoc for
investors if inaccurate monthly results are reported
or paid.

Freddie Mac allegedly started working on the
problem in 1994 and has more than 10 percent of its
3,300 employees assigned to the task. It claims to
have fixed 75 percent of its programs and is working on the remainder.l Mr. Sichelman of Freddie
Mac told the Chattanooga News-Free Press that the
Mortgage Bankers Association has embarked on an
ambitious Y2K testing program that will test transactions based on l6 core functions in loan origination and servicing in secondary marketing. Another
early initiative is AMRESCO's Year 2000 initiative,
which began in early 1995 and uses seven criteria to
determine Y2K readiness. Included in the testing

are 13 dates (including the April 9, 1999, issue
discussed earlier) that are determined to be critical
by the Federal Financial Institutions Examination
Council (the oversight group for the Federal Reserve, OCC, FDIC, OTS, and NCUA).
Even though many professionals believe this
segment is ahead of others, homeowners and tenants are advised to keep accurate records of pavments and receipts during the latter half of 1999 and
the first half of 2000.
Real Estate Softzoarc lssues
The real estatesoftware industry is seeing strong

growth in sales as real estate companies replace
some of their legacy systems with Y2K compliant
technology. Most asset and property management
software included leases with end dates in the 21'r
Century, and one would think that real estate software would have overcome this hurdle a long time
ago. Newark's MIS Director, Sebashan Font claims
that, "Real estate is one of those industries that has
escaped the wrath of the year 2000." 5 This is partly
true - some databases were storing mostly twodigit years with programming logic in place to treat
the dates as 20th or 21" Century dates - two-digit
years ranging from 00 to 29 belong to 21"t Century,
while 30 to 99 belong to the 20th Century. This
workaround is limited for obvious reasons, but

possibly (depending on the programming) could
function during the Year 2000 and beyond. On the

The Year 2000 Challenge

- lmryct

on the Real Eslate lndustry

The Y2K cofipliance issue is complex and

real, and is a serious threat to rcaI estate
cornpanies. Property rnanagerrrent appearc
to be the ,nost cornplex, mainly because of
the hiilden or "imbedded" systerns in place
and tlrc legal issues surroundiflg thern.
Financial transactions will undoubtedly
be affected, but these are ,nore appareflt;

,fiost public cornpaflies are being forced
to assess their exposure and ir, ,flarry
situations correctiT)e fireasures are beit g
taken. Commercial Real Estate softzoare
is likely to be less affecteil...

other hand, many software companies have already released newer versions of their software,
which overcome these shortfalls. MRI and Skyline,
two maior real estate software companies, built
their software with four-digit years many years
ago. One such company, CTI Limited Inc., has been
compliant since its software was first introduced in
1973. As with most software implementation, testing is a key part of the process. CTI tested its Y2K
compliance early this year and found that when it
simulated the transition from December '1999 to
January 2000, no data was lost and its lease calculations were flawless. Most property and asset management systems released this year claim to be Y2K
compliant. However, whether it is rewriting pieces
ofexisting code, rewriting entire systems, or replacing legacy systems, Y2K testing should be part of
any software review strategy. Many software vendors rely on third party controls or software development tools and their reliability can only be ensured through testing.

SOLUTIONS AND COSTS
In technical terms, there are two main approaches
to tackling the Year 2000 Problem. The first approach, "expansion" involves finding every reference to the problem yearin thecodeand adding two
digits to it, thereby expanding it. This approach not
only requires changing the dates in the program
code itself, but also changint all the date references
in all the stored data associated with the software
programs, making the process time-consuming.
The second approach, "windowing," involves finding and fixing only the code that needs to recognize

ll

the change in the century but leaving all the data
associated with the program intact. ln effect, this

approach reprograms the computer to properly
recognize the correct century in a two-digit date.
This is accomplished by programming a 100-year
window into the computer's logic as described
earlier; the years 30 to 99 can be part of the 1900s and
00 to 29 as 2000 and after. In addition to the expansion and windowing methods, there are many software programs designed to speed up the work by
automatically sifting through lines of code.

will eventually
depend on individual circumstances, and more
importantly, will also depend on others achieving
similar solutions sincc many systems are interdependent. Most big organizations are following a
Year 2000 project life cycle which calls for the systematic analysis, repair, and testing of computer
systems to ensure that all applications are made
compliant. A decision to replace, repair, or reproThe solutions to the Y2K problem

gram computer code needs to be made on a case-bycase basis, and any "one size fits all" approach, is
likely to miss certain angles of the problem.

The estimates of the cost of fixing the problem
usually run into the hundreds of billions of dollars
for the United States as a whole. Large companies,
with different systems and computer networks,
have already and continue to spend miliions of
dollars each year to become Year 2000 ready. Many
major organizations are expected to spend between
$50 and $100 million. The cost to each organization

is again, very specific to their individual structure
and needs. The following table, from Caper jones'
article
2000: Wnt's the Real Cosl7,6 describes
-Year
some ballpark figures you can expect to spend.

Software
Staff
(# of people)

Costs

5

$197,784

CONCLUSION
The Y2K compliance issue is real and complex, and
is a serious threat to real estate companies. Property
management appears to be the most complex, mainly
because of the hidden or "imbedded" systems in
place and the legal issues surrounding them. Financial transactions will undoubtedly be affected, but
these are more apparent; most public companies are

being forced to assess their exposure and in many
situations corrective measures are being taken.
Commercial Real Estate software is less likely to be
affected since it has been storing very long term
leases, although they are not completely out of the
woods given the numerous sides of the Y2K bug
and the dependency on other software that they
use.

Today, no simple solution exists and the bug will
cause trouble for every enterprise in a different
way. What is important to fathom is that organizations can plan a "treatment program" to mitigate

the problem. Unfortunately, the deadline cannot
be pushed off. BOMA recommends the following
steps- educate yourself; designate a year-2000 manager; inventory existing systems; contact suppliers;
prioritize problems; anticipate contingencies; identify solutions and test them.TRE.
NOTES
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CRE PERSPECTIVE
WHrnr Do WE Go Fnou HrnE?
ln1

Michacl L. Ei,rirrs, CRE

Recently, many in our industry have asked the ques-

tion: Is this the' beginning of the end for the latest
real estate up-market
end of the beginning?
- ororthemore
Finding an answer,
likely a "Suesstimate," to that question, requires nothing less than a
systematic approach to gathering information - followed by a dispassionate evaluation of the possibilities.
The following is a fairly straightforward evaluation to help you cut through the confusion and understand the basic dynamics of forces now at n ork
in the marketplace.
First, a quick look at some basic macro econrrmic
factors should produce a logical prognostication.
These include; the state of the economy; geo-demographics, the local regional and national dynamics
of real estate markets and property sectors; the comparative health of overall capital markets; issues affecting the market for publicly-traded real estate
securities; and outside influences such as the sociocconomic-political status in Asia.
The general feeling right now is that we will continue to have an exceptionally bw rate of inflationand there is certainly no reason to believe that the
U.S. economy is headed in a direction other than a
soft landing. Currently, inflation is at a 1.3 percent
annual rate, U.S. commodity prices have fallen because Asian demand for raw materials has fallen.
Despite the changes in the world economy, the U.S.
is still chugging along, albeit at a lower CDP rate
than originally projected.
Given our current economic environment (a
slower growth rate than projected), interest rates (although recently lowered twice), in my belief, are still
.100
about
basis points higher than thc'y should be.
As a result, we can probably expect to see additional
rate decreases - which will again spur economic expansion as capital and carrying costs are reduced
and corporate margins are increased. If you look at
real interest rates (interest rate minus inflation), they
are still high in relative terms, thus accounting for
the premature expectation of future interest rate reductions.

CRE Perspective

-

Wherc Do tNt Co From HL'rt?

No doubt the onus of a recession, and the precedent for a turn in fortunes, is out there as wel[.
Remember when, just l0 years ago, the U.S. had a
robust economy one year - and the beginning of a
recession a year later? Commentators believe that
although our economy is moving in the right direction, there is a chance of a recession as we enter the
latter part of 1999 and thc'year 2000. Some on the
other hand, see us gaining altitude in the year 2000
without even touching ground.
With its recent volatility, the stock market is not
a good indicator of whether we will see a recession.
The beginning of the Bear market in the U.S. followed quickly by a recovery to almost all time highswas a result of a hint of gbbal bad news, (first from
Asia then to Mexico and Russia, and now even in
Brazil), offset by peisitive U.S. economic news.
To their credit, however, stock prices have certainly been responsive to interest rate changes. The
Fed's last r/ percent drop in interest rates, spurred a
500-point, four-day rally by the Dow Jones. Are we
better off today than we were a yc.ar ago? One only
needs to look at the Dow Jones iust one year ago to
see that we are still higher than that record breaking
benchmark. Sustainability of recent gains is the key
question.
Which brings us to the question of public real
estate owne'rship, specifically real estate investment
trusts. The REIT market and its health is a ma-

-

-

jor factor going forward in how the real estate market operates. Predicting annual 20 percent increases
in REIT sbck prices year after year for the foreseeable future was, and is, overly optimistic. We cannot realistically expect to have a repeat of the 36
.1996
percent increase in REIT prices in
and the 20
percent rise we saw in 1997. REITs follow the stock
market and there is some correlation between stock
market advances and declines and the value of REIT
stocks.
The consecutive increases in REIT prices in 1996
and 1997 were in part due to the differences between
the construction costs of real estate and the acquisition costs of existing real estate. REITs merely took
advantage of the arbitrage between the cost ofbuilding versus the cost of buying and the market gave

their stock prices credit for the difference. Adding
to their attractiveness was the fact that real estate is
now regarded as an institutional grade investment.
In our current stock market environment, REITs
are behaving like small cap stocks. The FFO (Funds
from Operations) yield is l l percent - with dividend
yield today averaging eight percent. Only a year ago,
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REar Esrarn AppucArroNs
FoR GIS: a RnvIEw OF
ExrsrrNc CoNDrrroNs &
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Sotmes: Connrr,rcial MortSage Alert; Mor8m Stanley; Lerrl Leas€, Ini'estnEnt ReseaR'h

1-! eographlc lnformahon Systems (GIS) exploded into the busiworld in the early 1990s when advances in personal
f
computer systems enabled the powerful mapping technology
\-,1-n"tr
opportunity for corporations. For the first time, real
estate can be used to enhance value instead of

business of the company. Corporations must take

reduce value.

class.

Securitization of real estate allows corporations to
sell their real estate to an established buyer that is
becoming very sophisticated in valuation, riskanalysis, and delivery of pools of real estate investments
to investors. Corporations can take advantage of the
franchise value of REITs; because of this ongoing
concern value, REITs have lower yield requirements on individual real estate investments. This,
in turn, has increased prices for premium properties. Add to this formula the creditworthiness of
investment-grade corporations as tenants and a
profitable investment situation is created. Suddenly,
the sum is worth more than the parts.

Some companies argue that because they have so
much cash, additional liquidity appears to be of no
value to them. A word of caution to those compa-

Corporations need to take advantage of the current
atmosphere that exists on Wall Street. As long as
investors continue to believe that diversified portfolios of real estate in the hands of REIT managers
reduces risk and creates a sound investment, cash
will continue to flow into the real estate sector. This
cash will continue to require a return significantly
lower than that required by shareholders in the core

36

to be ported from mainframe computers to desktop PCs. A technology
that had heretofore been economically feasible to only municipalities

and utility companies was suddenly available to the individual
businessperson. Amid promises of greater productivity and enhanced

advantage of the spread created by this new asset

decision making, many real estate professionals embraced CIS, often
spending tens of thousands of dollars purchasing the fastest PCs and
GIS software packages. Unfortunately, the capital expenditures on
hardware and software were only the tip of the iceberg. Many users
became frustrated with the steep learning curve necessary to implement
a fully integrated GIS and abandoned the technology when they could
no longer justify the cost of these "pretty maps."

nies: you were the takeover targets of the 1980s.
Then, excess cash was the greatest indicator of a
company that should be liquidated. Could real
estate become that indicator in the future?

No longer can corporations treat real estate merely
as a factor of production or ignore its financial
implications. To avoid that 'black hole,' it is essential that real estate today be treated as a managed
asset that must compete for scarce capital and deliver a competitive return, ultimately enhancing
shareholder value.*u,
NOTES
The author would like to ackrutwledge the contributions of
Ted Notz, financial analyst at Mesirow Stein Real Estate,
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This manuscript will examine the state of GIS in real estate analysis,
describe several applications for this technology that can be utilized by
nearly all types of real estate professionals, and look ahead toward likely
applications in the coming millennium.
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Rcll Estate Applications for GIS

CURRENT STATE
As recently as 1990, there were only a handful of desktop GIS systems
available. Costs typically exceeded $500 for the software plus several
thousand dollars for boundary, street, and demographic data files.
Today dozens of desktop systems are available, most priced less than
$500, including census tract boundary and maior street files as well as
basic demographic data such as population, income, age, and house-

hold size. Major players in the GIS software industry include:
Autodesk, lnc., (urary'.autodesk.rorr); Desktop Mapping Technologies,
lnc., (u,uru,.destkto1tnnpltittg3om); ESRI, lnc., (tLtiL,iL,.esri.cont); Maplnfo

l3

(www.mapinfo.com); and On Target Mapping
(

utz tntt. o t

mappi tt g.

co m

).

The explosion of the Internet has also expanded GIS
use by companies of all sizes. For example, demographic and real estate data are readily available at
the U.S. Census web site (zfitz,.censrrs.gou) and nu-

merous private-sector providers, including CACI
Marketing Systems (zrzrzr,.caci.conr); Claritas, Inc.,
(untntt.claritas.com ); and National Decision Systems
(u'tutt,.natdecsVs.cor,). University research departments are also a good starting point, including:
lndiana University Center for Real Estate Studies
(uttott,.ind ia nn.ed I - c res l ) ; Penn State University
u

(tLttno .utorldcamltus .psu .edu) ; and the Real Estate Center at Texas A&M U nw ersity ( ht t p l r tc t n l t.t antu.ed ).
:

Municipalities were among the first users of CIS,
recognizing its tremendous potential for integrating and mapping parcel boundaries, streets, water/
sewer lines, easements, land use, and ownership. ln
recent years many states, counties, and cities have
made their GIS layers available to the general pub-

lic. Key factors for real estate professionals

are

compatibility and price. Unfortunately many municipalities developed proprietary systems that do
not easily interface with "off-the-shelf" GIS software packaSes. A second limitation is often cost.
While some government officials follow a practice
of making GIS available free or at a nominal cost,
most have attempted to recoup the significant front
end costs of establishing a GIS by charging users,
who often are real estate professionals.
Clearly thebrokeragecommunity

has been

theleader

tions (FFO), they can grow only by raising debt and
equity funds and using the cash for acquisitions.
These acquisitions can be in the form of purchasing
other REITs or acquiring additional properties. In
either instance, they will continue to be active buyers of real estate.

More importantly, a whole new class of real estate
investments is now available to investors and portfolio managers. Vehicles such as real estate investment trusts (REITs) and commercial mortgage
backed securities (CMBSs) have attracted large
amounts of capital to the real estate sector. In fact, it
has been estimated that these two classes of investment have poured in excess of $250 billion into real
estate investments in the past five years (Figurcs 3
.1998,
nrrd 4). Although interrupted in
this investment flow is not likely to disappear and pension
funds, insurance companies, and private investors
are very active today.

A question is often asked as to why CMBSs u'ill
benefit corporations that own real estate. The quick
and easy.rnswer is that they create liquidity and
that is what corporations neecl. More importantly,

Trade Area Definition
A second powerful application for CIS is trade

(service) area definition and depiction. Simply
stated: map data is easier to visualize than spreadsheet data. For decades the most common technique for defining a trade area was to assume the
trade area consisted of the area within one, three, or
five miles of a site. Demographic "ring" reports
similar to Table 1, summarizing demographic data
(ie., existing and projected population, median age,
household size, and household/per capita income)
have been included in nearly every appraisal, listing package, and market study for years.
Table

1

1.0 MILE

5.0 MILE
RADIUS RADIUS

2000 I'opulation

9,757

62,273

121,965

1995 Estim.rtc

8,802

56,248

111,123

Size is critical to both investment vehicles; singlc,
transactions in excess of $l billion are becoming
more and more common. Since REITs are required
to distribute 95 percent of their funds from opera-

3.0 MILE

2000 I'tojcction

1,425

28,024

52,694

Figure

1995 Estimate

3,732

23,728

45,608

POPULATION

OCCUPIED

UNITS

2,976

19,205

38,172

Owner Occupied

68.767"

72.55s,
27.45%

75.75%

2.,15

2.52

Renter Occupied 31.247"
1990 Persons Per

Household

perform market and feasibility studies.

1995 EsL

2.39

l.l

3

24.257,

I

Number

al REITs

90
80

Average

HH lncome

973,310

982,107

579,1i]

Median
HH Income
$56,221

$63,273

$63,463

77

70
60
51

50l

1995 Est. Per

Capita lncome $31,797

and relevant landmarks. Variations of this popular mapping application include color-coding the
data points based on price, size, age, price per
square foot, etc., and depicting demographic (income, median age) or real estate data (occupancy
rate, rental rate, traffic counts) as a background.

OPPORTUNITIES
AII of this investor attention presents an excellent

REITs By Size

93{,1r68

$32,527
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40.

Pin Maps

addresses are assigned their corresponding latitude and longitude coordinates), thus enabling the
GIS to display properties along with maior streets

TAKING ADVANTAGE OF CURRENT

HOUSEHOLDS

1995 Est.

Figure 1 is a typical pin map depicting the location of shopping centers available for sale. Property
addresses are geocoded (a process whereby street

they bring a whole new discipline to the real
estate financial world. They spread the risk by
creating multiple layers of investment in real estate debt with different risk characteristics. This
creates a greater variety of investors who will
invest in real estate and compete for the product.
This, in turn, reduces the spread between the debt
and similar investments with the same risk profile,
thus reducing the overall cost of money to real
estate b()rrowers.

RADIUS

DESCRIPTION

in embracing and incorporating GIS. Other users
include appraisers, corporate real estate executives, site selection experts, and consultants who
GIS APPLICATIONS

over the volatility of the stock market and the low
returns of the bond market. They see real estate as
an effective balance of the two; it produces annual
cash flow like a bond but also has growth potential
Iike a stock. Since it is less risky than most stocks it
can offer a smaller return.

Appraisers, property managers, and lenders can
similarll, benefit from the visual depiction of these
types of tabular data.

30.
Ignoring for a moment the pitfalls of assuming
that all customers conduct business within rings
around their residence or job, creating a map that
overlays the rings over the census block groups
from which the demographic summary statistics
are derived reveals a significant limitation to this
method of trade area definition.
The map
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Soure: NAREIT

Figurc 2 depicts the one, three, and
five mile rings superimposed over the actual census
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available for reinvestment of $3,202,000. Subtracting the cumulative negative cash flow from the
positive proceeds of sale results in total after-tax
cash flow of $210,000. The net present value, using
an 8 percent discount rate, is a negative M13,000.
Scenaio B: Leasing
If, instead of purchasing the asset, the company
were to lease the asset, there would be no capital
investment. The lease payment would be 9.25 percent of $6 million, or $555,000 per year, all of which
is deductible. Using a tax benefit of 40 percent, the
after-tax cost is $333,000. The negative cash flow is
also $333,000 per year. Exhibit II calculates this cash
flow for each year at the end of the 1O-year holding
period. The cumulative negative cash flow over the
.10-year
holding period is $3,330,000.
The $1.8 million not invested in the asset is
reinvested in the core business of the company at a
20 percent pre-tax return, resulting in $360,000 per
year of additional operatin2; income. The tax at 40
percent is $1,14,000, resulting in an after-tax return
of $216,000 per year. Thus, the annual negative cash
flow is reduced to $117,000. In year 10, in order to
make the analysis consistent with the sale of the
asset in Exhibit I, the $1.8 million is returned. The
after-tax cash flow is $630,000. The net present
value, using an eight percent discount rate, is a
positive $36,000.
NET RESULT
Leasing results in an after-tax benefrt thret times
greiter than the purchase of the asset. On a net
a
present value basis, this difference is $449,000
versus
negative $413,000 on the ownership basis
a
positive $36,000 on the lease basis. This is accomplished by the ability to reinvest the $1.8 million
equity in the core business instead of in the asset. In
order for the purchase option to accomplish the
same result, the asset would have to be sold in year
10 for $15,068,000 instead of $6 million.
Another way to gauge the result is to compare the
benefit with the asset. ln this example, the asset cost $6
million and the incremental after tax cash flow benefit
of the lease is $420,000 ($630,000 less $210,000). On
both a marginal and annual basis, this is a seven
percent after-tax return on this single asset.
By all accounts, the lease far outperforms the purchase in this situation.

ADDRESSING THE ARGUMENTS
Typically, there are three major arguments made

3.1

against the sale of real estate: 1). tax on the sale; 2).

Figure

loss of control over assets; and 3). loss of residual

1

value.

The fa-t on the sab of real estate can be a hurdle.
However, a company should always make a decision based on the best economics and not let the tax
tail "wag-the-dog," so to speak. In fact, this argument is nullified in that if the property is appreciating in value, there should be enough cash proceeds
to pay the tax liability. If the asset is not appreciating
in value, then the property should be sold to avoid
further decline in value.
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not a sound argument
to keep real estate. Leases can be written that protect
the tenant on all major aspects of the use of the
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If corporations should not own this real estate, who
should? . . . The answer is, those who have made
real estate investment their core competenry. Operating with different investment criteria - 10 percent,
not 20 percent - they are better suited to achieve
acceptable investor results. Real estate has long
been considered as a hedge against inflation. In
addihon, most portfolio managers are attempting
to diversify their investments, expressing concem

I
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property. In addition, options to renew the lease
after its original Iease term and options to purchase
at fair market value at the end of the lease Bive the
tenant long-term protection.
Finally, with regard,to loss olresidual aclue, we must
remember that most companies are not in the real
estate business. The investor in the average company is looking for retums (we have assumed a 20
percent return) based upon thecompany's ability to
succeed in its corebusiness; therefore, management
should employ its capital to achieve that result. As
previously stated, there are certain businesses in
which real estate is critical to its core business and
should be retained. However, these examples are
few and far between. Considering that the present
value of one dollar received in 10 years discounted
at 20 percent is only 16 cents, this further demonstrates how critical it is to employ capital h a way
that achieves earnings immediately - not in the
future when real estate is finally sold. Real estate is
a very ryclical business and the past several years
indicate the difficulty of timing real estate ownership with real estate occupanry requirements. As
shown in the example, the asset would have to be
sold at 250 percent of its cost in order to achieve the
same after-tax result.
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The standard assumptions are as follozos On 000s)

For the purpose of isolating the effect of ownership

General

versus leasing, the discussion does not include
such factors as potential company operating income and asset appreciation or depreciation during
the 1O-year holding period.

cost
Holding period
Operating income
Tax rate
Discount rate
Asset

55,000
10 years

-040%
10Vo

Scenaio A: Ozoning
lfthe asset were purchased, thecompany would
invest $.1.8 million of its capital and borrow $4.2
million at eight percent interest. The interest expense and depreciation would be deductible. ln
year one, this would result in an interest expense of
5333,000 and depreciation of $150,000, for a total
deduction of $483,000. Using a tax benefit of 40
percent, the after-tax cost is $290,000. Adding back
depreciation of$150,000 and subtracting a principal
payment of $89,000, the negative cash flow is
$228,000. Erii&it / calculates this cash flow for each
.1O-year
year during the
holding period.

Ownership of Asset
Depreciation
Basis

96,000
40 years

Depreciable life

Annual depreciation
Loan (707o loan to value)
Interest rate

Term
Annual debt service
Capital invested in asset

$150
s4,200
8Vo

20 years
$422
$1,800

Lease of Asset
Asset basis

$6,000

Lease constant

9.25

Capital invested in asset
Capital invested in
core business
Retum on capital invested
in core business - (Assume

-0-

S&P 500 10-year average)

20,7.

The cumulative netative cash flow over the l0year period is $2,492,000. At the end of the l0-year
holding period, the asset is sold for $6 million. The
remaining book value is M.5 million, resulting in a

Ea

$1,800

gain of $1.5 million. Applying a tax rate of ,10
percent creates a tax of $600,000. The remaining
mortgage is $2,698,000, resulting in cash on sale of
$3,302,000. Thus, the cash less the tax results in cash

Figure 2

rings. As shown, the demographic data summarized in the "ring" report is influenced by people
who live well beyond the three or five mile ring and
hence outside of the trade area being analyzed. This
is a common problem, especially in growing communities, because the Census Bureau establishes
the size of block groups and census tracts based on
population count, not geographic area.

A CIS not only allows the analyst to visualize

images to be incorporated with land use (general
plan/zoning), traffic count, and demographic layers to greatly enhance site selection.

Collectively this imagery can save real estate
developers enormous amounts of time when evaluating and planninB sites. Raster imagery is greatly
enhanced by adding street and parcel level geography when these layers can be acquired from municipalities.

the area from which the demographic statistics are

bc'ing derived, but also to more accurately draw
trade area boundaries based on population density,
transportation networks, and land ownership patterns. fi.qare 3 depicts an altemative trade area that
comprises customers who would be more likely to

frequent this location. The altemative trade area
contains the same total population as the five-mile
ring, but is more representative of a true potential
customer base.
Even if the analyst is comfortable n'ith the notion of a circular trade area, a GIS can greatly

Portfolio Management
Another exciting application of GIS technology
is as a database management tool, providing .-r
window to better manage a real estate portfolio. For
example, most CIS software programs enable the
user to not only geo-code property addresses and
display locations along with streets and Iandmarks,
but to also link other property specific attributes
such as digital photographs, videos, floor plans,
inspection reports, lease abstracts, and other data.
CIS packages now easily accept data from nonGIS software packages such as Dbase, Excel, Lotus

enhance the understanding of the customers who

l-2-3, Oracle, FoxPro, Paradox, etc.

comprise the trade area. For example, the tabular
report only includes totals and averages or medians
for the entire trade area. A GIS allows the user to
map individual data fields such as household income or median age, thereby providing a clearer
picture of the trade area.

Advances in e-mail and file transfer speed allow remote location data to be transferred and
integrated into a GIS package. Utilizing this type of
integrated system allows managers to conduct virtual tours of their properties through a CIS win-

dow.
Recent enhancements

clude spatial analysis tools. These tools improve
trade area analysis by incorporating gravity model
techniques that seek to mimic customer behaviorby
using the location and purchasing behavior of customers and the location, physical attributes, and
level of competition.

Historical Beal Estate Yield Spreads
2nd Ouartet 1998: Treasu es @ 4.65 + 550 bp = 10.15%
tbass

ponts)

in CIS technologv in-

Spreads over l0-Year Treasuries

700

The aforementioned GIS real estate applications consist primarily of vector data including
streets, zip code, and census tract/block groups,

500

which is to say the data can be displayed using lines
and polygons. An interesting recent addition to CIS
is raster imagery which allows non-linear data such
as aerial photography, topography, and building
footprints to be integrated into a GIS.

400
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Satellite photography has been publicly available since the early 1970s but only in the past few
years have images been affordable and easily integrated into a geographic information system. Site

'98

Rolling Averagc

selection experts frequently study aerial photographs to identify available sites. GIS allows these

Source: Federal R.scn'e Cr RERC
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Real Estate Applicnliorts

Site Cloning

An ideal real estate GIS application presents
itself when a retailer or restaurant operator with
one or more successful locations desires to expand
into a new market. The starting point in any expan-

Raster Imagery

600

Likewise, GIS images can be exported into
Powerpoint and similar presentation software.

for CIS

sion consideration should be an analysis of what
makes the current site(s) successful. Demographic
factors to consider include population, age, and
income. Non-demographic considerations include
land use and traffic volume.
CIS is the perfect tool for identifying current
customer distribution- Addresses can be geo-coded
and mapped to visually identify primary and secondary trade areas. These data points can then be
superimposed onto a series of demographic theme
maps such as population density, median age, and
household or per capita income. Reviewing a handful of these gpes of demographic maps will often
reveal a pattern that helps explain the success of a

17
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Figure

according to a 1990 report completed by Arthur
Anderscn/lREM.

and the return expected by real estate investors,
condition investors term'negative arbitrage.'

Trade Area Analysis

In effect, that $1.7 trillion represents capital that
corporations could deploy more productively. Alternative uses could include repaying debt, buying
back corporate stock, or investing in the company's
core business.

An analysis of retums required by real estate investors allows a more precise determination of the
amount of that negative arbitrage. Over the past 10
years, expected real estate spreads have averaged
500 basis points over 1O-year Treasuries Gigure 2).

ACCEPTABLE RATES OF RETURN
Logend

To be competitive, a company must return a market

Therefore, if we were to assume that 10-year Treasuries were yielding five percent, the current capitalization rate for the average real estate investor
would be 10 percent; thus, the negative arbitrage
would be 900 basis points. When applied to the $1.7
trillion dollars of real estate owned bv corporate
America, this creates a staggering potential loss of
shareholder value.
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rate acceptable to its investors. These returns need
to take into consideration the returns delivered by
all companies competing for investor dollars. The
S&P 500 provides an objective and diverse baseline
to evaluate any corporate investment. This index
has generated an average annual return of 24.1
percent over the past five vears and 19.2 percent
over the past '10 years.r Therefore, if a company is
competing for equity investments it must strive for
.19
percent on incompetitive returns in excess of
vested capital. Historic investment performance
data indicatcs that each dollar invested in real estate
creates a gap between the expected equity return

a

REAL NUMBERS
Examination of a hypothetical company in two
different scenarios will further illustrate this point:

a.
b.

Company buys and owns real estate, or
Company leases real estate

1I
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Corporations
$1 .7 trillion (43.1%l
Partnerships
$'1 trillion (25.6Vo)
NoGfor-profits
$4'1 1 billion (1O.5"/")
Government
$234 billion (6%)
lnstitutional investors
$128 billion (3.3%)
Financial institutions
$1 14 billion (2.9%)
REITS
$142 billion (3.6%)
Other
$104 billion (2.6%)
lndividuals
$96 billion (2.4%)

Total: $3,929 trillion
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site; forexample, thebest performing sites appear to
be in neighborhoods with the median age of 50-59
and with a household income of $40,000-$49,999.

Superimposing customer locations over land use
and traffic volume maps can quickly provide insight into traffic volumes and surrounding land
uses that help explain a site's success.
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by Richard A. Hanson, CRE
Like matter sucked into the gip of a cosmic black hole, neaer again
to see the light of day, corporate capital tied up in real estate neuer
rcalizes its eamiflg potential anil ultirnate aalue to shareholders.
trrporate America could be losing $153 billion per year and not
even know it. Such is the impact of real estate ownership on
potential earning c.rpability of a corporation when, efiec"
tively, a sizable
portion of its assets disappear from an active role in
creating capital growth and investment benefit. This requires serious
consideration of the relative effects of real estate ownership on the
financial performance and operations of a corporation.
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Given the hyper-competitive nature of business and the investment
returns demanded by shareholders, real estate investments generally
fall short of the productivity, Iiquidity, and investment objectives of
corporations. ln short, corporations can bette'r scrve themselves and
their shareholders by rethinking how real estate serves their needs.
This point is demonstrated in this article through an analysis of key
financial data of a hypothetical company. As additional support,
altemative real estate ownership structures are presented that allow
corporations to use and, in most instances, control real estate without
investing substantial portions of their precious capital in this asset

The true power of a GIS is evident in the final
step. A common query based on the conclusions
derived from the analysis of an existing site might
be: "display all census block groups in which the
median age is 50-59, where the median household
income is $40,000-$49,999, bisected by streets with
over 35,000 vehicles per day." If parcel geography
were included, the inquiry could be expanded to:
"include and display all vacant commercially zoned
parcels."

Utilized in this manner a fully integrated CIS
package can dramatically reduce the time needed
for a real estate counselor to identify potential new
sites. Certainly, existing and potential competition
must also be considered, but the likelihood of selecting and recommending an appropriate site is
greatly increased through this type of cloning analvsis.

The September 1998 issue of Btrsittess Ceographics
magazine included a survey of 11 prominent GIS
vendors. Each was asked the direction the industry
will head in the next 10 years. Common themes
throughout the responses wcre:
Stand-alone systcms

will be replaced by Web-

will allow the user to interface
standardized GIS software using a browser;
The lnternet will allow GIS software, business,
and spatial data to be updated real-time;
Users will have a much higher understanding of
how a GIS can be used to model spatial data;
Specialized tools such as gravity modeling will
be more readily available and enhanced to be
more similar to wizard-stylc mcnus;
Data will continue to become cheaper and more
based tools that

accessible;

will become more transparent to
the user throup;h integration into "mainstream"

GIS operations

business software.

Although the current GIS packages may seem to be
an expensive and cumbersome tool for producing
pretty maps, the wise real estate counselor will
continue to monitor CIS as many anticipated enhancements should allow more real estate counselors to incorporate' this dynamic and useful tool into
their counseling assignments.REr

A LOOK AHEAD
GIS as an industry is in its infancy, having reached
desktop PCs in the just the past 10 years. To date,

nearly all GIS software packages are "one size
fits all," requiring the user to have a basic knowledge of geography, database management, Braphics, and cartography; a unique skill set to say the
Ieastl While the first three lessons all real estate
professionals leam early in their career are: "location, location, location," few are well versed in any
of the disciplines necessary to create, implement,

and profitably integrate GIS into their everyday
practice.
Not suprisingly, national brokerage firms, retailers,
and national real estate consulting firms have been
in thebest position to benefit from ClSbecause their
size allows them to allocate the financial resources

to hardware, software and, most importantly,

class.

people.

WHO OWNS CORPORATE REAL ESTATE?
This often-overlooked asset ties up a maror portion of corporate
capital. In fact, according to ForDes, corporations own $1.7 trillion,
or 43.1 percent of all commercial real estate in the United States
(Figure 1). This is a startlingly high figure considering that 33 percent
of such corporate-owned real estate is held for investment purposes,

Rrrr

Esreru lssuE.s, Wittet 1998/'1999

Many smaller firms investigated and/or invested
in a GIS package only to conclude the maps were
pretty but the technology was not cost effective. For
these firms, advances in Web-based systems may
allow them to again consider CIS.

Real Estate Applications

lor CIS

19

industries whose supply-chain management relies
extensivelv on air shipments and where employees
have a 60 percent higher air travel propensity than
workers in general.

globalization and time-based competition will increase aviation utilization, these airports will become increasingly powerful drivers of commercial
development- Counselors of real estate and other

real estate professionals who recognize this
Apropos the latter,

Rrar EsrarE REsnnncu &
VaruATroN Usrnc
THE IrurrnNET
by James R. MacCrate , CRE, Scott S. Metro, €.r Dooid Watkins
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NTRoDUCTIoN
In ."."n, months, we havc been hearing and reading a lot about
the potential for faster, more flexible, easily updateable, and less

expensive real estate research and valuation using Internet and
World Wide Web (WWW) resources. While the potential for revolutionary change and dramatically improvc'd operations may exist,
there remain many pitfalls and risks along the way. This manuscript
explores both the possibilities and the pitfalls that exist in this area;
identifies real estate research and valuation professionals in both
large firms and small firms for possible winners and losers as firms
adapt to the new technology; and finally, suggests appropriate strategies for research.
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REVIEWING THE STATE OF TTIE ART
Most of the raw data items that are required for a real estate consulting, valuation, or research prorect can now be accessed from a
combination of sites on the Internet's World Wide Web. These raw
data items can be supplemented by proprietary data maintained by
consultants in their confidential files. All this informahon can then be
integrated into a comprehensive presentation format, complete r.r'ith
text, graphics, interactive maps (GIS), and even, if desired, audio and
video, and an on-line discussion capability. Reports can be updated
on a daily, or even more often than a daily basis, as new data is fed into
report templates. Buyers of information can specify "alerts," to be
triggered by specified events. In other words, if desired, the report can
become almost a "real- timt," Iiving document, rather than a one time

snapshot of conditions at a point in past time. The model for this
Internet-based research/ valuation presentation methodology is the
so-called "portal" concept. ln Internet parlance, a portal is a multipurpose Web page that serves as a "personal newspaper" ancl lets the
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comprehensive empirical study
1998 by Kenneth Button and

was conducted in
Roger Stough of the impact of hub airports on an
area's high tech job growth.''? Their multiple regression analysis (controlling for appropriate alternative factors impacting high tech iob growth) across
all 321 U.S. metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs),
supplemented by specific case studies contrasting
the economic performance of areas that have hub
airports with those that do not, generated convincing results. Button and Stough show that the existence of a hub airport in an MSA increases the area's
high{echnology employment by over 12,000, with
their multiple regression model explaining over 64
percent of the variation in high-technology employment across metropolitan areas.rr Additional analysis revealed that the causal link between job growth
and degree of airport services flows from air transportation input to creation of employment and not
the other wav around.
The above findings are consistent to an Ernst and
Young study which identified the U.S. metropolitan areas likely to exhibit the most growth in facilities and jobs between 1992 and 2000.ri Fiveofthesix
top cities (Atlanta, #1; Dallas, #2; Raleigh-Durham,

#3; Charlotte, #4; and Houston, #6) had hub airports, with only Salt Lake City at number 5, operating without a hub.
The message is clear. Even "second tier" cities that
have "first tier" national and global air links offer

distinct advantages in the minds of plant siting
specialists and executives seeking to locate their
businesses.'i Growing time-based competition
should make access to well-served airports an even
more important locational advantage in the years
ahead, significantly impacting the demand for and
value of nearby commercial real estate.

CONCLUSION
Advances in transportation and telecommunications technology are spawning a new spee.d-driven
economic era which is considerably altering the
location decisions of business and industry. Just as
seaports, rivers and canals, railroads, and highway
systems provided competitive advantages and
shaped the locus of commercial development in the
past, maior gateway airports will increasingly do so
in the future. In the coming fast century, where
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megatrend can select strategic sites near gateway
airports and position investments to be leveraged
by air commerce in the coming fast century.REr
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to the prior more than 30-day Asia to California
delivery using traditional ocean transportation. The
air logistics system has proven highly competitive
for National Semiconductor based on its much
lower inventory expenses, reduced labor costs, and
considerably shorter order cycle-times.
AIRPORTS AS NEW INDUSTRIAL MAGNETS
As more and more modern businesses and industries are gaining competitive advantage through air
logistics, locations near airports have become increasingly valued. This has resulted in substantial
agglomeration of industrial and commercial development in proximity to these new L'conomic growth
nodes. For example:
. In the 26-mile commercial corridor linking Washington, D.C.'s Reagan (National) and Dulles Airports, employment grew from 50,000 in 1970 to
over 600,000 in 1996, representing a 1,100 percent increase compared to an overall U.S. employment growth of 59 percent during this period.
. The number of companies within the' dynamic
Las Colinas area iust to the east of Dallas-Fort
Worth International Airport has grown to more
than 2,000 including Abbott Laboratories, AT&T,
Exxon, CTE, Hewlett-Packard, Kimberly-Clark,
and Microsoft.
. FedEx has transformed the once-sleepy Memphis into a center of international business, attracting billions of dollars in investment in
manufacturing and distribution facilities in the
vicinity of its airport. More than 130 foreignowned firms from 22 countries employing 17,250
workers have been drawn to Memphis since the
1980s. American companies such as Nike, Apple
Computer, Square D, Disney Stores, and Starter
Corporation, among many others, have similarly established new manufacturing and distribution centers near Memphis International Airport, Nearly all these companies pointed to the
Fe'dEx hub as a key attraction.
. In the l0 years following the introduction in 1975
of international air service in Atlanta 813 foreign
firms located there generating $33 billion in investment and 54,000jobs. Charles Elliot, director
of location consulting at Moran, Stahl and Boyer,
concluded that airports are the most important
factor in determining the location of an intemational business, especially those with direct internationaI air service.s
. A study by the al Chalabi Group documented
that more than 200,000 manufacturing, warehousing, and office jobs located in the vicinity of
Chicago's O'Hare Airport between 1975 and

.1990

largely because of the accessibility it provides to national and intemational markets.o
Rickenbacker Intemahonal Airport (Columbus,
OH), originally built in l94l as an army airbase,
has successfully converted into a dt'dicated air
cargo airport, foreign trade zone, and industrial
park. Since the early 1990s, Rickenbacker has
attractcd dozens of development proiects with
more than six million square feet of commercial
space constructed and occupied by 1997.
Alliance lndustrial Airport (Fort Worth, TX),
being developed by the Perot Group, has landed
more than 50 companies during the 1990s in-

cluding Intel, Nokia, Nestle Distribution,
BFCoodrich Aerospace, and Zenith Electronics
generatinB $3.6 billion in new investment. Alliance is currently developing 1,277 acres as an

Advanced Technology Center (anchored by
Intel's $1.3 billion computer chip manufacturing
facility) with space for nearly six million square
feet of planned buildings at the Center.
In the Philippines, Subic Bav Fre'e,port is rapidly
expanding around a lormer U.S. naval airbase
converted tocommercial usein 1993. Since FedEx
announced in 1994 that it was locating its Asia/
Pacific hub at Subic Bay, over 150 firms employing 40,000 workers have located there, generating almost $2.5 billion in investment. In Iate 1998,
Acer completed and opened its largest PC assembly facility in the world, heavily utilizing air
express [or its supply-chain management.
By late'|,997, nearly 50,000 people were employed on the airport grounds at Amsterdam's
Schiphol Airport, a 7.2 percent increase over the
previous year. Schiphol, alone, accounts for 10
percent of the European air cargo market and 1.9
percent of Netherlands' GNP. Nearly half of the
547 companies lirJ<ed to Schiphol grew in 1998,

compared to 31 percent in 1995. The airport
forecasts that it will generate 2.8 percent of Netherlands' GNP by 2015 (approximatcly $14 bilIion).

will be presented; in what
detail and what format; how the items n ill be
user select what items

presented on a page; and how frequently the information will be updated.

Most of the traditional "search engines," like Yahoo, Excite, and Infosec,k, have expanded their
offerings and changcd their business, becoming
multi-purpose portal sites, not iust single-purpose
search engines. They have done this in the attempt
to hold users longer and provide more comprehensive services to them. They have become focal points,
which assemble multiple links to other pages. lt is
possible, in the technical sense, to create the equivalent of a portal page for a real estate valuation or a
real estate research proiect. This is now being done

INSTABILITY OF "LINKS"
Some consultants have suggested that they can
assure a steady stream of current, reliable data, and

almost "real-time" ongoing property valuation, by

ants and firms for first-stage research on communities or market areas, and for some types of
valuation
most often the less complex singlefamily residential project. However, it is far from

linking to a number of Web sites, and feeding

being an automatic process or one that lends itself to

quick and easy "fill-in-the-blanks" types of solutions. Next we will examine a few of the reasons
why this is so.
BUMPS ALONG THE ROAD TO
AUTOMATED VALUATION
Real estate consultants who engage in various types
of automated or Internc't-assisted valuations or research pro,ects should be aware of some of the
issues that make this far from a foolproof process. These include issues related to: quality control and data reliability; pricing; data assenrbly or
integration; securitv and confidentiality; and liability.

QUALITY CONTROL ISSUES
First of all, serious tluality control issues exist with
real estate data on the lnternet. There are many data

In addition to their growing attractiveness as sites
for modern manufacturing and distribution industries, airports are becoming magnets for corporate

headquarters and regional offices as well as for
professional services, such as consulting, that require considerable employee long-distance travel.r0
Airport accessibility is likewise a powerful draw to
service-sector industries such as advertising, legal,
data processing, accounting and auditing, and pubic relations which frequently send out professional staff to customer sites or bring in their
customers by air.r'The same applies to high-tech

Furthermore, the speed of change of on-line data
raises some unique issues not faced in the print
format. For example, in a site that updates its data
daily, how does a consultant cite or reference the
version used? Similarly, if the moming's data is not
preserved on-line in the evening's update, how
can the consultant check on the accuracy of completed rvork? It is likely that the consultant's due
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On the screen, as with printed reports, there is also
the issue of the "illusion of truth" that surrounds
official-looking report data. ("lf it is on a screen, or
in a report, and looks official, it must be true.") The
same kinds of due diligence procedures and verif!
cation of sources are called for, whether the information be on paper or on screen.

by a few of the more technically advanced consult-

providers, but few with established track records
for onJine data provision. Many of the same issues
that arise with traditional print data also appear
with on-line data. How current is it? What is the
level of detail? How trustworthy is the data from a
given provider?
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diligence will come to focus more on the overall,
day-in, day-out reliability of the data provider and
its collection and presentation procedures, more
than on the contents of any one screen.

Real Estate Researclt

& Valuatiotl Using the Inlentet

information from those sites into a pre-defined set
of formats or templates. While this option may be
attractive in theory, it does not appear that the
Internet state-of-the-art can support it in a practical
way, today. Web users are well aware of the frequency with which sites can change character, quality, presentation format, and can even appear and
disappear in a matter of days.
It maybe too early in thc evolution of the Internet to
attempt such an approach, using public Web data
sources. However, it could work, done over a closed
private corporate intranet, or a password-protected
Iimited access "extranet," where all participating
data sources are known quantities, and have agreed
to supply data in an agreed-upon manner.

PRICING ISSUES
Pricing issues are just starting to emerge, This turns
out to be a very complex area, with an ever-shifting
mix of free and "paid for" data. Some providers (ic.,
brokers) may offer free data as an inducement to
customers to use their other services. Others may
provide some data free--an introductory sample, as
it were--to encourage purchase of additional or
more detailed data. Changes in technology will
make even this pricing environment unstable, as it
becomes possible to buy and sell data in a "micropricing" format, where data is literally "bought by
the

bit."

Consultants must remain alert to constant shifts in
the pricing environment. Over time, we can expect
to see intermediaries stepping in to provide on-line
daily information about price and quality of available data, at very fine grain, by property type and
geographic area.

2\

INTEGRATION ISSUES
lntegration issues pose additional challenges. Does
the consultant accept the presentation format offered by a data provider or "custom-craft" his/her
own for the job at hand? This answer may differ
from project to project, with standard templates
being acceptable for simple pro,ects and customizcd formats used for specialized or more complex
assignments.

And what will be the role of the consultant in this
new environment? Merely a collector and assembler of data provided by others? Or, an advisor
commenting on the meaning of data items and
deciding on the appropriate presentation format?
The challenge to the consultant is to understand
enough about the new data environment and its
potential, that heorshecan play the advisor role not
only on traditional real estate subiect matters, but
also on Intemet data issues and concerns.
SECURITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY ISSUES
Security issues are ever-present in the on{ine data
environment. How can the consultants ensure confidentiality? Internet data trails can remain for long
periods of time. Who else is seeing what you are
doing on the net? How much can a data provider be
trusted to maintain confidentiality? How secure are
internal "firewalls" within a large, multi-division
firm? These issues are likely to become more important as real estate investors and analysts place increasing reliance on the Intemet.
Software exists to make possible encryption and
secure transmission of data. Training consultants to
use it is another matter. And, of course, it will
always be necessary to "qualify your vendor"whether on-line or in the "paper" world.

LIABILITY ISSUES
Who is liable, if incorrect data is drawn from on-line
sources? There are at least two distinct fact situations, with two different answers. In those cases
where there is an agreement to provide data (these
will usually but not always be the cases of "paid for
data"), the buyer has a duty to qualifo the reliability
of the provider, and the vendor makes certain warranties about what is being provided. The buyer
may have recourse against the vendor, depending
on what the agreement says.

On the other hand, getting data free from public
sources on the Internet is a different and riskier
matter. The consultant is at risk here, and will notbe
likely to have much recourse against data suppliers,

?2

in most cases. So it is wise to independently confirm

the validity of such data, from at least one other
non-lntemet source. The implication of this is that
public Intemet data can be good for "first-cufl'
analyses, tobe followed and supplemented by analysis done in more traditional wavs.

WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM THE NEW
TECHNOLOGY?
We are shll h the early days of Intemet-assisted
research and valuation. It is too early to tell who will
be the successful early adopters of these new tech-

nologies. The technology does not give an automatic edge to either small or large firms. Rather, the
winners will likely be those firms - large or small that intelligently and flexibly incorporate new technology into their processes. The challenges involve
managerial skill and investment stratety, as much
as technological know-how. They are challenges
for the CEO and CFO, as well as the Chief Information Officer (CIO), of any organization.
The large, well-capitalized firm has the ability and
the financial resources to automate most or all of its
intemal operations, to reuse data for multiple purposes, and to instantly network the latest information from its various branch offices or from related
firms, making use of intranets and extranets, the

private and semi-private variants of the public
Intemet. Large firms, however, run the risk that
their major investments in self-developed software
can quickly become outdated because the technological state-of-the-art may quickly jump ahead of
them. On the other hand, data quality issues can be

fewer, to the degree that the firm can maintain
internal control of its processes.
The smaller firm or even the one-man practitioner
may have less capital to spend on hardware and
software, but could be in a position to compete with

thelargerfirmsby"buyingsmarter," movingfaster,
and taking advantage ofthe many opportunities for
networking that the Intemet provides. Hardware
and software suppliers, such as Gateway and Dell,
are making it easier for the small firm to keep up
with the pace of technological change. They provide "easy upgrade" plans thatlet theusersmoothly
upgrade to the latest versions of a product. It is
increasingly possible for the small user to lease
rather than buy, fitthg the length of investment to
the useful life of computer products.
INTERMEDIARIES: HUMAN AND
OTHERWISE
Both large firms and small firms are faced with the
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Thus, the passing era in which manufacturers can
mass produce large batches of standardized goods
for relatively stablemarkets isquickly giving way to
an accelerated era of customized production on
short notice for rapid response to quickly changing
demands. Just-in-time systems are especially wellsuited to this new agile environment where flexibility and speed will become imperative to competi-

tive success.

THE COMINC AIR COMMERCE ERA
With intemational transactions, production flexibility, and speed characterizing the new economy,
it is absolutely certain that air cargo and air express
(overnight) delivery service will play increasingly
important roles in business strategy. Noother means
of transit is better equipped to meet the economic

items needed on an emergency basis at distant sites.
Today, essentially anything that can be loaded onto
a large aircraft is routinely shipped internationally

by air: automobiles, heary machinery, hightech
equipment, textiles, fu rniture, pharmaceutica ls, live
cattle, bulk seafood, poultry, and agricultural prod-

ucts. In fact, heavy and oversize cargo, along with
perishables, are among the fastest growing sectors
of the air freight industry.

Air commerce is likewise creating entirely

new

industries such as shipping customized clothing
and freshly-cut flowers to distant markets within
hours, adding considerable value to products.
People not only pay for freshness in perishable
goods, they also pay extra for the satisfaction of
speedy, reliable delivery of more durable goods.

realities of the emerging era where global sourcing

and selling and iust-in-time logistics require that
producers receive and ship smaller quantities more
frequently and quickly over long distances.

Already air freight accounts for more than onethird of the value of U.S. products exported, a
percentate that is continuously rising. Within the
United States, air express actually accounts for 60
percent of all air cargo shipments, increasing at a
remarkable rate of 25 percent per year.

Internahonal air cargo shipments are projected to
grow at least 6.5 percent annually during the coming decade, with Pacific Rim routes also generating
annual average growth rates over this period of
over six percent, despite the negative impact of the
Asian economic crisis expected to last for at least
another year.i
Much of this freight will continue to be shipped in
the bellies of passenger planes, with some Boeing
747s (combi aircraft) carrying as much as 35 tons of
cargo along with their passenger loads. Yet, because air cargo is expected to grow so much faster
than passenger transit, hundreds of passenger planes
are being converted to all-cargo carriers, including
numerous 747s, DC-10s, and MD-11s. According to
Boeing, the number of wide-body air freighters are
expected to increase from 2"19 to 859 between 1995
and 2015 with the mafority ofaircargobeing shipped

by freighter aircraft.n

7

In prior economic eras, when speed of delivery and
production flexibility were less crucial to competitive success, air freight was considered a luxury. It
was confined primarily to small, lightweight, compact products with high value.to-weight ratios or to

Time-Based Comltelition
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Many of America's catalogue retailers and brand
manufacturers have thus begun using overnight
and two-day express as a competitive, value-adding tool. An excellent example here is P.C. Connections, Inc., of Marlow, NH, which set up its distribution warehouse as part of the Airborne Express
complex in Wilmington, OH. The company guarantees next day delivery of its computer software
and peripherals for phone orders received up to
midniBht. Using advanced telecommunications
(electronic commerce) and air express service to
differentiate its products through rapid customer
response, P.C. Connections' sales and profits have
skyrocketed.
Othercatalogue and lnternet retailers such as Lands
End and Amazon.com have found that large and
growing numbers of their customers will pay considerably extra to have their orders air expressed.

They have learned that in today's "must have it
now" environment, delivery and not price often
wins the sale.
Air commerce

is also revolutionizing global supply
chain management and shaping industrial location

decisions. Companies have found that they can
reduce numbers of factories and warehouses
through air cargo logistics while improving overall
performance. For example, National Semiconductor ofSanta Clara, CA, has contracted with FedEx to
fully manage air transportation of 7,000 tons of
finished products and 7,000 tons of components
through a single warehouse consolidation facility
near Singapore's Changi International Airport, thus
replacing 13 factory warehouses that were previously scattered throughout Asia. The 48-hour
Singapore to U.S. delivery scheduleby air compares
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It is the author's opinion that optimizing long-term
returns on commercial real estate investments will
require an understanding of the Fifth Wave and the
forces underlying it. Solid returns will also require
vision and action regarding the pivotal role air
commerce will play in the 2.1't century. This will be
further c'xplaincrl by elaborating upon the forces making up the Fifth Wave of economic development.

GLOBALIZATION
Since the early 1980s there has been a marked
growth and integration of world markets resulting
in huge volumes of raw materials, components,
finished products, information, and capital flowing
across international borders every day. U.S. exports
and imports more than doubled during the past
decade exceeding $2 trillion in 1997, while total
world exports surged to $5.3 trillion in 1997. Investment abroad by multinational corporations likewise mushroomed to over $3 trillion in 1997, while
sales generated by multinationalsoutside theircountry of origin exceeded 96 trillion (million million).:
l)erhaps nowhere is the new global economy more
concretely manifested than in the dramatic rise of
component sourcing. Just a decade ago, Ford introduced the world car, assembled in Detroit from
parts prtduce'd in each of the major continents.
Today, global sourcing is so commonplace that it is

Air commerce is likezuise crcating entirehl
new industies such as shippitrg custot rized
clothing and freshly-cut flowers to distant
markets ztithin hours, adding cotrsiderable
oalue to products. People not orlly pav for
freshness in perishable goods, they also pay
extta for the satisfactioa of speedy, reliable

deliaery of ,flore durable goods.

JUST.IN.TIME PRODUCTION AND DELIVERY
The shift to a global economy, while generating a
phenomenal expansion of market opportunities,
has alsobrought in a multitudeof new international
competitors, placing growing pressure on firms to
reduce costs and increase production efficiency. ln
the manufacturing arena, global sourcing has been
one mechanism frequently employed to reduce
costs. Another is a major advance in production,
distribution, and inventory control methods commonly known as "iust-in-time" (JlT). Under the JIT
system, all elements in the supply chain, from raw
material acquisition to delivered finished products,
are synchronized to cut sourcing, production, and
delivery cycle times and substantially reduce, or
even eliminate, inventories.

difficult to find assenrbled goods anywhere in
America made up entirely of ciomestic parts and
components. For example, a personal computer
produced in North Carolina's Research Triangle
Park is likely to be assembled from electrical components imported from Taiwan, disk drives from
Singapore, integrated circuits from Japan, microprocessors from Korea, a keyboard from Thailand,
and a glass screen from Mexico.
The growing interdependence of world markets is
reflected not only in terms of international trade,
but also in international information flows and
financial transactions. Between 1977 and 1997, international telephone calls to and ftom the U.S. (the
vast majority forbusiness purposes) increased 8,000
percent, from 375 million minutes in 197 to nearly
30 billion minutes iust 20 years later.3 From a global

capital flow standpoint, by 1997, the volume of
foreign exchange trading exceeded $1 trillion each
day.r While the current global economic woes will
certainly reduce the growth of world trade this
year and perhaps next year as well, few doubt that
this is more than a short-term cyclical downtum
and that the powerful trend toward global commerce will dominate the 21" century.
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One factor underlying just-in{imc operations is
that inventory costs are becoming a greater percentage of the total cost of production and distribution
of many products. Research shows that the proportion of total distribution costs going to maintaining
inventory has doubled during the past decade, with
timing of delivery a crucial factor. Early delivery
raises warehousing and inventory expenses, while
late delivery results in costly interruptions in production schedules and missc.d sales opportunities.
The new cconomy will place a premium on mJnufacturers acquiring materials and producing and
delivering finished products in a highly synchronized fashion, precisely as needed.
The necessary transition to just-in-time systems is
furtherbeing validated by marketing research which
documents that consumer tastes and product demands are changing much more swiftly today than
was the case in prior decades. Indications are that
such shifts will accelerate even faster in the decades
ahead, resulting in situations where products that
are "hot" one month may become obsolete six
months later. This has already happened in the

computer software and peripherals industry.
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challenge of "riding the technology tiger," as the
trends toward "faster, smaller, more powerful, and

cheaper" continue and intensify in the worlds of
hardware and software. In the u,orld of data, the
challenge is one of sorting through an increasing
information overload. More data becomes available, in different formats, and with different pricing
structures, on .rn almosl daily basis.

To cope with these changes, we are seeing the
emergence of a new kind of intermediary. While it
wasoriginally thought that the Intemet might eliminate intermediaries or middlemen, now we are
seeing a new, specialized variety of intermediaries.
First, people are filling the role of "trusted advisor"
on technological change, data quality, etc. Some are

on corporate or professional association payrolls;
others operate in free-lance mode, often from their
Web sites. But over time, and sometimes quickly,
the human intermediaries are being supplemented
or replaced by non-human intermediaries (forms of
intelligent software that perform the same functions).

or services that can be marketed globally from Web
sites. Some could become the Microsoft of tomorrow, while others may be absorbed by the giants of

today.

How does all this new technology relate to and
affect the traditional face-to-face business style of
the real estate and appraisal professions?
Some practitioners

will

use computer and Internet

technology - as they have used the phone and the
fax machine - to supplement and speed up their
traditional ways of doing business. But over time,
the new technology will make it possible to replace,
eliminate, or modify the traditional face-to-face
business style. In part, this will result from easier to
use and more "life-tike" technology - for example,

video-conferencing with multi-media document
transmission capabilities. And in part, it will be a
generation change. Younger professionals who have
grown up with e-mail, Internet, and video transmissions, will be as comfortable, (maybe more comfortable), with "doing business virtually."

of real estate or valuation information put their

The face-to-face business style will not disappear
overnight. But steadily, over time, more and more
porttrns of real estate deals and research projects
will be conducted online.

detailed requirements out for bid, and receive bids
from providers over the Internet. This could spark
a wave of new competition, as barriers to entry of

be exciting or

For example, some of the same "auction" software
that now helps users buy plane tickets or cars based
on detailed "specs" could be used to let purchasers

new providers would be low.
Conversely, it could solidify the position of established real estate information brand names, if they
are smart enough to adapt their offerings.

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?

In summary, the real estate information future can
frightening, depending on where one
stands. But wherever one stands, failing to adapt,
and failing to understand the Internet and its implications is a very risky strategy. Though it may be
messy, confused, and disjointed along the wayone thing is certain; the real estate profession is
heading steadily toward an lnternet / on-line
future.*u,

The one thing we can be sure of is volatility. There

will

be rapid evolution of data offerings and formats, and provider firms. Buyers of real estate
research and valuation information - such as banks,
investment bankers. and pension funds - will increasingly demand that their advisors and service
providers serve them on-line. Big players in the
real estate industry will make large investments as
thev attempt to maintain their established positions in the rvorld of cyber-real estate. At the same
time, large new players from other industries will
view the real estate research and valuation information provision as a "verhcal market" ripe for exploitation.
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And finally, there are always the small firms or
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Technological breakthroughs and new product
development will no longerbe contained within the
national geography of their discovery, but freely
flow throughout the world, just as capital and information do today. Intellectual property rights and
product security will become evasive. Pirating,
duplicating, and copying, despite protections incumbent in World Trade Organization (WTO) and
various intemational trade acts, will be even more
commonplace. Successful firms will thus not only
be dedicated to continuous improvement, but they
must also be constant innovators and rapid distributors oftheir products tostayahead ofan imitating pack of global competitors.

Trun-Basro CoupErrrroN &
INnusrRrAL LocauoN rN
THE Fnsr CErurunv
hy lohn D. Kasarda

Firms that are most successful in time-based competition will use advanced information technology
and high speed transportation to source parts and
components globally, minimize their inventories,
and provide fast and flexible responses to unique
customer needs worldwide. They wilI seek interna-

f f, /trat opportunities and challenges await 21" century indusy llti ;nxi'iT:,i: i'i::ilt?'::il;?'5#;,'ffiil:';
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Clobal sourcing will predominate as advanced telecommunications
and transportation technologies allow a wide geographic dispersion
of component manufacturing sites and places of final assembly,
predicated on raw material availability, labor costs and skills, and
markets.
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Networks of strategically aligned firms will replace individual companies as the effective enterprise, with supply chains competing
against supply chains. In this world of "virtual enterprises," a
manufacturer's profitability will be determined as much by its
supplier's performance (cost, quality, delivery) and the performance
of its downstream distribution and support firms as by the
manufacturer's internal operations.
Products will increasingly be designed and customized to be sold
throughout the world. lnternational markets will continue to rapidly
evolve as ne\/ products are introduced and exishng products improved at an accelerating pace. Routinized mass production will be
replaced by flexible customization; inventories by response; stocks by
flows.
Facilitated by computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-assisted
manufacturing (CAM), economies of scope (the ability to produce
multiple products more cheaply in combination than separately) will
supplant economies of scale. Innovation, flexibility, and rapid response will rule competitive shategies.
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be necessary, but not sufficient determinants of commercial success. In the
coming fast century, speed and agility will become
increasingly pivotal, with industry increasingly
emphasizing: l). accelerated development cycles;
2). flexible production; and 3). quick response. ln all
cases, time-based competition will intensify.
Cost and quality

tional partners and rely on just-in-time suppliers
and sophisticated downstream logistics providers.
By combining information connectivity between
supplier and customer with production flexibility,
manufacturers will customize or otherwise differentiate products to create customer value. Manufacturers must also be able to offer the same speed
and flexibility in the delivery process - from the time
their asscmblcd products leave the factory until the
time they arrive on the customer's doorstep.
,

Growing pressure to cut sourcint, production, and
delivery cycle times has led to the introduction of
new global supply chain management practices
that increasingly rely on air cargo, in general, and
integrated air express, in particular. Manufacturing
firms are selecting strategic locations to optimize
their domestic and intemational supply-chain fl ows
and customer delivery response times. From a commercial real estate standpoint, the three L's (location, location, and location) are being replaced by
the three A's (accessibility, accessibility, and accessibility). Of course, the two are related.
Strategic accessibility, shaped by evolving transportation technology and infrastructure, will have

Timt-Basul Cttmpetiliotl &
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a significant impact on where modern industries
locate and where commercial growth occurs. This
has certainly been the case in the past, and will
likely be even more so in the future, as can be

illustrated by highlighting five waves of industrial location and commercial real estate development.

TRANSPORTATION ACCESSIBILITY AND
COMMERCIAL GROWTH
Distribution networks and transportation accessibility have always been paramount to industrial
location. The world's first great commercial centers
grew up around seaports. The next wave of major
commercial development occurred at river- and
canal-based cities that formed the backbone of
America's Industrial Revolution.
Railroads sparked the third wave of commercial
development, opening up Iandlocked interiors to
manufacturing and trade. Major goods-processinp;
and distribution industries emerged at rail hubs
and terminal points. For example, Atlanta, the largest commercial real estate market in the South initially developed as a railway hub and was originally known as "Terminus."
The fourth wave of commercial real estate development was fostered by the shift to cars and trucks to

move people and goods. Freeways, expressways,

and interstate highways generated a massive
deconcentration of housing and firms. Large suburban malls and commercial centers, industrial
parks, and office complexes sprouted as far as 50
miles from major city centers. Some of these fourthwave "edge citie's" now have more retail and office
space than their metropolitan areas' downtowns.l
We are now entering the fifth and most opportune
development era - the Fifth Wave - where aviation,

international markets, and time-based competition
will predominate. This new era is being ushered in
by large, high-speed iet airplanes, advanced telecommunications technologies, and three irreversible forces of immense significance: l). the globalization of business transactions; 2). the shift to iustin-time manufacturing and distribution methods;
and, as a result of the first two, 3). the growing
requiement of industries of all types to ship products quickly by air to distant customers. The combined thrust of these interachng forces is creatinB
new commercial growth nodes around the world,
with international airports supplanting seaports,
rail, and highway systems as primary wealth and
iob generators.
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be necessary, but not sufficient determinants of commercial success. In the
coming fast century, speed and agility will become
increasingly pivotal, with industry increasingly
emphasizing: l). accelerated development cycles;
2). flexible production; and 3). quick response. ln all
cases, time-based competition will intensify.
Cost and quality
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By combining information connectivity between
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manufacturers will customize or otherwise differentiate products to create customer value. Manufacturers must also be able to offer the same speed
and flexibility in the delivery process - from the time
their asscmblcd products leave the factory until the
time they arrive on the customer's doorstep.
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Growing pressure to cut sourcint, production, and
delivery cycle times has led to the introduction of
new global supply chain management practices
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likely be even more so in the future, as can be

illustrated by highlighting five waves of industrial location and commercial real estate development.
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Distribution networks and transportation accessibility have always been paramount to industrial
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grew up around seaports. The next wave of major
commercial development occurred at river- and
canal-based cities that formed the backbone of
America's Industrial Revolution.
Railroads sparked the third wave of commercial
development, opening up Iandlocked interiors to
manufacturing and trade. Major goods-processinp;
and distribution industries emerged at rail hubs
and terminal points. For example, Atlanta, the largest commercial real estate market in the South initially developed as a railway hub and was originally known as "Terminus."
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deconcentration of housing and firms. Large suburban malls and commercial centers, industrial
parks, and office complexes sprouted as far as 50
miles from major city centers. Some of these fourthwave "edge citie's" now have more retail and office
space than their metropolitan areas' downtowns.l
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iob generators.
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It is the author's opinion that optimizing long-term
returns on commercial real estate investments will
require an understanding of the Fifth Wave and the
forces underlying it. Solid returns will also require
vision and action regarding the pivotal role air
commerce will play in the 2.1't century. This will be
further c'xplaincrl by elaborating upon the forces making up the Fifth Wave of economic development.

GLOBALIZATION
Since the early 1980s there has been a marked
growth and integration of world markets resulting
in huge volumes of raw materials, components,
finished products, information, and capital flowing
across international borders every day. U.S. exports
and imports more than doubled during the past
decade exceeding $2 trillion in 1997, while total
world exports surged to $5.3 trillion in 1997. Investment abroad by multinational corporations likewise mushroomed to over $3 trillion in 1997, while
sales generated by multinationalsoutside theircountry of origin exceeded 96 trillion (million million).:
l)erhaps nowhere is the new global economy more
concretely manifested than in the dramatic rise of
component sourcing. Just a decade ago, Ford introduced the world car, assembled in Detroit from
parts prtduce'd in each of the major continents.
Today, global sourcing is so commonplace that it is

Air commerce is likezuise crcating entirehl
new industies such as shippitrg custot rized
clothing and freshly-cut flowers to distant
markets ztithin hours, adding cotrsiderable
oalue to products. People not orlly pav for
freshness in perishable goods, they also pay
extta for the satisfactioa of speedy, reliable

deliaery of ,flore durable goods.

JUST.IN.TIME PRODUCTION AND DELIVERY
The shift to a global economy, while generating a
phenomenal expansion of market opportunities,
has alsobrought in a multitudeof new international
competitors, placing growing pressure on firms to
reduce costs and increase production efficiency. ln
the manufacturing arena, global sourcing has been
one mechanism frequently employed to reduce
costs. Another is a major advance in production,
distribution, and inventory control methods commonly known as "iust-in-time" (JlT). Under the JIT
system, all elements in the supply chain, from raw
material acquisition to delivered finished products,
are synchronized to cut sourcing, production, and
delivery cycle times and substantially reduce, or
even eliminate, inventories.

difficult to find assenrbled goods anywhere in
America made up entirely of ciomestic parts and
components. For example, a personal computer
produced in North Carolina's Research Triangle
Park is likely to be assembled from electrical components imported from Taiwan, disk drives from
Singapore, integrated circuits from Japan, microprocessors from Korea, a keyboard from Thailand,
and a glass screen from Mexico.
The growing interdependence of world markets is
reflected not only in terms of international trade,
but also in international information flows and
financial transactions. Between 1977 and 1997, international telephone calls to and ftom the U.S. (the
vast majority forbusiness purposes) increased 8,000
percent, from 375 million minutes in 197 to nearly
30 billion minutes iust 20 years later.3 From a global

capital flow standpoint, by 1997, the volume of
foreign exchange trading exceeded $1 trillion each
day.r While the current global economic woes will
certainly reduce the growth of world trade this
year and perhaps next year as well, few doubt that
this is more than a short-term cyclical downtum
and that the powerful trend toward global commerce will dominate the 21" century.
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One factor underlying just-in{imc operations is
that inventory costs are becoming a greater percentage of the total cost of production and distribution
of many products. Research shows that the proportion of total distribution costs going to maintaining
inventory has doubled during the past decade, with
timing of delivery a crucial factor. Early delivery
raises warehousing and inventory expenses, while
late delivery results in costly interruptions in production schedules and missc.d sales opportunities.
The new cconomy will place a premium on mJnufacturers acquiring materials and producing and
delivering finished products in a highly synchronized fashion, precisely as needed.
The necessary transition to just-in-time systems is
furtherbeing validated by marketing research which
documents that consumer tastes and product demands are changing much more swiftly today than
was the case in prior decades. Indications are that
such shifts will accelerate even faster in the decades
ahead, resulting in situations where products that
are "hot" one month may become obsolete six
months later. This has already happened in the

computer software and peripherals industry.
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challenge of "riding the technology tiger," as the
trends toward "faster, smaller, more powerful, and

cheaper" continue and intensify in the worlds of
hardware and software. In the u,orld of data, the
challenge is one of sorting through an increasing
information overload. More data becomes available, in different formats, and with different pricing
structures, on .rn almosl daily basis.

To cope with these changes, we are seeing the
emergence of a new kind of intermediary. While it
wasoriginally thought that the Intemet might eliminate intermediaries or middlemen, now we are
seeing a new, specialized variety of intermediaries.
First, people are filling the role of "trusted advisor"
on technological change, data quality, etc. Some are

on corporate or professional association payrolls;
others operate in free-lance mode, often from their
Web sites. But over time, and sometimes quickly,
the human intermediaries are being supplemented
or replaced by non-human intermediaries (forms of
intelligent software that perform the same functions).

or services that can be marketed globally from Web
sites. Some could become the Microsoft of tomorrow, while others may be absorbed by the giants of

today.

How does all this new technology relate to and
affect the traditional face-to-face business style of
the real estate and appraisal professions?
Some practitioners

will

use computer and Internet

technology - as they have used the phone and the
fax machine - to supplement and speed up their
traditional ways of doing business. But over time,
the new technology will make it possible to replace,
eliminate, or modify the traditional face-to-face
business style. In part, this will result from easier to
use and more "life-tike" technology - for example,

video-conferencing with multi-media document
transmission capabilities. And in part, it will be a
generation change. Younger professionals who have
grown up with e-mail, Internet, and video transmissions, will be as comfortable, (maybe more comfortable), with "doing business virtually."

of real estate or valuation information put their

The face-to-face business style will not disappear
overnight. But steadily, over time, more and more
porttrns of real estate deals and research projects
will be conducted online.

detailed requirements out for bid, and receive bids
from providers over the Internet. This could spark
a wave of new competition, as barriers to entry of

be exciting or

For example, some of the same "auction" software
that now helps users buy plane tickets or cars based
on detailed "specs" could be used to let purchasers

new providers would be low.
Conversely, it could solidify the position of established real estate information brand names, if they
are smart enough to adapt their offerings.

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?

In summary, the real estate information future can
frightening, depending on where one
stands. But wherever one stands, failing to adapt,
and failing to understand the Internet and its implications is a very risky strategy. Though it may be
messy, confused, and disjointed along the wayone thing is certain; the real estate profession is
heading steadily toward an lnternet / on-line
future.*u,

The one thing we can be sure of is volatility. There

will

be rapid evolution of data offerings and formats, and provider firms. Buyers of real estate
research and valuation information - such as banks,
investment bankers. and pension funds - will increasingly demand that their advisors and service
providers serve them on-line. Big players in the
real estate industry will make large investments as
thev attempt to maintain their established positions in the rvorld of cyber-real estate. At the same
time, large new players from other industries will
view the real estate research and valuation information provision as a "verhcal market" ripe for exploitation.
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INTEGRATION ISSUES
lntegration issues pose additional challenges. Does
the consultant accept the presentation format offered by a data provider or "custom-craft" his/her
own for the job at hand? This answer may differ
from project to project, with standard templates
being acceptable for simple pro,ects and customizcd formats used for specialized or more complex
assignments.

And what will be the role of the consultant in this
new environment? Merely a collector and assembler of data provided by others? Or, an advisor
commenting on the meaning of data items and
deciding on the appropriate presentation format?
The challenge to the consultant is to understand
enough about the new data environment and its
potential, that heorshecan play the advisor role not
only on traditional real estate subiect matters, but
also on Intemet data issues and concerns.
SECURITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY ISSUES
Security issues are ever-present in the on{ine data
environment. How can the consultants ensure confidentiality? Internet data trails can remain for long
periods of time. Who else is seeing what you are
doing on the net? How much can a data provider be
trusted to maintain confidentiality? How secure are
internal "firewalls" within a large, multi-division
firm? These issues are likely to become more important as real estate investors and analysts place increasing reliance on the Intemet.
Software exists to make possible encryption and
secure transmission of data. Training consultants to
use it is another matter. And, of course, it will
always be necessary to "qualify your vendor"whether on-line or in the "paper" world.

LIABILITY ISSUES
Who is liable, if incorrect data is drawn from on-line
sources? There are at least two distinct fact situations, with two different answers. In those cases
where there is an agreement to provide data (these
will usually but not always be the cases of "paid for
data"), the buyer has a duty to qualifo the reliability
of the provider, and the vendor makes certain warranties about what is being provided. The buyer
may have recourse against the vendor, depending
on what the agreement says.

On the other hand, getting data free from public
sources on the Internet is a different and riskier
matter. The consultant is at risk here, and will notbe
likely to have much recourse against data suppliers,

?2

in most cases. So it is wise to independently confirm

the validity of such data, from at least one other
non-lntemet source. The implication of this is that
public Intemet data can be good for "first-cufl'
analyses, tobe followed and supplemented by analysis done in more traditional wavs.

WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM THE NEW
TECHNOLOGY?
We are shll h the early days of Intemet-assisted
research and valuation. It is too early to tell who will
be the successful early adopters of these new tech-

nologies. The technology does not give an automatic edge to either small or large firms. Rather, the
winners will likely be those firms - large or small that intelligently and flexibly incorporate new technology into their processes. The challenges involve
managerial skill and investment stratety, as much
as technological know-how. They are challenges
for the CEO and CFO, as well as the Chief Information Officer (CIO), of any organization.
The large, well-capitalized firm has the ability and
the financial resources to automate most or all of its
intemal operations, to reuse data for multiple purposes, and to instantly network the latest information from its various branch offices or from related
firms, making use of intranets and extranets, the

private and semi-private variants of the public
Intemet. Large firms, however, run the risk that
their major investments in self-developed software
can quickly become outdated because the technological state-of-the-art may quickly jump ahead of
them. On the other hand, data quality issues can be

fewer, to the degree that the firm can maintain
internal control of its processes.
The smaller firm or even the one-man practitioner
may have less capital to spend on hardware and
software, but could be in a position to compete with

thelargerfirmsby"buyingsmarter," movingfaster,
and taking advantage ofthe many opportunities for
networking that the Intemet provides. Hardware
and software suppliers, such as Gateway and Dell,
are making it easier for the small firm to keep up
with the pace of technological change. They provide "easy upgrade" plans thatlet theusersmoothly
upgrade to the latest versions of a product. It is
increasingly possible for the small user to lease
rather than buy, fitthg the length of investment to
the useful life of computer products.
INTERMEDIARIES: HUMAN AND
OTHERWISE
Both large firms and small firms are faced with the
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Thus, the passing era in which manufacturers can
mass produce large batches of standardized goods
for relatively stablemarkets isquickly giving way to
an accelerated era of customized production on
short notice for rapid response to quickly changing
demands. Just-in-time systems are especially wellsuited to this new agile environment where flexibility and speed will become imperative to competi-

tive success.

THE COMINC AIR COMMERCE ERA
With intemational transactions, production flexibility, and speed characterizing the new economy,
it is absolutely certain that air cargo and air express
(overnight) delivery service will play increasingly
important roles in business strategy. Noother means
of transit is better equipped to meet the economic

items needed on an emergency basis at distant sites.
Today, essentially anything that can be loaded onto
a large aircraft is routinely shipped internationally

by air: automobiles, heary machinery, hightech
equipment, textiles, fu rniture, pharmaceutica ls, live
cattle, bulk seafood, poultry, and agricultural prod-

ucts. In fact, heavy and oversize cargo, along with
perishables, are among the fastest growing sectors
of the air freight industry.

Air commerce is likewise creating entirely

new

industries such as shipping customized clothing
and freshly-cut flowers to distant markets within
hours, adding considerable value to products.
People not only pay for freshness in perishable
goods, they also pay extra for the satisfaction of
speedy, reliable delivery of more durable goods.

realities of the emerging era where global sourcing

and selling and iust-in-time logistics require that
producers receive and ship smaller quantities more
frequently and quickly over long distances.

Already air freight accounts for more than onethird of the value of U.S. products exported, a
percentate that is continuously rising. Within the
United States, air express actually accounts for 60
percent of all air cargo shipments, increasing at a
remarkable rate of 25 percent per year.

Internahonal air cargo shipments are projected to
grow at least 6.5 percent annually during the coming decade, with Pacific Rim routes also generating
annual average growth rates over this period of
over six percent, despite the negative impact of the
Asian economic crisis expected to last for at least
another year.i
Much of this freight will continue to be shipped in
the bellies of passenger planes, with some Boeing
747s (combi aircraft) carrying as much as 35 tons of
cargo along with their passenger loads. Yet, because air cargo is expected to grow so much faster
than passenger transit, hundreds of passenger planes
are being converted to all-cargo carriers, including
numerous 747s, DC-10s, and MD-11s. According to
Boeing, the number of wide-body air freighters are
expected to increase from 2"19 to 859 between 1995
and 2015 with the mafority ofaircargobeing shipped

by freighter aircraft.n

7

In prior economic eras, when speed of delivery and
production flexibility were less crucial to competitive success, air freight was considered a luxury. It
was confined primarily to small, lightweight, compact products with high value.to-weight ratios or to

Time-Based Comltelition
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Many of America's catalogue retailers and brand
manufacturers have thus begun using overnight
and two-day express as a competitive, value-adding tool. An excellent example here is P.C. Connections, Inc., of Marlow, NH, which set up its distribution warehouse as part of the Airborne Express
complex in Wilmington, OH. The company guarantees next day delivery of its computer software
and peripherals for phone orders received up to
midniBht. Using advanced telecommunications
(electronic commerce) and air express service to
differentiate its products through rapid customer
response, P.C. Connections' sales and profits have
skyrocketed.
Othercatalogue and lnternet retailers such as Lands
End and Amazon.com have found that large and
growing numbers of their customers will pay considerably extra to have their orders air expressed.

They have learned that in today's "must have it
now" environment, delivery and not price often
wins the sale.
Air commerce

is also revolutionizing global supply
chain management and shaping industrial location

decisions. Companies have found that they can
reduce numbers of factories and warehouses
through air cargo logistics while improving overall
performance. For example, National Semiconductor ofSanta Clara, CA, has contracted with FedEx to
fully manage air transportation of 7,000 tons of
finished products and 7,000 tons of components
through a single warehouse consolidation facility
near Singapore's Changi International Airport, thus
replacing 13 factory warehouses that were previously scattered throughout Asia. The 48-hour
Singapore to U.S. delivery scheduleby air compares
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to the prior more than 30-day Asia to California
delivery using traditional ocean transportation. The
air logistics system has proven highly competitive
for National Semiconductor based on its much
lower inventory expenses, reduced labor costs, and
considerably shorter order cycle-times.
AIRPORTS AS NEW INDUSTRIAL MAGNETS
As more and more modern businesses and industries are gaining competitive advantage through air
logistics, locations near airports have become increasingly valued. This has resulted in substantial
agglomeration of industrial and commercial development in proximity to these new L'conomic growth
nodes. For example:
. In the 26-mile commercial corridor linking Washington, D.C.'s Reagan (National) and Dulles Airports, employment grew from 50,000 in 1970 to
over 600,000 in 1996, representing a 1,100 percent increase compared to an overall U.S. employment growth of 59 percent during this period.
. The number of companies within the' dynamic
Las Colinas area iust to the east of Dallas-Fort
Worth International Airport has grown to more
than 2,000 including Abbott Laboratories, AT&T,
Exxon, CTE, Hewlett-Packard, Kimberly-Clark,
and Microsoft.
. FedEx has transformed the once-sleepy Memphis into a center of international business, attracting billions of dollars in investment in
manufacturing and distribution facilities in the
vicinity of its airport. More than 130 foreignowned firms from 22 countries employing 17,250
workers have been drawn to Memphis since the
1980s. American companies such as Nike, Apple
Computer, Square D, Disney Stores, and Starter
Corporation, among many others, have similarly established new manufacturing and distribution centers near Memphis International Airport, Nearly all these companies pointed to the
Fe'dEx hub as a key attraction.
. In the l0 years following the introduction in 1975
of international air service in Atlanta 813 foreign
firms located there generating $33 billion in investment and 54,000jobs. Charles Elliot, director
of location consulting at Moran, Stahl and Boyer,
concluded that airports are the most important
factor in determining the location of an intemational business, especially those with direct internationaI air service.s
. A study by the al Chalabi Group documented
that more than 200,000 manufacturing, warehousing, and office jobs located in the vicinity of
Chicago's O'Hare Airport between 1975 and

.1990

largely because of the accessibility it provides to national and intemational markets.o
Rickenbacker Intemahonal Airport (Columbus,
OH), originally built in l94l as an army airbase,
has successfully converted into a dt'dicated air
cargo airport, foreign trade zone, and industrial
park. Since the early 1990s, Rickenbacker has
attractcd dozens of development proiects with
more than six million square feet of commercial
space constructed and occupied by 1997.
Alliance lndustrial Airport (Fort Worth, TX),
being developed by the Perot Group, has landed
more than 50 companies during the 1990s in-

cluding Intel, Nokia, Nestle Distribution,
BFCoodrich Aerospace, and Zenith Electronics
generatinB $3.6 billion in new investment. Alliance is currently developing 1,277 acres as an

Advanced Technology Center (anchored by
Intel's $1.3 billion computer chip manufacturing
facility) with space for nearly six million square
feet of planned buildings at the Center.
In the Philippines, Subic Bav Fre'e,port is rapidly
expanding around a lormer U.S. naval airbase
converted tocommercial usein 1993. Since FedEx
announced in 1994 that it was locating its Asia/
Pacific hub at Subic Bay, over 150 firms employing 40,000 workers have located there, generating almost $2.5 billion in investment. In Iate 1998,
Acer completed and opened its largest PC assembly facility in the world, heavily utilizing air
express [or its supply-chain management.
By late'|,997, nearly 50,000 people were employed on the airport grounds at Amsterdam's
Schiphol Airport, a 7.2 percent increase over the
previous year. Schiphol, alone, accounts for 10
percent of the European air cargo market and 1.9
percent of Netherlands' GNP. Nearly half of the
547 companies lirJ<ed to Schiphol grew in 1998,

compared to 31 percent in 1995. The airport
forecasts that it will generate 2.8 percent of Netherlands' GNP by 2015 (approximatcly $14 bilIion).

will be presented; in what
detail and what format; how the items n ill be
user select what items

presented on a page; and how frequently the information will be updated.

Most of the traditional "search engines," like Yahoo, Excite, and Infosec,k, have expanded their
offerings and changcd their business, becoming
multi-purpose portal sites, not iust single-purpose
search engines. They have done this in the attempt
to hold users longer and provide more comprehensive services to them. They have become focal points,
which assemble multiple links to other pages. lt is
possible, in the technical sense, to create the equivalent of a portal page for a real estate valuation or a
real estate research proiect. This is now being done

INSTABILITY OF "LINKS"
Some consultants have suggested that they can
assure a steady stream of current, reliable data, and

almost "real-time" ongoing property valuation, by

ants and firms for first-stage research on communities or market areas, and for some types of
valuation
most often the less complex singlefamily residential project. However, it is far from

linking to a number of Web sites, and feeding

being an automatic process or one that lends itself to

quick and easy "fill-in-the-blanks" types of solutions. Next we will examine a few of the reasons
why this is so.
BUMPS ALONG THE ROAD TO
AUTOMATED VALUATION
Real estate consultants who engage in various types
of automated or Internc't-assisted valuations or research pro,ects should be aware of some of the
issues that make this far from a foolproof process. These include issues related to: quality control and data reliability; pricing; data assenrbly or
integration; securitv and confidentiality; and liability.

QUALITY CONTROL ISSUES
First of all, serious tluality control issues exist with
real estate data on the lnternet. There are many data

In addition to their growing attractiveness as sites
for modern manufacturing and distribution industries, airports are becoming magnets for corporate

headquarters and regional offices as well as for
professional services, such as consulting, that require considerable employee long-distance travel.r0
Airport accessibility is likewise a powerful draw to
service-sector industries such as advertising, legal,
data processing, accounting and auditing, and pubic relations which frequently send out professional staff to customer sites or bring in their
customers by air.r'The same applies to high-tech

Furthermore, the speed of change of on-line data
raises some unique issues not faced in the print
format. For example, in a site that updates its data
daily, how does a consultant cite or reference the
version used? Similarly, if the moming's data is not
preserved on-line in the evening's update, how
can the consultant check on the accuracy of completed rvork? It is likely that the consultant's due

'1998/1999

On the screen, as with printed reports, there is also
the issue of the "illusion of truth" that surrounds
official-looking report data. ("lf it is on a screen, or
in a report, and looks official, it must be true.") The
same kinds of due diligence procedures and verif!
cation of sources are called for, whether the information be on paper or on screen.

by a few of the more technically advanced consult-

providers, but few with established track records
for onJine data provision. Many of the same issues
that arise with traditional print data also appear
with on-line data. How current is it? What is the
level of detail? How trustworthy is the data from a
given provider?

Rr,rr Esr,rn lssuts, Wirrlel

diligence will come to focus more on the overall,
day-in, day-out reliability of the data provider and
its collection and presentation procedures, more
than on the contents of any one screen.

Real Estate Researclt

& Valuatiotl Using the Inlentet

information from those sites into a pre-defined set
of formats or templates. While this option may be
attractive in theory, it does not appear that the
Internet state-of-the-art can support it in a practical
way, today. Web users are well aware of the frequency with which sites can change character, quality, presentation format, and can even appear and
disappear in a matter of days.
It maybe too early in thc evolution of the Internet to
attempt such an approach, using public Web data
sources. However, it could work, done over a closed
private corporate intranet, or a password-protected
Iimited access "extranet," where all participating
data sources are known quantities, and have agreed
to supply data in an agreed-upon manner.

PRICING ISSUES
Pricing issues are just starting to emerge, This turns
out to be a very complex area, with an ever-shifting
mix of free and "paid for" data. Some providers (ic.,
brokers) may offer free data as an inducement to
customers to use their other services. Others may
provide some data free--an introductory sample, as
it were--to encourage purchase of additional or
more detailed data. Changes in technology will
make even this pricing environment unstable, as it
becomes possible to buy and sell data in a "micropricing" format, where data is literally "bought by
the

bit."

Consultants must remain alert to constant shifts in
the pricing environment. Over time, we can expect
to see intermediaries stepping in to provide on-line
daily information about price and quality of available data, at very fine grain, by property type and
geographic area.

2\

industries whose supply-chain management relies
extensivelv on air shipments and where employees
have a 60 percent higher air travel propensity than
workers in general.

globalization and time-based competition will increase aviation utilization, these airports will become increasingly powerful drivers of commercial
development- Counselors of real estate and other

real estate professionals who recognize this
Apropos the latter,

Rrar EsrarE REsnnncu &
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by James R. MacCrate , CRE, Scott S. Metro, €.r Dooid Watkins
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NTRoDUCTIoN
In ."."n, months, we havc been hearing and reading a lot about
the potential for faster, more flexible, easily updateable, and less

expensive real estate research and valuation using Internet and
World Wide Web (WWW) resources. While the potential for revolutionary change and dramatically improvc'd operations may exist,
there remain many pitfalls and risks along the way. This manuscript
explores both the possibilities and the pitfalls that exist in this area;
identifies real estate research and valuation professionals in both
large firms and small firms for possible winners and losers as firms
adapt to the new technology; and finally, suggests appropriate strategies for research.
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REVIEWING THE STATE OF TTIE ART
Most of the raw data items that are required for a real estate consulting, valuation, or research prorect can now be accessed from a
combination of sites on the Internet's World Wide Web. These raw
data items can be supplemented by proprietary data maintained by
consultants in their confidential files. All this informahon can then be
integrated into a comprehensive presentation format, complete r.r'ith
text, graphics, interactive maps (GIS), and even, if desired, audio and
video, and an on-line discussion capability. Reports can be updated
on a daily, or even more often than a daily basis, as new data is fed into
report templates. Buyers of information can specify "alerts," to be
triggered by specified events. In other words, if desired, the report can
become almost a "real- timt," Iiving document, rather than a one time

snapshot of conditions at a point in past time. The model for this
Internet-based research/ valuation presentation methodology is the
so-called "portal" concept. ln Internet parlance, a portal is a multipurpose Web page that serves as a "personal newspaper" ancl lets the
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comprehensive empirical study
1998 by Kenneth Button and

was conducted in
Roger Stough of the impact of hub airports on an
area's high tech job growth.''? Their multiple regression analysis (controlling for appropriate alternative factors impacting high tech iob growth) across
all 321 U.S. metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs),
supplemented by specific case studies contrasting
the economic performance of areas that have hub
airports with those that do not, generated convincing results. Button and Stough show that the existence of a hub airport in an MSA increases the area's
high{echnology employment by over 12,000, with
their multiple regression model explaining over 64
percent of the variation in high-technology employment across metropolitan areas.rr Additional analysis revealed that the causal link between job growth
and degree of airport services flows from air transportation input to creation of employment and not
the other wav around.
The above findings are consistent to an Ernst and
Young study which identified the U.S. metropolitan areas likely to exhibit the most growth in facilities and jobs between 1992 and 2000.ri Fiveofthesix
top cities (Atlanta, #1; Dallas, #2; Raleigh-Durham,

#3; Charlotte, #4; and Houston, #6) had hub airports, with only Salt Lake City at number 5, operating without a hub.
The message is clear. Even "second tier" cities that
have "first tier" national and global air links offer

distinct advantages in the minds of plant siting
specialists and executives seeking to locate their
businesses.'i Growing time-based competition
should make access to well-served airports an even
more important locational advantage in the years
ahead, significantly impacting the demand for and
value of nearby commercial real estate.

CONCLUSION
Advances in transportation and telecommunications technology are spawning a new spee.d-driven
economic era which is considerably altering the
location decisions of business and industry. Just as
seaports, rivers and canals, railroads, and highway
systems provided competitive advantages and
shaped the locus of commercial development in the
past, maior gateway airports will increasingly do so
in the future. In the coming fast century, where

Time-Baxd Competitiotr €t lrrduslrial lacqtiott in
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megatrend can select strategic sites near gateway
airports and position investments to be leveraged
by air commerce in the coming fast century.REr
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site; forexample, thebest performing sites appear to
be in neighborhoods with the median age of 50-59
and with a household income of $40,000-$49,999.

Superimposing customer locations over land use
and traffic volume maps can quickly provide insight into traffic volumes and surrounding land
uses that help explain a site's success.
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by Richard A. Hanson, CRE
Like matter sucked into the gip of a cosmic black hole, neaer again
to see the light of day, corporate capital tied up in real estate neuer
rcalizes its eamiflg potential anil ultirnate aalue to shareholders.
trrporate America could be losing $153 billion per year and not
even know it. Such is the impact of real estate ownership on
potential earning c.rpability of a corporation when, efiec"
tively, a sizable
portion of its assets disappear from an active role in
creating capital growth and investment benefit. This requires serious
consideration of the relative effects of real estate ownership on the
financial performance and operations of a corporation.
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Given the hyper-competitive nature of business and the investment
returns demanded by shareholders, real estate investments generally
fall short of the productivity, Iiquidity, and investment objectives of
corporations. ln short, corporations can bette'r scrve themselves and
their shareholders by rethinking how real estate serves their needs.
This point is demonstrated in this article through an analysis of key
financial data of a hypothetical company. As additional support,
altemative real estate ownership structures are presented that allow
corporations to use and, in most instances, control real estate without
investing substantial portions of their precious capital in this asset

The true power of a GIS is evident in the final
step. A common query based on the conclusions
derived from the analysis of an existing site might
be: "display all census block groups in which the
median age is 50-59, where the median household
income is $40,000-$49,999, bisected by streets with
over 35,000 vehicles per day." If parcel geography
were included, the inquiry could be expanded to:
"include and display all vacant commercially zoned
parcels."

Utilized in this manner a fully integrated CIS
package can dramatically reduce the time needed
for a real estate counselor to identify potential new
sites. Certainly, existing and potential competition
must also be considered, but the likelihood of selecting and recommending an appropriate site is
greatly increased through this type of cloning analvsis.

The September 1998 issue of Btrsittess Ceographics
magazine included a survey of 11 prominent GIS
vendors. Each was asked the direction the industry
will head in the next 10 years. Common themes
throughout the responses wcre:
Stand-alone systcms

will be replaced by Web-

will allow the user to interface
standardized GIS software using a browser;
The lnternet will allow GIS software, business,
and spatial data to be updated real-time;
Users will have a much higher understanding of
how a GIS can be used to model spatial data;
Specialized tools such as gravity modeling will
be more readily available and enhanced to be
more similar to wizard-stylc mcnus;
Data will continue to become cheaper and more
based tools that

accessible;

will become more transparent to
the user throup;h integration into "mainstream"

GIS operations

business software.

Although the current GIS packages may seem to be
an expensive and cumbersome tool for producing
pretty maps, the wise real estate counselor will
continue to monitor CIS as many anticipated enhancements should allow more real estate counselors to incorporate' this dynamic and useful tool into
their counseling assignments.REr

A LOOK AHEAD
GIS as an industry is in its infancy, having reached
desktop PCs in the just the past 10 years. To date,

nearly all GIS software packages are "one size
fits all," requiring the user to have a basic knowledge of geography, database management, Braphics, and cartography; a unique skill set to say the
Ieastl While the first three lessons all real estate
professionals leam early in their career are: "location, location, location," few are well versed in any
of the disciplines necessary to create, implement,

and profitably integrate GIS into their everyday
practice.
Not suprisingly, national brokerage firms, retailers,
and national real estate consulting firms have been
in thebest position to benefit from ClSbecause their
size allows them to allocate the financial resources

to hardware, software and, most importantly,

class.

people.

WHO OWNS CORPORATE REAL ESTATE?
This often-overlooked asset ties up a maror portion of corporate
capital. In fact, according to ForDes, corporations own $1.7 trillion,
or 43.1 percent of all commercial real estate in the United States
(Figure 1). This is a startlingly high figure considering that 33 percent
of such corporate-owned real estate is held for investment purposes,

Rrrr
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Many smaller firms investigated and/or invested
in a GIS package only to conclude the maps were
pretty but the technology was not cost effective. For
these firms, advances in Web-based systems may
allow them to again consider CIS.

Real Estate Applications

lor CIS
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Figure

according to a 1990 report completed by Arthur
Anderscn/lREM.

and the return expected by real estate investors,
condition investors term'negative arbitrage.'

Trade Area Analysis

In effect, that $1.7 trillion represents capital that
corporations could deploy more productively. Alternative uses could include repaying debt, buying
back corporate stock, or investing in the company's
core business.

An analysis of retums required by real estate investors allows a more precise determination of the
amount of that negative arbitrage. Over the past 10
years, expected real estate spreads have averaged
500 basis points over 1O-year Treasuries Gigure 2).

ACCEPTABLE RATES OF RETURN
Logend

To be competitive, a company must return a market

Therefore, if we were to assume that 10-year Treasuries were yielding five percent, the current capitalization rate for the average real estate investor
would be 10 percent; thus, the negative arbitrage
would be 900 basis points. When applied to the $1.7
trillion dollars of real estate owned bv corporate
America, this creates a staggering potential loss of
shareholder value.
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rate acceptable to its investors. These returns need
to take into consideration the returns delivered by
all companies competing for investor dollars. The
S&P 500 provides an objective and diverse baseline
to evaluate any corporate investment. This index
has generated an average annual return of 24.1
percent over the past five vears and 19.2 percent
over the past '10 years.r Therefore, if a company is
competing for equity investments it must strive for
.19
percent on incompetitive returns in excess of
vested capital. Historic investment performance
data indicatcs that each dollar invested in real estate
creates a gap between the expected equity return

a

REAL NUMBERS
Examination of a hypothetical company in two
different scenarios will further illustrate this point:

a.
b.

Company buys and owns real estate, or
Company leases real estate

1I
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Corporations
$1 .7 trillion (43.1%l
Partnerships
$'1 trillion (25.6Vo)
NoGfor-profits
$4'1 1 billion (1O.5"/")
Government
$234 billion (6%)
lnstitutional investors
$128 billion (3.3%)
Financial institutions
$1 14 billion (2.9%)
REITS
$142 billion (3.6%)
Other
$104 billion (2.6%)
lndividuals
$96 billion (2.4%)

Total: $3,929 trillion
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The standard assumptions are as follozos On 000s)

For the purpose of isolating the effect of ownership

General

versus leasing, the discussion does not include
such factors as potential company operating income and asset appreciation or depreciation during
the 1O-year holding period.

cost
Holding period
Operating income
Tax rate
Discount rate
Asset

55,000
10 years

-040%
10Vo

Scenaio A: Ozoning
lfthe asset were purchased, thecompany would
invest $.1.8 million of its capital and borrow $4.2
million at eight percent interest. The interest expense and depreciation would be deductible. ln
year one, this would result in an interest expense of
5333,000 and depreciation of $150,000, for a total
deduction of $483,000. Using a tax benefit of 40
percent, the after-tax cost is $290,000. Adding back
depreciation of$150,000 and subtracting a principal
payment of $89,000, the negative cash flow is
$228,000. Erii&it / calculates this cash flow for each
.1O-year
year during the
holding period.

Ownership of Asset
Depreciation
Basis

96,000
40 years

Depreciable life

Annual depreciation
Loan (707o loan to value)
Interest rate

Term
Annual debt service
Capital invested in asset

$150
s4,200
8Vo

20 years
$422
$1,800

Lease of Asset
Asset basis

$6,000

Lease constant

9.25

Capital invested in asset
Capital invested in
core business
Retum on capital invested
in core business - (Assume

-0-

S&P 500 10-year average)

20,7.

The cumulative netative cash flow over the l0year period is $2,492,000. At the end of the l0-year
holding period, the asset is sold for $6 million. The
remaining book value is M.5 million, resulting in a

Ea

$1,800

gain of $1.5 million. Applying a tax rate of ,10
percent creates a tax of $600,000. The remaining
mortgage is $2,698,000, resulting in cash on sale of
$3,302,000. Thus, the cash less the tax results in cash

Figure 2

rings. As shown, the demographic data summarized in the "ring" report is influenced by people
who live well beyond the three or five mile ring and
hence outside of the trade area being analyzed. This
is a common problem, especially in growing communities, because the Census Bureau establishes
the size of block groups and census tracts based on
population count, not geographic area.

A CIS not only allows the analyst to visualize

images to be incorporated with land use (general
plan/zoning), traffic count, and demographic layers to greatly enhance site selection.

Collectively this imagery can save real estate
developers enormous amounts of time when evaluating and planninB sites. Raster imagery is greatly
enhanced by adding street and parcel level geography when these layers can be acquired from municipalities.

the area from which the demographic statistics are

bc'ing derived, but also to more accurately draw
trade area boundaries based on population density,
transportation networks, and land ownership patterns. fi.qare 3 depicts an altemative trade area that
comprises customers who would be more likely to

frequent this location. The altemative trade area
contains the same total population as the five-mile
ring, but is more representative of a true potential
customer base.
Even if the analyst is comfortable n'ith the notion of a circular trade area, a GIS can greatly

Portfolio Management
Another exciting application of GIS technology
is as a database management tool, providing .-r
window to better manage a real estate portfolio. For
example, most CIS software programs enable the
user to not only geo-code property addresses and
display locations along with streets and Iandmarks,
but to also link other property specific attributes
such as digital photographs, videos, floor plans,
inspection reports, lease abstracts, and other data.
CIS packages now easily accept data from nonGIS software packages such as Dbase, Excel, Lotus

enhance the understanding of the customers who

l-2-3, Oracle, FoxPro, Paradox, etc.

comprise the trade area. For example, the tabular
report only includes totals and averages or medians
for the entire trade area. A GIS allows the user to
map individual data fields such as household income or median age, thereby providing a clearer
picture of the trade area.

Advances in e-mail and file transfer speed allow remote location data to be transferred and
integrated into a GIS package. Utilizing this type of
integrated system allows managers to conduct virtual tours of their properties through a CIS win-

dow.
Recent enhancements

clude spatial analysis tools. These tools improve
trade area analysis by incorporating gravity model
techniques that seek to mimic customer behaviorby
using the location and purchasing behavior of customers and the location, physical attributes, and
level of competition.

Historical Beal Estate Yield Spreads
2nd Ouartet 1998: Treasu es @ 4.65 + 550 bp = 10.15%
tbass

ponts)

in CIS technologv in-

Spreads over l0-Year Treasuries

700

The aforementioned GIS real estate applications consist primarily of vector data including
streets, zip code, and census tract/block groups,

500

which is to say the data can be displayed using lines
and polygons. An interesting recent addition to CIS
is raster imagery which allows non-linear data such
as aerial photography, topography, and building
footprints to be integrated into a GIS.

400
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Satellite photography has been publicly available since the early 1970s but only in the past few
years have images been affordable and easily integrated into a geographic information system. Site

'98

Rolling Averagc

selection experts frequently study aerial photographs to identify available sites. GIS allows these

Source: Federal R.scn'e Cr RERC

Rerr Esrnrr lssr'rcs, Wittet

-19981'1999

Real Estate Applicnliorts

Site Cloning

An ideal real estate GIS application presents
itself when a retailer or restaurant operator with
one or more successful locations desires to expand
into a new market. The starting point in any expan-

Raster Imagery

600

Likewise, GIS images can be exported into
Powerpoint and similar presentation software.

for CIS

sion consideration should be an analysis of what
makes the current site(s) successful. Demographic
factors to consider include population, age, and
income. Non-demographic considerations include
land use and traffic volume.
CIS is the perfect tool for identifying current
customer distribution- Addresses can be geo-coded
and mapped to visually identify primary and secondary trade areas. These data points can then be
superimposed onto a series of demographic theme
maps such as population density, median age, and
household or per capita income. Reviewing a handful of these gpes of demographic maps will often
reveal a pattern that helps explain the success of a
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available for reinvestment of $3,202,000. Subtracting the cumulative negative cash flow from the
positive proceeds of sale results in total after-tax
cash flow of $210,000. The net present value, using
an 8 percent discount rate, is a negative M13,000.
Scenaio B: Leasing
If, instead of purchasing the asset, the company
were to lease the asset, there would be no capital
investment. The lease payment would be 9.25 percent of $6 million, or $555,000 per year, all of which
is deductible. Using a tax benefit of 40 percent, the
after-tax cost is $333,000. The negative cash flow is
also $333,000 per year. Exhibit II calculates this cash
flow for each year at the end of the 1O-year holding
period. The cumulative negative cash flow over the
.10-year
holding period is $3,330,000.
The $1.8 million not invested in the asset is
reinvested in the core business of the company at a
20 percent pre-tax return, resulting in $360,000 per
year of additional operatin2; income. The tax at 40
percent is $1,14,000, resulting in an after-tax return
of $216,000 per year. Thus, the annual negative cash
flow is reduced to $117,000. In year 10, in order to
make the analysis consistent with the sale of the
asset in Exhibit I, the $1.8 million is returned. The
after-tax cash flow is $630,000. The net present
value, using an eight percent discount rate, is a
positive $36,000.
NET RESULT
Leasing results in an after-tax benefrt thret times
greiter than the purchase of the asset. On a net
a
present value basis, this difference is $449,000
versus
negative $413,000 on the ownership basis
a
positive $36,000 on the lease basis. This is accomplished by the ability to reinvest the $1.8 million
equity in the core business instead of in the asset. In
order for the purchase option to accomplish the
same result, the asset would have to be sold in year
10 for $15,068,000 instead of $6 million.
Another way to gauge the result is to compare the
benefit with the asset. ln this example, the asset cost $6
million and the incremental after tax cash flow benefit
of the lease is $420,000 ($630,000 less $210,000). On
both a marginal and annual basis, this is a seven
percent after-tax return on this single asset.
By all accounts, the lease far outperforms the purchase in this situation.

ADDRESSING THE ARGUMENTS
Typically, there are three major arguments made

3.1

against the sale of real estate: 1). tax on the sale; 2).

Figure

loss of control over assets; and 3). loss of residual

1

value.

The fa-t on the sab of real estate can be a hurdle.
However, a company should always make a decision based on the best economics and not let the tax
tail "wag-the-dog," so to speak. In fact, this argument is nullified in that if the property is appreciating in value, there should be enough cash proceeds
to pay the tax liability. If the asset is not appreciating
in value, then the property should be sold to avoid
further decline in value.
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not a sound argument
to keep real estate. Leases can be written that protect
the tenant on all major aspects of the use of the
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Real Estate Applications for GIS
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If corporations should not own this real estate, who
should? . . . The answer is, those who have made
real estate investment their core competenry. Operating with different investment criteria - 10 percent,
not 20 percent - they are better suited to achieve
acceptable investor results. Real estate has long
been considered as a hedge against inflation. In
addihon, most portfolio managers are attempting
to diversify their investments, expressing concem
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property. In addition, options to renew the lease
after its original Iease term and options to purchase
at fair market value at the end of the lease Bive the
tenant long-term protection.
Finally, with regard,to loss olresidual aclue, we must
remember that most companies are not in the real
estate business. The investor in the average company is looking for retums (we have assumed a 20
percent return) based upon thecompany's ability to
succeed in its corebusiness; therefore, management
should employ its capital to achieve that result. As
previously stated, there are certain businesses in
which real estate is critical to its core business and
should be retained. However, these examples are
few and far between. Considering that the present
value of one dollar received in 10 years discounted
at 20 percent is only 16 cents, this further demonstrates how critical it is to employ capital h a way
that achieves earnings immediately - not in the
future when real estate is finally sold. Real estate is
a very ryclical business and the past several years
indicate the difficulty of timing real estate ownership with real estate occupanry requirements. As
shown in the example, the asset would have to be
sold at 250 percent of its cost in order to achieve the
same after-tax result.
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(www.mapinfo.com); and On Target Mapping
(

utz tntt. o t

mappi tt g.

co m

).

The explosion of the Internet has also expanded GIS
use by companies of all sizes. For example, demographic and real estate data are readily available at
the U.S. Census web site (zfitz,.censrrs.gou) and nu-

merous private-sector providers, including CACI
Marketing Systems (zrzrzr,.caci.conr); Claritas, Inc.,
(untntt.claritas.com ); and National Decision Systems
(u'tutt,.natdecsVs.cor,). University research departments are also a good starting point, including:
lndiana University Center for Real Estate Studies
(uttott,.ind ia nn.ed I - c res l ) ; Penn State University
u

(tLttno .utorldcamltus .psu .edu) ; and the Real Estate Center at Texas A&M U nw ersity ( ht t p l r tc t n l t.t antu.ed ).
:

Municipalities were among the first users of CIS,
recognizing its tremendous potential for integrating and mapping parcel boundaries, streets, water/
sewer lines, easements, land use, and ownership. ln
recent years many states, counties, and cities have
made their GIS layers available to the general pub-

lic. Key factors for real estate professionals

are

compatibility and price. Unfortunately many municipalities developed proprietary systems that do
not easily interface with "off-the-shelf" GIS software packaSes. A second limitation is often cost.
While some government officials follow a practice
of making GIS available free or at a nominal cost,
most have attempted to recoup the significant front
end costs of establishing a GIS by charging users,
who often are real estate professionals.
Clearly thebrokeragecommunity

has been

theleader

tions (FFO), they can grow only by raising debt and
equity funds and using the cash for acquisitions.
These acquisitions can be in the form of purchasing
other REITs or acquiring additional properties. In
either instance, they will continue to be active buyers of real estate.

More importantly, a whole new class of real estate
investments is now available to investors and portfolio managers. Vehicles such as real estate investment trusts (REITs) and commercial mortgage
backed securities (CMBSs) have attracted large
amounts of capital to the real estate sector. In fact, it
has been estimated that these two classes of investment have poured in excess of $250 billion into real
estate investments in the past five years (Figurcs 3
.1998,
nrrd 4). Although interrupted in
this investment flow is not likely to disappear and pension
funds, insurance companies, and private investors
are very active today.

A question is often asked as to why CMBSs u'ill
benefit corporations that own real estate. The quick
and easy.rnswer is that they create liquidity and
that is what corporations neecl. More importantly,

Trade Area Definition
A second powerful application for CIS is trade

(service) area definition and depiction. Simply
stated: map data is easier to visualize than spreadsheet data. For decades the most common technique for defining a trade area was to assume the
trade area consisted of the area within one, three, or
five miles of a site. Demographic "ring" reports
similar to Table 1, summarizing demographic data
(ie., existing and projected population, median age,
household size, and household/per capita income)
have been included in nearly every appraisal, listing package, and market study for years.
Table

1

1.0 MILE

5.0 MILE
RADIUS RADIUS

2000 I'opulation

9,757

62,273

121,965

1995 Estim.rtc

8,802

56,248

111,123

Size is critical to both investment vehicles; singlc,
transactions in excess of $l billion are becoming
more and more common. Since REITs are required
to distribute 95 percent of their funds from opera-

3.0 MILE

2000 I'tojcction

1,425

28,024

52,694

Figure

1995 Estimate

3,732

23,728

45,608

POPULATION

OCCUPIED

UNITS

2,976

19,205

38,172

Owner Occupied

68.767"

72.55s,
27.45%

75.75%

2.,15

2.52

Renter Occupied 31.247"
1990 Persons Per

Household

perform market and feasibility studies.

1995 EsL

2.39

l.l

3

24.257,

I

Number

al REITs

90
80

Average

HH lncome

973,310

982,107

579,1i]

Median
HH Income
$56,221

$63,273

$63,463

77

70
60
51

50l

1995 Est. Per

Capita lncome $31,797

and relevant landmarks. Variations of this popular mapping application include color-coding the
data points based on price, size, age, price per
square foot, etc., and depicting demographic (income, median age) or real estate data (occupancy
rate, rental rate, traffic counts) as a background.

OPPORTUNITIES
AII of this investor attention presents an excellent

REITs By Size

93{,1r68

$32,527

44

40.

Pin Maps

addresses are assigned their corresponding latitude and longitude coordinates), thus enabling the
GIS to display properties along with maior streets

TAKING ADVANTAGE OF CURRENT

HOUSEHOLDS

1995 Est.

Figure 1 is a typical pin map depicting the location of shopping centers available for sale. Property
addresses are geocoded (a process whereby street

they bring a whole new discipline to the real
estate financial world. They spread the risk by
creating multiple layers of investment in real estate debt with different risk characteristics. This
creates a greater variety of investors who will
invest in real estate and compete for the product.
This, in turn, reduces the spread between the debt
and similar investments with the same risk profile,
thus reducing the overall cost of money to real
estate b()rrowers.

RADIUS

DESCRIPTION

in embracing and incorporating GIS. Other users
include appraisers, corporate real estate executives, site selection experts, and consultants who
GIS APPLICATIONS

over the volatility of the stock market and the low
returns of the bond market. They see real estate as
an effective balance of the two; it produces annual
cash flow like a bond but also has growth potential
Iike a stock. Since it is less risky than most stocks it
can offer a smaller return.

Appraisers, property managers, and lenders can
similarll, benefit from the visual depiction of these
types of tabular data.

30.
Ignoring for a moment the pitfalls of assuming
that all customers conduct business within rings
around their residence or job, creating a map that
overlays the rings over the census block groups
from which the demographic summary statistics
are derived reveals a significant limitation to this
method of trade area definition.
The map
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Figurc 2 depicts the one, three, and
five mile rings superimposed over the actual census
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1-! eographlc lnformahon Systems (GIS) exploded into the busiworld in the early 1990s when advances in personal
f
computer systems enabled the powerful mapping technology
\-,1-n"tr
opportunity for corporations. For the first time, real
estate can be used to enhance value instead of

business of the company. Corporations must take

reduce value.

class.

Securitization of real estate allows corporations to
sell their real estate to an established buyer that is
becoming very sophisticated in valuation, riskanalysis, and delivery of pools of real estate investments
to investors. Corporations can take advantage of the
franchise value of REITs; because of this ongoing
concern value, REITs have lower yield requirements on individual real estate investments. This,
in turn, has increased prices for premium properties. Add to this formula the creditworthiness of
investment-grade corporations as tenants and a
profitable investment situation is created. Suddenly,
the sum is worth more than the parts.

Some companies argue that because they have so
much cash, additional liquidity appears to be of no
value to them. A word of caution to those compa-

Corporations need to take advantage of the current
atmosphere that exists on Wall Street. As long as
investors continue to believe that diversified portfolios of real estate in the hands of REIT managers
reduces risk and creates a sound investment, cash
will continue to flow into the real estate sector. This
cash will continue to require a return significantly
lower than that required by shareholders in the core

36

to be ported from mainframe computers to desktop PCs. A technology
that had heretofore been economically feasible to only municipalities

and utility companies was suddenly available to the individual
businessperson. Amid promises of greater productivity and enhanced

advantage of the spread created by this new asset

decision making, many real estate professionals embraced CIS, often
spending tens of thousands of dollars purchasing the fastest PCs and
GIS software packages. Unfortunately, the capital expenditures on
hardware and software were only the tip of the iceberg. Many users
became frustrated with the steep learning curve necessary to implement
a fully integrated GIS and abandoned the technology when they could
no longer justify the cost of these "pretty maps."

nies: you were the takeover targets of the 1980s.
Then, excess cash was the greatest indicator of a
company that should be liquidated. Could real
estate become that indicator in the future?

No longer can corporations treat real estate merely
as a factor of production or ignore its financial
implications. To avoid that 'black hole,' it is essential that real estate today be treated as a managed
asset that must compete for scarce capital and deliver a competitive return, ultimately enhancing
shareholder value.*u,
NOTES
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This manuscript will examine the state of GIS in real estate analysis,
describe several applications for this technology that can be utilized by
nearly all types of real estate professionals, and look ahead toward likely
applications in the coming millennium.
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Rcll Estate Applications for GIS

CURRENT STATE
As recently as 1990, there were only a handful of desktop GIS systems
available. Costs typically exceeded $500 for the software plus several
thousand dollars for boundary, street, and demographic data files.
Today dozens of desktop systems are available, most priced less than
$500, including census tract boundary and maior street files as well as
basic demographic data such as population, income, age, and house-

hold size. Major players in the GIS software industry include:
Autodesk, lnc., (urary'.autodesk.rorr); Desktop Mapping Technologies,
lnc., (u,uru,.destkto1tnnpltittg3om); ESRI, lnc., (tLtiL,iL,.esri.cont); Maplnfo

l3

the change in the century but leaving all the data
associated with the program intact. ln effect, this

approach reprograms the computer to properly
recognize the correct century in a two-digit date.
This is accomplished by programming a 100-year
window into the computer's logic as described
earlier; the years 30 to 99 can be part of the 1900s and
00 to 29 as 2000 and after. In addition to the expansion and windowing methods, there are many software programs designed to speed up the work by
automatically sifting through lines of code.

will eventually
depend on individual circumstances, and more
importantly, will also depend on others achieving
similar solutions sincc many systems are interdependent. Most big organizations are following a
Year 2000 project life cycle which calls for the systematic analysis, repair, and testing of computer
systems to ensure that all applications are made
compliant. A decision to replace, repair, or reproThe solutions to the Y2K problem

gram computer code needs to be made on a case-bycase basis, and any "one size fits all" approach, is
likely to miss certain angles of the problem.

The estimates of the cost of fixing the problem
usually run into the hundreds of billions of dollars
for the United States as a whole. Large companies,
with different systems and computer networks,
have already and continue to spend miliions of
dollars each year to become Year 2000 ready. Many
major organizations are expected to spend between
$50 and $100 million. The cost to each organization

is again, very specific to their individual structure
and needs. The following table, from Caper jones'
article
2000: Wnt's the Real Cosl7,6 describes
-Year
some ballpark figures you can expect to spend.

Software
Staff
(# of people)

Costs

5

$197,784

CONCLUSION
The Y2K compliance issue is real and complex, and
is a serious threat to real estate companies. Property
management appears to be the most complex, mainly
because of the hidden or "imbedded" systems in
place and the legal issues surrounding them. Financial transactions will undoubtedly be affected, but
these are more apparent; most public companies are

being forced to assess their exposure and in many
situations corrective measures are being taken.
Commercial Real Estate software is less likely to be
affected since it has been storing very long term
leases, although they are not completely out of the
woods given the numerous sides of the Y2K bug
and the dependency on other software that they
use.

Today, no simple solution exists and the bug will
cause trouble for every enterprise in a different
way. What is important to fathom is that organizations can plan a "treatment program" to mitigate

the problem. Unfortunately, the deadline cannot
be pushed off. BOMA recommends the following
steps- educate yourself; designate a year-2000 manager; inventory existing systems; contact suppliers;
prioritize problems; anticipate contingencies; identify solutions and test them.TRE.
NOTES
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Total

10

$379,087

?5

$906,511

50

$1,98,203

i00

$3,523,033

500

$16,688,05r

1,000

$35,601 ,176

5,000

$178,005,882

10,000

$356,011,765

20,000

$772,023,529
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CRE PERSPECTIVE
WHrnr Do WE Go Fnou HrnE?
ln1

Michacl L. Ei,rirrs, CRE

Recently, many in our industry have asked the ques-

tion: Is this the' beginning of the end for the latest
real estate up-market
end of the beginning?
- ororthemore
Finding an answer,
likely a "Suesstimate," to that question, requires nothing less than a
systematic approach to gathering information - followed by a dispassionate evaluation of the possibilities.
The following is a fairly straightforward evaluation to help you cut through the confusion and understand the basic dynamics of forces now at n ork
in the marketplace.
First, a quick look at some basic macro econrrmic
factors should produce a logical prognostication.
These include; the state of the economy; geo-demographics, the local regional and national dynamics
of real estate markets and property sectors; the comparative health of overall capital markets; issues affecting the market for publicly-traded real estate
securities; and outside influences such as the sociocconomic-political status in Asia.
The general feeling right now is that we will continue to have an exceptionally bw rate of inflationand there is certainly no reason to believe that the
U.S. economy is headed in a direction other than a
soft landing. Currently, inflation is at a 1.3 percent
annual rate, U.S. commodity prices have fallen because Asian demand for raw materials has fallen.
Despite the changes in the world economy, the U.S.
is still chugging along, albeit at a lower CDP rate
than originally projected.
Given our current economic environment (a
slower growth rate than projected), interest rates (although recently lowered twice), in my belief, are still
.100
about
basis points higher than thc'y should be.
As a result, we can probably expect to see additional
rate decreases - which will again spur economic expansion as capital and carrying costs are reduced
and corporate margins are increased. If you look at
real interest rates (interest rate minus inflation), they
are still high in relative terms, thus accounting for
the premature expectation of future interest rate reductions.

CRE Perspective
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Wherc Do tNt Co From HL'rt?

No doubt the onus of a recession, and the precedent for a turn in fortunes, is out there as wel[.
Remember when, just l0 years ago, the U.S. had a
robust economy one year - and the beginning of a
recession a year later? Commentators believe that
although our economy is moving in the right direction, there is a chance of a recession as we enter the
latter part of 1999 and thc'year 2000. Some on the
other hand, see us gaining altitude in the year 2000
without even touching ground.
With its recent volatility, the stock market is not
a good indicator of whether we will see a recession.
The beginning of the Bear market in the U.S. followed quickly by a recovery to almost all time highswas a result of a hint of gbbal bad news, (first from
Asia then to Mexico and Russia, and now even in
Brazil), offset by peisitive U.S. economic news.
To their credit, however, stock prices have certainly been responsive to interest rate changes. The
Fed's last r/ percent drop in interest rates, spurred a
500-point, four-day rally by the Dow Jones. Are we
better off today than we were a yc.ar ago? One only
needs to look at the Dow Jones iust one year ago to
see that we are still higher than that record breaking
benchmark. Sustainability of recent gains is the key
question.
Which brings us to the question of public real
estate owne'rship, specifically real estate investment
trusts. The REIT market and its health is a ma-

-

-

jor factor going forward in how the real estate market operates. Predicting annual 20 percent increases
in REIT sbck prices year after year for the foreseeable future was, and is, overly optimistic. We cannot realistically expect to have a repeat of the 36
.1996
percent increase in REIT prices in
and the 20
percent rise we saw in 1997. REITs follow the stock
market and there is some correlation between stock
market advances and declines and the value of REIT
stocks.
The consecutive increases in REIT prices in 1996
and 1997 were in part due to the differences between
the construction costs of real estate and the acquisition costs of existing real estate. REITs merely took
advantage of the arbitrage between the cost ofbuilding versus the cost of buying and the market gave

their stock prices credit for the difference. Adding
to their attractiveness was the fact that real estate is
now regarded as an institutional grade investment.
In our current stock market environment, REITs
are behaving like small cap stocks. The FFO (Funds
from Operations) yield is l l percent - with dividend
yield today averaging eight percent. Only a year ago,
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a number of the large REITs were

yielding less than Treasury Bills
and, as previously noted, appropriately so. The appreciation potential
of REITs made up for this difference in yield. When coupled with
dividenrl yield, REITs were able to

deliver double digit returns to their
investors.
Today, without the appreciation increment as large as it was
previously, partially due to the absence of available capital, the cashon-cash yield has to both increase
and be more reflective of the his-

torical difference in real estate
yields (cash and appreciation) over
bond yields, which historically has
been about 400 basis points. The
market adiusted the price of REIT
stocks to bring this yield equilibrium back into sync.

What has happened in the
REIT sector is not reflective nor
predictive of what has happened
to real estate. Recent commentators
have noted that there has been a
l5 percent to 20 percent downward
adrustment in real estate prices as
a result of a number of factors. I
believe that a slightly smaller drop
has actually occurred. There
clearly has been some disintegration in real estate prices, but not as
a result of the decline in REITs.
Currently REITs are selling at a 10
percent discount to net asset value
and should trade at plus or minus
10 percent over the long term. IPOs
have peaked out for now, but
should be back in force as investment demand for REITs increases
in early 1999. As capital re-enters
the real estate market, realistic
growth strategies will once again
drive REIT prices upward. Add to
this the apparent about-face in the
Clinton Administration's attitude
toward REITs
manifested most
recently in the- 2000 budget proposal
and the strong potential
for real growth in the REIT market
is evident.

3rt

Again, it is important to point
out that the rcal estate market- and
any price declines - are separate
from the decline in REIT prices.
While there clearly has been some
reflection from the so-called tainting of REIT values over the last 10
months, the decline in actual real
estate prices is largely a result of
the end of the tremendous capital
flow that was provided to the real
estate sector through the CMBS
market.
It was not long ago that the
CMBS market contributed virtually nothing to real estate financing -- loans were made by
traditional lenders such as banks
and li{e insurance companies. ln
late August/September 1998; as a
result of the massive amount of
CMBS issues in the market, there
was a "rush to quality" by investors that caused CMBS spreads to
widen and attracted trad itional
lenders back into the market.
Along with the increase in issues
of CMBS, the buyers of CMBS borrowed money to buy new debt instruments. Thus, we had debt
financing debt and a house of cards
ready to fall. With this enormous
supply of CMBS, there were not
enough buyers to sustain the market and absorb the supply. The
market became more nervous with
the conceptual bankruptcy of Long
Term Capital Management, one of
the largest buyers of long-term
Triple-A CMBS issues. lnvestors in
CMBS and potential investors in
new CMBS issues did not want to
buy if Long Term Capital was going to liquidate its large CMBS position and further oversupply the
market.
As of last September, there existed an "overhang" of approximately $25-$30 billion dollars of
CMBS paper inventory. Bylanuary
1999, something like $10 or $15 billion of this had been sold, leaving
up to $15 billion in paper still to be

sold.

It will

take a number of

months to absorb this supply in the
marketplace.
Nevertheless, the CMBS market rolls on. Last year was a record
year for CMBS issuance despite the
September "slip" in the market. In
1997, issuance totaled $43.8 bil-

lion. Last year, $78.3 billion in loans

were securitized and sold

as

CMBS, a figure some have estimated to be approximately 75 percent of the total financing market.
Changes within the industry are
apparent and we expect more conduits to exit the market as pressure
builds on these lenders to back
their programs with more equity
(they borrow too!) and also tighten
their underwriting of mortgage
loans. This means that lenders will
have to do far deeper property
market analysis
drilling down
- and
to submarkcts
also giving
greater scrutiny to the creditworthiness of borrowers, especially in
a down-market scenario. [n short,
conduits that want to play in this
market over the long-term, will
have to think and act and operate
more like banks or credit companies.

The so-called credit crunch
that took hold late last year was not

truly a credit crunch but actually
the result of an over-supply of
credit. Banks and lenders did become more liberal in their Loan To

Value (LTV) ratios and too competitive in their rates. Thus, one
could conclude that real estate is
still an acceptable and viable investment - the problem is that the
financing vehicles were not kept in
check until the flight to qualfty instilled rapid discipline and forced
ma jor conduits such as Nomura to
back out of the market in late August 1998.
In many respects, the CMBS
crunch and the reduction of capital available to thc real estate industry can be seen as a very
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both the implications and effects are more transparent, i.e. the number of date-sensitive transactions in
the financial sector is huge and much more apparent. For a bank that miscalculates the amount of
interest owed to its customers, the affect could be
staggering, especially ifit has a large customerbase.
Similarly, mortgage backed securities, that are usually large dollar amounts, could create havoc for
investors if inaccurate monthly results are reported
or paid.

Freddie Mac allegedly started working on the
problem in 1994 and has more than 10 percent of its
3,300 employees assigned to the task. It claims to
have fixed 75 percent of its programs and is working on the remainder.l Mr. Sichelman of Freddie
Mac told the Chattanooga News-Free Press that the
Mortgage Bankers Association has embarked on an
ambitious Y2K testing program that will test transactions based on l6 core functions in loan origination and servicing in secondary marketing. Another
early initiative is AMRESCO's Year 2000 initiative,
which began in early 1995 and uses seven criteria to
determine Y2K readiness. Included in the testing

are 13 dates (including the April 9, 1999, issue
discussed earlier) that are determined to be critical
by the Federal Financial Institutions Examination
Council (the oversight group for the Federal Reserve, OCC, FDIC, OTS, and NCUA).
Even though many professionals believe this
segment is ahead of others, homeowners and tenants are advised to keep accurate records of pavments and receipts during the latter half of 1999 and
the first half of 2000.
Real Estate Softzoarc lssues
The real estatesoftware industry is seeing strong

growth in sales as real estate companies replace
some of their legacy systems with Y2K compliant
technology. Most asset and property management
software included leases with end dates in the 21'r
Century, and one would think that real estate software would have overcome this hurdle a long time
ago. Newark's MIS Director, Sebashan Font claims
that, "Real estate is one of those industries that has
escaped the wrath of the year 2000." 5 This is partly
true - some databases were storing mostly twodigit years with programming logic in place to treat
the dates as 20th or 21" Century dates - two-digit
years ranging from 00 to 29 belong to 21"t Century,
while 30 to 99 belong to the 20th Century. This
workaround is limited for obvious reasons, but

possibly (depending on the programming) could
function during the Year 2000 and beyond. On the

The Year 2000 Challenge

- lmryct

on the Real Eslate lndustry

The Y2K cofipliance issue is complex and

real, and is a serious threat to rcaI estate
cornpanies. Property rnanagerrrent appearc
to be the ,nost cornplex, mainly because of
the hiilden or "imbedded" systerns in place
and tlrc legal issues surroundiflg thern.
Financial transactions will undoubtedly
be affected, but these are ,nore appareflt;

,fiost public cornpaflies are being forced
to assess their exposure and ir, ,flarry
situations correctiT)e fireasures are beit g
taken. Commercial Real Estate softzoare
is likely to be less affecteil...

other hand, many software companies have already released newer versions of their software,
which overcome these shortfalls. MRI and Skyline,
two maior real estate software companies, built
their software with four-digit years many years
ago. One such company, CTI Limited Inc., has been
compliant since its software was first introduced in
1973. As with most software implementation, testing is a key part of the process. CTI tested its Y2K
compliance early this year and found that when it
simulated the transition from December '1999 to
January 2000, no data was lost and its lease calculations were flawless. Most property and asset management systems released this year claim to be Y2K
compliant. However, whether it is rewriting pieces
ofexisting code, rewriting entire systems, or replacing legacy systems, Y2K testing should be part of
any software review strategy. Many software vendors rely on third party controls or software development tools and their reliability can only be ensured through testing.

SOLUTIONS AND COSTS
In technical terms, there are two main approaches
to tackling the Year 2000 Problem. The first approach, "expansion" involves finding every reference to the problem yearin thecodeand adding two
digits to it, thereby expanding it. This approach not
only requires changing the dates in the program
code itself, but also changint all the date references
in all the stored data associated with the software
programs, making the process time-consuming.
The second approach, "windowing," involves finding and fixing only the code that needs to recognize

ll

systems are not limited by the file storage and
memory constraints ofa few decades ago. Although
these considerations dre no longer an issue, many
systems created over the years still use the original
six-digit format.
Most systems with two-digit years t'ill soon malfunction. Without the century in the date, information sorted, compared, and used in calculations is
likely to produce incorrect results when the dates
cross the century mark. The year "00" in many
systems will become either invalid or will be considered 1900 by default. In addition, some data
entry processes do not allow for the entry of a "00"
year or a four-digit year.
Another related problem is that the Year 2000 is a
leap year, and 1900 was not, thus editing and calculation routines will be further complicated. Some
forecasters also believe the Year 2000 problem will
first occur on April 9, 1999, since some programs
may read this as the 99'hday of theYear99. Together
this reads as "9999" which the Cobol language
interprets as "end of file," indicating that all records
in a query or report have been selected when they
possibly have not. The same issue may arise on
September 9, 1999, if computers interpret the 9'h day
of the 96 month of the Year 99 as "9999."
Year 2000 errors are not Iimited to mainframe com-

puter systems. Most pre-Pentium personal computers have a clock chip that will not retain a year
when re-booted beyond 1999. The same clock chip
defect may also be present in other electronic devices that utilize the date and time such as VCRs,
camcorders, time clocks, digital thermostats, etc.
These are just some of the examples that need to be
considered when addressing the Year 2000 bug.
IMPACT ON THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY
The government and many leading industry leaders, notably in the financial services sector, have
been quite forthcoming in discussing the Y2K bug.
The commercial real estate sector, especially property and facilities management, remains an anomaly
in this regard with limited evidence of discussion
on this issue.

system is Y2K compliant and, if the manufacturer
says yes/ just leaving it alone. But they are not
thinking about all the different parts of the system,
because if one component fails, then it all fails."r
Another voice heard recently discussing the Y2K
problem is from the Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA). Coffe Colvin, secretary/
treasurer of BOMA, in his testimony to the House
Committee on Transportation of Inf rastructure, mentioned that "embedded systems" could affect building access controls; surveillance cameras and badge
readers; refrigerant leak detectors and underground
storage tank monitors; telecommunication systems; power generators and distributors; etc.?
The exact impact that Y2K will have is difficult
to ascertain, however, most experts agre€ that the
problem will be widespread and span all property
types - industrial, office, retail, hospitality, and
mixed use, etc. Most buildings will be affected in
one way or another if preventative action is not
taken.
It appears that property and facilities managers
rely on manufacturers' systems to solve the Y2K
problem. The building owners are left with few
choices other than to rc'place existing systems if
vendors do not provide fixes for their current systems. Property owners are not the only ones that
could be affected by the Y2K bug. Tenants could
also be affected depending on the lease, since leases

may delegate such responsibilitic,s or be subject to
systt'm upgrade costs that tenants may not have
anticipated.
Legal issues surrounding the Y2K issue could
also arise in the year 2000 as tenants claim that
buitding facilities were inadequate while owners
may try to pass along the costs of system enhancements. In a round-table discussion at the IREM
mid-year conference, Anthony Smith, prcsident of
RobinsonSigma Commercial Real Estate Inc., stated
that, "We have tenants ask us what we are doing to
bring buildings into compliance, but iftenants have
net leases, compliance may really be their problem.
Not all leases are clear."r
it a I M arke tsl F in an c i a I Tr ans a ction s
By many accounts, the real estate financial sector seems to be better prepared for the Y2K bug.
C ap

Prcperty and Facilities Management lssues
Richard D. Goulet, a service proiect man€ier
with Burr Ridge, Il-based AMS Mechanical Systems Inc., is on the Y2K task force of the International Facilities Management Association (IFMA).
Speaking about property managers/ he says "they
may be calling the manufacturers asking whether a
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Even though most industry leaders feel that not
enough is being done, there are examples of corrective efforts that began early this decade. The possible reason for the financial sector to have been
more pro-active with regards to this problem is that
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positive omcn. Had it not occurred during the summer of
1998,

overbuilding would be more

likely in major cities as office
projects moved forward and over-

supplied an already fully employed economy. Additionally, the
so-called credit crunch has already
directed capital into higher quality proiects with better and more
stable projects being completed
and less stable projects being
avoided or delayed.
Today, many markets are at
their stabilization point, estimated

by E&Y Kenneth

Leventhal

(E&YKL) to be 7.5 percent vacancy
rate in office;3.5 percent vacancy
rate in industrial; and about six
percent in apartments. Rates below
these vacancies will spur new construction, vacancy rates above will
not - all being a function of the
potential rents that can be achieved
in the marketplace. Based on a recent study completed by E&YKL,
many markets in the U.S. - especially those with exceptionally low
current vacancy rates - will see significantly higher vacancy rates by
the end of the year 2000, mainly as
a result of slower absorption and
increased construction.

incrcdibly lvell during the coming
months if thev are on top of and
sensitive to these industry trends.
It will not be as easy as it was in
.1994,
but opportunities for real
wealth creation through real estate
are everywhere.*u,
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Where do we go from here?
Real estate fundamentals are
the key to the near future. Currentlv, there is virtually no overbuilding t.rn a national basis. This
presents tremendous investment
opportunities to either buv REITs
at significantly discounted values
and,/or purchase CMBS at high
yields. Interestingly, there is a lot
of talk about buying the "8" pieces
of CMBS today at 30 percent yields.
Virtuallv trverlotrked in t his
market, are the huge portfolios of
real estate owned by Corporate
America, foreign banks, and institutions. Fer,\,todav lvant to sell at
bargain prices.
Real estate investors can do
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Trtr TncHNor-ocy RrvolurroN &
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by Macdonaltl W,st, CRE

"Technology Revolution" or "lnformation Age?" It
is unclear at this time how history will define our
current era. But, few disagree that the changes underway in our society are causing a "structural
change" in the way people will live and work in the
future. These changes will be every bit as dramatic
for real estate as those caused bv the Industrial RevoIution.
Learning from History
The agricultural communities of all developed
countries have been radically changed by the Industrial Revolution. People moved from farms to cities
and urban areas. Transportation changed from
horses and buggies to railroads, automobiles, ships
and planes. Today, the U.S.A. is basically a standardized community, and globalization is fast leading
us toward a standardized world.
Why did people "allow" this to happen? . . . The
fundamentals that motivate people are:
1). family economics - their ability to survive in
a community, as this relates to
2). their fundamental belief svstem.

The lsraelites moved to Egypt because of a
seven-year famine. Egypt had food. They left Egypt
430 years later because of persecution. People moved
to the cities during the Industrial Revolution because
that was where the jobs eristed.
The Technology Revolution and the Information
Age are enabling people to work, compete, and survive almost wherever they wish to Iocate . . . at home,
on vacation, while traveling locally or overseas! This
is particularly true of people who work basically
with their minds, versus people who work basically
with their hands. In addition, people are moving to
countries and nations where they can best survive.
The U.S. is experiencing its highest immigration rate

and as a result of high-tech communications. Further, in recent years world delivery systems have
made the ability to manufacture goods overseas extremely competitive, by way of less expensive Iabor, real estate, and in some cases capital resources.
Today's delivery systems are very dependable,
quick, and competitive
especially when compared
with higher labor and-manufacturing costs in the
U.S. and most other developed countries. As products are increasingly being marketed on a global
basis, manufacturing in a foreign country is no
longer a negative factor for global distribution. Those
countries with low labor costs, and a skilled or teachable work force are the most favored . . . China, Taiwan, Korea, Malaysia, etc.
The improvement of worldwide delivery systems is leading to new designs in combining industry, manufacturing, and transportation. The concept
of the Global TransPark being developed in North
Carolina, Thailand, and the Philippines is one example of technology changing real estate products.
The Global TransPark is a new kind of industrial
park/airport that fuses modern manufacturing and
distribution facilities with multi-modal transportation, advanced telecommunications, sophisticated
materials-handling systems, and state-of-the-art
support services.
Effects of Further Globalization
Further globalization will inevitably lead to further world standardization. Many products are already highly standardized . . . consider automobiles,
airplanes, computers, telephones, and how about
Coca Cola! Other systems and networks are becoming more standardized, but as this occurs there will
be many problems to be resolved. For example, consider worldwide standard work methods; a standard
method of communication; a standard language; a
standard culture; or at least a standard business culture? This is where the greatest resistance lies and
where future battles will be fought. Commerce, economics, and the ability to survive will bring people
together, but fundamental belief systems and pride
will divide. The ability of people to coexist will ultimately drive globalization and commerce. The future will rest in winning people's hearts. Business
in the U.S. as it exists will have to change.

since 1910.

Globalization, Delivery Systems & Networks
The world is increasingly becoming a "smaller"
place as a result of today's ease and speed of travel,
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Perhaps the most frustrating aspect of the Year 2000 problem (commonly knon'n as "Y2K" or "the millennium bug") is that it is not a
result of industri.ll sabotage, but has been inadvertently woven into the
complex fabric of corporate Information Technology systems over the
Iast few decades. The cost and effort needed to climinate this bug is

monumental.
The principle problem with the Y2K bug is the inability of computer
systems to recognize the existence ofthe 21st Century. Put anotherway,
.1,
many computer systems will interpret January 2000, as 01/01/00,
which in effect is January 1, 1900. The simplicity of this bug completely
belies the complexity of the problem.
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This manuscript will describe the Year 2000 problem and cover critical
issues in three areas of real estate - facilities and property management;
capital markets/ financial transactions; and real estate software. However, the impact of Y2K is far reaching. It may infect each and every part
of your computer system that relies on valid dates to initiate, record,
report, calolate, or facilitate a business operation. This could mean a
breakdown of financial controls such as Ceneral Ledger and accounting
systems, as well as the interruption of elevator service, security systems,
air-conditioning, and fire alarms. ln this age of technology, computers
are intricately linked b one another, and this inter-dependency will
only worsen the effect.

Effects on Real Estate
With increasing technology, readily accessible

intplemenling packagc softurara or
desigrtitrg and detteloping custom

WHAT IS THE YEAR 2OOO PROBLEM?
Many computer systems were originally developed using a six-digit

information, ease of travel, and dependability of
delivery systems, the question for real estate

sy st ons.
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date (two digits each for the month, day, and year). This six-digit date
saved precious file and memory space. Todav's modern hardware
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but positive to be sure. Box office gross receipts
were up 131.6 percent betr4,een 1980 and 1997, from
$2.75 billion to $6.37 billion. Individual admissions

were up 35.8 percent, from 1.022 billion in 1980 to
1.388 billion in 1997, an indication that exposure to
movies on video stimulated, rather than suppressed,
movie-going by consumers. And, critically from the

real estate standpoint, the total number of indoor
.119.7
movie screens jumped
percent over the period, from 14,029 to 30,825. The growth of multiplex
cinemas has not only transformed thc movie-going
experience, it has brought huge synerBies to suburban malls and vitalized the nightlife of downtowns
as well. The only losers, it appears, have been that
icon of America, the drive-in movie. Drive-ins have
.1980
dwindled from 3,561 screens in
to just 8'15 in
1997.
Keepers of statistics often struggle kr keep up with

economic change. The U.S. Department of Commerce recognized during the 80s that the Standard
Industrial Classificahon (SIC) system required some
adjustment to capture the introduction of new technologies into the workforce. The spectacular growth
of the video industry and its connection to the more
traditional motion picture business was one such
change. Unfortunately, one of the effects of the new
(1987) SIC categories was to render comparison
with pre-1987 data difficult.
Nevertheless, the employment effects of the tech-

nology explosion in the entertainment field are
evident - and no less dramatic - when examined
over a shorter span of history. Between 1990 and
1998, iob growth in movie theaters (SlC 783) has
measured 18.2 percent, or 22,300 new positions. But
the more striking growth has been in the movie
production side of the industry, up 75,900 jobs since
-1990;
a 49.7 percent increase in less than a decade.

way in its real estate recovery during the 90s, while
expanding to new areas like Playa Vista for state-ofthe-art production space. The ramifying effects extend across a whole range of businesses, from law
to catering, all of which are real estate space users.

CONCLUSION
Additional and equally compelling evidence can be
adduced from the industrial sector of the economy
where, after all, the technology is researched and
manufactured. But this would require at least as
much discussion as this article has already developed.
Suffice it to say that technology has proven to be an
ally, not an enemy, to the real estate industry during
the course of the 90s. Like the U.S. economy itself,
commercial property has proven to be remarkably
adaptable to change and ready to accept the chal-

lenge of technology. But more fundamentally, it
appears that there is a growth imperative in tech-

nology itself. As innovation arises, applications
seem to branch out. If the 90s have been a decade of
productive technological chanS;e, so too have they
provena period when renewed productivity growth
has gone hand in hand with robust job creation.
Together these have produced extraordinary levels
of net absorption in commercial real estate of all
kinds.".,
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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Overall, the industry (including its video production and distribution components) has expanded
36.9 percent, or 151,500 jobs, since the beginning of
this decade.

the Internet is revolutionizing the
way people shop. People no longer
havt' to drive across town to shop
for products. This can be done in
the comfort of one's living room,
and the product delivered to the
front door from anywhere in the
world. The number of stores will
decrease as people increasingly

sound local knowledge when real
estate decisions are made. As the

order over the Internet. Well-located shopping centers that offer
entertainment value will survive,
because people will still want a reason to "go somewhere." But the
existing, plain regional malls will
either trend towards local distribution centers for products ordered
electronically, or they will become
real estate opportunities for creative reuse.
lndu stri a I lWarefi ouse; This
will remain a strong asset class,
especially where properties are located at or near major air, sea, rail,
and road transportation centers.
However, this property class will

challenge.*r,

change. For example:

need greater access to telecommu-

Residential: With the increasing need for room to work at, or
near home, space designed to function as offices within houses will
flourish, and become standard.
Hence the average size of mcllian
income and above homes will tend
to increase.
Offces: Alternatively, the need
for small, one- or two-person offices will increasc' near affluent
residential areas. As CEOs and
business leaders increasingly work

nications in the future.

closer to where they Iive, the need

The real estate industry has benefited from the
technologically-enhanced growth in the entertainment business. In New York City, Manhattan's
West Side agglomeration includes such giants as
the NewsCorporation and Fox Broadcasting, NBC's
Rockefeller Center complex, CBS's "Black Rock"
headquarters, and ABc/Disney's Lincoln Center
Production complex. In Brooklyn and Queens as
well, historic studio space has been put back into
production. Los Angeles, meanwhile, has seen
submarkets like Century City and Burbanl lead the

ti

practitioners has to be: how will
this effect the future of the real estate markets? It seems evident that
the greatest development of new
manufacturing will occur outside
the U.S. in developing nations
n'here labor and capital costs are
lorver. Although manufacturing
will occur overseas, business leaders will be able to locate wherever
they wish to work by staying in
control through technology. The
location of these business leaders
will be increasingly influenced by
factors such as: climate, natural
beauty, outdoor sports/pastimes,
as well as political climate, infrastructure, economic stability, ease
of travel, etc. The "sunbelts" and
playgrounds of the world will continue to attract business leaders,
along with the emplovees of the
support services needed to look
after them. With a[1 these thoughts
in mind, it seems inevitable that
real estate user tvpes must also

Retail;The information age via
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meeting hotels with hith-tech telecommunications services. Travel
will continue to increase as busi-

strong. However, hotels that solely
feed off of downtown offices that
are challenged, as noted above,

home, or at home.

Thoughls for this article uere inspired by
The Counselors ol Real Estate 1998 HiSh
Inel Conlerence on "Speed,Innol,atiott +
Technology,' held at Tfu Croi'e Park lnn,
Ashet'ille , North Cotolina, h Augnsl . "1998.

run and rvell-located resort/

lenged in the coming years, unless
there is a large and affluent rcsi-

benefits from working close to

NOTES

ing, etc., will increase. This offers
excellent opportunities for well-

nesses become more global; so the

tinue to increase with CEOs, lower
Ievel managers, sales people, computer operators, etc., reaping the

and financially. This is our constant

ment training, sales, problem solv-

for large, high cost, high-rise
downtown offices will be chaldential population nearby. The
number of home offices will con-

Rrer Esrerr Issurs, Winter 1998/1999

Hotels: As the opportunity to
work at homc', or close to home
increases, the need for workers to
congregate regularly will also increase. For example, monthly
meetings to coordinate manage-

future for property types change,
we as Counselors should be in the
forefront of the market, anticipating those changes. This is not always an easy task, but it can be
very rewarding both intellectually

future for hotels is generally

will similarly

suffer.

Outlook
As Counselors of Real Estate,
our future will remain bri5;ht. The
real estate markets are still "local"
in nature. There is no substitute for
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projections) is all about context - context which was
never provided to the readers. Personal consumption expenditures in the U.S. exceed $5 trillion per
year. Sales of goods are less than half the total,
though, at approximately $2.4 trillion. NevertheIess, Internet sales in '1998 were not even one-half of
one percent of all goods. lt alwavs pays to keep in
mind somebasic rules. One of these is enunciated in
Edward R. Tufte's masterly study, TIe Visual Display of Quantitatiut Int'ormation: "To be truthful and
revealin2;, data graphics must bear on the question
at the heart of quantitative thinking: 'Compared to
what?' . . . Craphics often lie by omission, leaving
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EXPERIENCE"
So, what about that huge growth rate? Even with
the Internet commerce growing fifty{old between
.1996
and 2002, that is just $36 billion in added
spending in this sector (notice how cavalierly economists can apply the word "iust" to the number "$36
billion"). Suppose total goods expenditures increase
at a modest three percent overall (unadiusted for
inflation). That equates to a spending rise of $450
billion over the period - meaning that sales in
traditional venues will grow by Ml4 billion (M50
billion minus $36 billion), or 1l and one-half times
the amount of Intemet sales growth. Even at its eyecatching growth rate, lntemet sales in 2002 would
still be just 0.8 percent of all retail sale of goods.
These are hardly numbers to leave mall managers
and retail property investors quaking in their boots.

Of course, that little subtraction embedded in the
previous paragraph should not be simply taken for
granted. The minus sign might seem to indicate that
lntemet sales are "taking away" sales from traditional shopping venues. But that is not necessarily
the case, as economists who study the multiplier
factors in input/output tables know. Those Internet
sales should, in fact, be producing some "induced
demand" in stores. How? Well, where are all the
computers and peripherals necessary for the new
cyberstore going to be bought? It is a good bet that
most consumers will be traipsing down to
CompUSA, Circuit City, or The Wiz to buy their
hardware. Just look at your local Main Street or
suburban mall, and count the outlets that are selling
technology. That is part of the context of the skyrocketing E-Commerce chart.
TECHNOLOGY & THE ENTERTAINMENT
INDUSTRY
The cascade of effects, often unanticipated, is the

Yttu Say

Y.lt

lNant o Rtt'olution? . .

.

at its eye-catching grozath rate,
lnternet sales in 2002 would still be just
0.8 percent of all retail sale of goods.
These are hardly numbers to leaae
mall managers and retail property
itoestors quaking in their boots.
Ezten

place n here many writers about technology change
go astray. Frequently, the analysis is simply a onedimensional and unidirectional estimate of the relationship between a technology producer and the

end-users. There is no sense of the logistics of
production and distribution functions in the creation of the products and in getting them to the
markets. An excellent case in point involves the
entertainment industry. With the advent of home
video players, many thouBht that "The Last Picture
Show" was going to capture the state of the movie
industry at the end of the twentieth century.
Look what has happened. Certainly, the proliferation of retail outlets for the videos has created a
whole new tenant category in the retail arena, from
main street outlets to national chains like Blockbuster Video. Some facilities are large enough to use
"big box" space. But it turns out that the marketing
function for the videos depends heavily upon release for theatrt distribution, so that the very function that was supposed to become obsolete was in
more demand than ever before. This has created
ever-increasing requirements formultiplex theatres,
and has transformed many malls by creating an
everJarger "entertainment" component to the retailing experience.
Here are some ofthe numbers depicting the interac-

tion between the home-based and theater-based
entertainment since 1980. ln that year, there were
1,850,000 households with video cassette players,
or 2.4 percent of all households with televisions.
Three million pre-recorded video cassettes were
sold to U.S. dealers that year. By 7997, there were
80,360,000 VCR households in the U.S., an 82 percent penetration of the market. The number of prerecorded cassettes sold to dealers across the country had soared to 673.5 million. So the growth of the
home entertainment video industry in the 80s and
90s has measured in the thousands of percent, a rate
that even the Intemet can be envious of.
And what are the figures for cinemas over the same
time span? Not as impressive in percentage terms,

7

explosion in the volume of documents we need to
read, assimilate, circulate, and store - in the old,
familiar "letter size or legal size; portrait or landscape" formats. Whole forests have given their lives
in the process.
The startling saga of the paperless office is just one
example of how difficult it is to predict the path of

technological change and its effect on business
behavior. Many prognosticators, surveying the potential effects of emerging technologies on the real
estate industry, posited a real reduction in de-

mand for property. Telecommuting, internet
shopping, teleconferencing, and other behavioral shifts werc, anticipated to mark a day in
which cyberspace replaced physical space as the
locus of business. As far as real estate is concerned,
theevidence thus far indicates that complementarity
rather than substitution is the operative principle
governing the technology revolution.

THE HOME.WORKING MOVEMENT
Take the "work-at-home" movement, for example.
Widely publicized studies by market research companies specializing in the information,/communications industry, such as IDC/LINK, estimate the
number of home offices at about 35 million, and
growing at a rate of about 8,000 per day. Pretty
impressive numbers. In fact, they are rather startling when put into the context of the real estate
industry as a whole and even when measurecl
against the entirc U.S. economy.
Let us consider the gross assumption of one worker

per home office and estimate how much demand
has purportedly been shifted away from conventional space. Using a crude rule of thumb of 200
square feet per worker, those 35 million homebased office workers would need seven billion
square feet of suburban or downtown office space.
This compares to a total inventory of office space in
the United States of 3.5 billion square feet, accordin8 to the 1999 edilion of Conparatiue Stcrisrics, (the
annual compendium of market data assembled by
the Society of Industrial and Office Realtors and
Landauer Associates). This survey covers about 130
metropolitan office markets across the U.S. The
work-at-home numbers are, to use the statistician's
euphemism, "not intuitively correct."

generating income on a part-time basis or keeping
administrative records for field jobs such as sales or
services which are not conventional office occupations to begin with. A study published by the De-

to CRE Serztices

.1998

partment of Labor in March
indicates that
"working
half
home"
in 7997
more than
of those
at
were not paid expressly for doing so, and that no
more than 3.6 million wcre telecommuters who
were paid for the hours worked at home.
The estimate that 8,000 workers join the homeworking movementeach day comes from theAmerican Home Business Association, and roughly gibes
with IDC/LINK growth rate for all home offices,
(i.r,., the 35 million worker figure). The AHBA growth
figure translates into 2,920,000 new "home workers" annually. The average growth ratt'for all civilian employment in the United States since 1988 has
been 1,624,000 jobs per year. The total civilian labor
force in the nation is now 138 million. If the 35
million worker figure were accurate, that would
imply that 25 percent of all jobs were being performed out of the home. These figures surely look
plausible neither to economists nor to those still
routinely commuting to jobs by overcrowded mass
transit or freeways.
By contrast, real estate industry figures (not often

regarded as paragons of statistical purity) have
considerably greater credibility. The annual Corlltaratite Statislics volume tallies total absorption of
422 million square feet in the six year period 1992 1998, a take-up rate of 12.l percent of total inventory. During this period, office vacancies declined
.18.6
from
percent to 8.8 percent. Construction during the period accounts for the difference between
the net absorption rate and the lesser decline in
percent age vacancy. The annual average absorption, as a percent of total office inventory, was 2.1
percent for the six-year interval, closely matched
with the 1.8 pe,rcent growth rate for non-agricultural wage and salary emplovment ovc'r the period.

Sercice Categories

Ac quisi t ionsI Dispos i t io ns,

Acquisitions/Dispositions
Appraisal & Valuation
Ctntrnl

It is often an excellent idea to cross-check published

reports of technology trends against established

IDC/LINK's reports do recognize that most of the
"home offices" are supplements used by folks extending the workday or workweek by bringing
files home from conventional office space. Or they
are the domains of self-employed workers, either

But, to those accustomed to monitoring retail sales
figures, the Tirnes article (and theJupiter Communications, Inc., study it cited for its estimates and
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statistical standards. On July 31, 1998, the Na| York
Timcs ran a story about the explosive growth of
lntemet shopping. The picture is indeed dramatic,
with the estimated sales of goods over the Internet
increasing about fifty-fold from 1996 ($707 million)
to 2002 (a pro;ected $37 billion).
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n June 30, 1975, Business Week magazine featured an article on
"The office of the future." Nearly a quarter of a cenhrry ago,

futurists were confidently predicting that word processing
systems would move document creation and handling into electronic
formats so exclusively that corporations could anticipate the advent of
the "paperless office."
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In 1997, American manufacturers shipped l2 million computer printers
from their U.S. plants for domestic consumption and for export markets.
Offshore manufacturers, that same year, shipped 17.2 million printers
to U.S. business and personal computer users, according to the Census
Bureau's Current Industrial Reports- The 29 million unit total for 1997
was up 16.8 percent from the shipment figures tallied in 1993.
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You Say You Wonl o Retolulion?

The American Forest & Paper Associahon, a paper producers' trade
group, estimates that printer and copy paper usage has increased by 30
percent during the 90s. The Wall Streel lounnl has reported that as
companies adopt e-mail, paper usage iumps by 40 percent. It is a worldwide phenomenon. Japan's paper consumption increased from 28
thousand metric tons in 1990 to 33 thousand metric tons in 1998.
Westem Europe's demand for paper is growing at about three percent
annually, Latin America at 3.3 percent, and Eastern Europe at more than
five percent. In the United States, paper output from computers, scanners, copiers, and multifunction devices was estimated at 4.6 million
tons in 1998, up 198,000 tons in just two years, according to analysts at
CAP Ventures, a firm specializing in strategies for document management and related inclustries.
Rather than triggering a shrinkage in office paper, the unquestionable
advances in office technologies since 1975 created a complementary

:)

many REITs. When we experience the next real
will cease to meet
investor desires, and stock prices will fall. When
stock prices fall to a certain level, say around 65
percent of net asset value, opportunity funds and
real estate operators will begin to take REITs private, (much as they did with public real estate
operating companies in the 1970s). For those attuned to arbitraging anomalies betwc,en the public
and private markets, there will be money to be
estate recession, dividend growth

capital market. Real estate remains primarily a local
and an insider's game. Detailed real time market

made.

knowledge is not broadly shared. The industry
wants the world to be predictable, while it remains
unpredictable. In a thoroughly prcdictable, transparent world, profits are limited. Obviously, the
entrepreneurial talent which makes thisbusiness so
entertaining and adventuresome would not be
drawn to such an environment. So, as much as some
may yearn for perfect markets and a broad public
market forreal estate, we had better keepthe private

It will be difficult to differentiate among CMBS

markets alive and well. We had better hope that the
publicand private markets continue clashinB. With-

issuers until we have a downtum and we can study
how individual portfolios fare. As these securities
mature, there will undoubtedly be "branding" distinctions made in the marketplace .rmong issuers,
based upon the support of secondary market trad-

out both of these marketplaces, we would

ing activities; ongoing due diligence on individual
loans over the cycle; the quality of follow-up information provided to the marketplace; and the diligence and tenacity applied to past due or delinquent Ioans. If true secondary markets develop in

This is an adaptotion olan arlicle that |Waretl in the February
'1999 etlilion o/ Urban Land. Printed u,ith the permission of

much of our unique character, as well as opportunities to trade them off for our own profit.*r,

Urban Land.
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Despite the transparency of the public markets, and
the better information flow, there is the irony that
such markets could still become highly volatile and
delinked from the underlying real estate assets.
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If, over time, public markets dominate real estatc
finance, the real estate markets will become far
more transparent, with copious amounts of public
data available on individual properties. In this event,
it is likely that the long dreamed of national rental
index may become a reality. With enough public
data on hand, various indices ofproperty types and
Iocations could be traded long or short, and hedge
markets could develop for major users of space.
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All of this came to a head, of course, in the liquidity
crisis in the debt markets in Iate summer of '1998.
Problems with Russia, Latin America, and Asia
caused liquidity to dry up in the emerging markets
debt market. This liquidity crisis created a flight to
quality-primarily to U.S. Covernment and highgrade corporate bonds. The market became binary.
A debt security was either high-grade or it was not;
there were no shades of gray. CMBS was swept up
along with high yield and other lower quality debt
issues. The real estate financial community was
puzzled that real estate debt was being regarded as
too risky, especially when the supply and demand
characteristics of commercial real estate were probably as well in baldnce as a t dny time in recent yc.rrs.
It became obvious quickly, howc'ver, that inve'stors
regarded CMBS paper as unseasoned and immature, for the reasons cited above, and they quickly
dumped it into the illiquidity hopper.
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clear how such diligence is to be funded, or who is
to perform it. Liquidity in the secondary markets
could become a fiction. An investment grade rating
did not mean there was a depth of market makers.
Often the only market maker was the original issuer, and the trades were "by appointment." This
was especially true when investment banks were
bulked up on invcntory. Thus, it was realized, in
many ways, that large CMBS commercial mortgage
pools were unseasoned, untested, immature securities. We would need to go through at least one full
economic cycle to fully understand how they would
perform over time.
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The reaI estate public equity markets, in the form of
RElTs, also took a battering in i998. As commercial
real estate re-pricing was completed, it became
apparent that REITS would no longer be growth

stocks. The process of movin8 equity securities
from one class of investor to another can be quite
expensive. The stock market continued throughout
1998, despite a few bumps and grinds, to place a
higher value on growth stocks than on income
stocks. The result was a decline in value for virtually all REIT shares, with some classes of real estate
suffering far more than others.
As a result of the reversal in fortunes of public debt
and equity real estate securities, the private market
came roaring back in, to a much greaterdegre€ than

earlier in the decade. Some insurance companies
made 80 percent of their annual mortgage commitments during the last third of the year. Commercial
banks, while cautious in their lending standards,
found the widened spreads far more to their liking.

Whetr Markets Clash

future of REITs will be driaen by
the state of the real estate economy.
For the next ftoo to three years leases will
continue to roll ooer out of belou-market
rents, alloTt)ing sofire REIT9 to expeience
tlouble digit store-to-store grozuth. This is
typical for this stage in a recoztery from
s,tch a seaere depressiott, but it uill create
expectations which will not be sustainable
in flat or ileclining rcntal markets.
The

It was interesting to observe the speed with which
the private markets attempted to regain market
share to take advantage of thc' public market difficultiesWHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
The liquidity crisis of 1998 reminded us once again
that life in the real estate capital markets is not
linear. Just because the public markets dominate
finance for a few years does not necessarily mean
that the private markets are dead. Far from it. In the
heady daysof CMBS growth, analysts were predictin8 that the public debt market would become the
primary source for real estate finance. The wake up
call of 1998 \,as that public securities markets can
dry up quickly for periods of time for reasons which
have absolutely nothing todowith the quality of the
underlying real estate assets. This potential periodic de-linkage of the capital markets from the
underlying assets should cause all major users of
real estate capital to desire to have multiple sources
available, in both the public and private markets. In
fact, despite the progress made in the public markets throughout this decade, a case can still be made
that real estate is essentially private market business.

The future of REITs will be driven by the state of the
real estate economy. For the next two to three years

will continue to roll overout of below-market
rents, allowing some RIITs to experience double
digit store-to-store growth. This is typical for this
stage in a recovery from such a severe depression,
but it will create expectations which will not be
sustainable in flat or declining rental markets. As
this cycle of REITs grows more mature, there will be
increasing pressure to rob properties ofdesirable or
even critical capital expenditures in order to maintain investor expectations regarding dividend levels. Over time, this will degrade the portfolios of
leases

3

appearance in the 1970s, although it was limited
primarily to tranched debt of high quality issuers,
secured by a lease to their headquarters building.
The debt tranches were structured to take advantage ofa positive sloping yield curve, and bore little
resemblance to the slicing and dicing of today. Thus
the public markets for real estate debt and equity
securities emerged in the 1970s, but thc preponderance of commercial real estate finance was private,
dominated hy the insurance companies.
In the 1980s, private financing sources continued to
dominate the real estate capital markets, with insurance companies prevailing in the debt and equitv

markets, including Iarge roint-ventures. Pension
funds began to allocate capital to real estate, and the
pension fund advisorv business grew rapidly. Commercial banks became increasingly aggressive
throughout the decade, lowering spreads and underwriting standards to create market share. Even
savings and loans, w,hich had been traditional housing lenders, participated as syndicates of commercial real estate ventures, Private foreign investors
came into the market in a big way as well. The real
estate capital markets were flooded by private financing sources, and the quality of investment
portfolios deteriorated as a result of the concomitant overbuilding.
Regulators placed stringent pressures on private
financing sources in the early 1990s, including the
imposition of risk-based capital rules on commercial banks and insurance companies. Many savings
and loans were beyond salvaging. Pension funds
lagged several years in markinB their holdings
to market. Credit and common stock analysts
made it clear that real estate was "toxic." In the
early 1990s the funding of financial institutions
with [arge real estate holdings became problematic.
The private market for commercial real estate finance had dried up.
REITs, especially after the tax efficient up-REIT
ruling first given to Taubman, became an excellent
vehicle to raise equity capital to pay down the

banks. Developers who had never considered a
REIT were encouraged by their lenders to do so, and
the quality of real estate placed into REITs far
exceeded that of the previous round. REITs benefited from the repricing of real estate, coming out
of the depression in the mid-l990s, and investors
were lured by annual returns of 30 percent for two
years back-to-back. As a result, REITs were viewed
as a growth stocks, not the income security they had
been designe'd to be.

2

Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities, formerly
purchased chiefly by savings and loans, came into
the fore as other lending sources dried up. A series
of problematic investments could somehow achieve
alchemy by being pooled, and the disparate cash
flow characteristics of a hundred loans proved a
more stable financing vehicle than individual whole
loans. Disproportionate cash flow was dedicated to
the "top" piece, and the rating agencies provided
investment grade ratings to such tranches. A market developed for thc "bottom" piece among opportunity funds and those willing to take higher risk.
Issuances ballooned and the public debt markets
drove many commercial banks out of the business.
Underwriters of CMBS evolved from being intermediaries to becoming principals, extending their
own capital rvhen necessary and holding unsold,
often riskier pieces in inventory. By acting as principal they could issue a competitive quote to a
borrowerand make as much as a 150-200basis point
"inside spread" by slicing and dicing the pooled
securities. This worked fine as long as the market
was receptive. Otherwise, inventory backed up,
and the investment banks began to have the same
problem the commercial banks had experience'd
early in the decade.
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WHAT HAPPENED IN 1998?
By the first halfof 1998, the publicdebt markets had
pretty much taken the commercial banks out of the
business. Because of their "inside spread," the investment banks could undercut the commercial
banks in pricing their loans. The commercial banks
could not compete with Wall Street on spread and
sustain an adequate return on their capital. Underwriting standards began to deteriorate in the banking system, as they attempted to remain competitive. Bv mid-summer, 1998, Alan Creenspan cautioned the commercial banks on their lending practices to real estate. It looked like the public markets
were here to stay, and the private markets were
losing significant market sh.rre.
Some analysts raised queries about the possible
fragility of the CMBS market as well. The rising tide
of the repricing of real estate in the mid-1990s was
lifting all boats and possibly masking the performance of many of these loans over time. An investment grade rating could obscure the nature of the
assets in the investment pools. Large CMBS pools
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had not been fully tested in a real estate recession. A
good statistical record of loans past due and delinquent during adverse times had not been compiled.
Ongoing due diligence on individual loans in pools
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in the secondary market was problematic. It is not
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as

part of the evolving, cl.rsh between public and private markets

for real estate. Back in the 1970s the two markets were almost completely
de-linked. Public real estate companies traded at times as much as 80
percent below the net asset value of the real estate carried on their books.
This was borne out by the liquidation of Tishman Realty for approximately three and one-half times the price of its common stock; the Ernie
Hahn company for three times the value of its common stock; and
Monumental Properties, for almost four times the value of its common

Geadline for manuscript submission - October 1)
I

R"."n, events in the real estate capital markets may be seen

tNhcn Markels Clash

ln the 1970's debt markets, investment bankers could place mortgage
securities secured by headquarters properties of regional banks or
public utilities at as much as 250 basis points below the rate at which the
public debt of the parent company was trading. This lead to the chief
economist of Equitable Life publishing an edict to all the field offices
stating that no corporate mortgage could be issued at a rate less than that
quoted in the daily Wall Street lournal for pubticly traded Aa public
utilities. Thus were capital market linkages born.

The 1970s also saw the initial round of RIITs. They were mostly
mortgage oriented. Those equity trusts which were formed, for the most
part, lacked the quality of property which we see in today's REITs. A
number of factors, including disintermediahon, poor management, and
small lot size caused the preponderance of these trusts to disappear by
the early 1980s. Several reaI estate companies went public during the
early part of the 1970s, but most of them returned to private status
later in the decade, when private real estate assets were valued much
more highly than public companies. Securitized debt also made an

I
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s we all know. technology is a principal driver of
and it has produced trcmendous chan6es
in the realestatemarket in the last 10 ycars. Securitization
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globalization, computerized mortgaBe risk analysis, and
,/
lnternet marketing aredevelopments virtuallyunknorvn
even in the late 1980s. These changts required the
technological capability to support them-and even to
stimulate them. A line from the movie Fiekl of Dreams,
"Build the field and the players will come," could, in this
case, be rephrased to, "Develop the technology and the
market changes will follou'."
The two crucial technological developments ryere, ofcourse, I ). the evolution
of the computer into a user-friendly tool; and 2). the explosion of the lnternet.
Thus, most of the articles in this issue pertain to the use of computers and the
Internet for real estate analysis, research, valuation, and international business
and investment. Perhaps surprisinglv, globalization is occurring despite the lack
of commensurate improvements in transportation. Introduction of the supersonic
transport (SST)- the Concorde by Britain and France'--d id not result in nt]arly as
significant an impact on international travel asdid the introduction ofjet passenger
planes in the late 1950s. The SST is too small to make international travel
econr,mical for most people, even most business executives. Thus, the vast
majority ofbusiness travelers today do not reach their destinations more quickly
than they did in the 1960s. Fortunatelv, there is som('degree of substitutability
between communication and transportation, and this trade-off has permitted an
increasing level o[ int.,rnational commerce. But think of the trend of globalization
that may follow when supersonic transportation becomes more economically
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feasible!
As we approach the new millennium we can expc,ct technologic..rl advances
to continue to drive the securihzation and globalization of real estate markets,
even with a possible economic slowdown in 1999. Any downturn is likely to be
relatively mild and short; and this time (unlike 1990-91) it will not be real estate
driven. Real estate markets are generally not overbuilt, and REITs are not over
leveraged. Thus, there may be some slowing of real cstate activity, but property
value declines are likely not to be noticeable.
Furthermore, there remain to bt, realized large advances in securitization in
many other countries. Real estate funds and debt securities are unde'rutilized in

a number of otherwise advanced economies, and there will be competitive
pressures pon these counhies to develop these investment vehicles. Thus,
opportunities for CREs are abundant at an international level kr help these
countries develop the technological and institutional structures for modern real
estate markets.
This is my last column as editor-in-chief of Rr'al Eslalc /ssxes, and I want to
thank the CRE leadership and members for the opportunity to serve in this
capacity forthelastsix years.Ialsowant to thankFaye Porterand herpredecessor,
Linda Magad, who served as managing editors, without whose help and support
the joumal would not havebeen published.l wish thebest for Richard Marchitelli,
CRE, our new editor in chief, who I know will do an excellent job of maintaining
and improving the quality of the journal durinB the next several years. Finally, I
would like to acknowledge the cont butions of the former editors, who founded

and developed the journal through its earlier stagts-James McMullin, CRE
Emeritus; Jean C. Felts, CRE; Jared Shlaes, CRE Emeritus; and Rocky Tarantello,
CRE. Without their dedicated effort Renl Estdi('lss(cs would not bday be
recognized as one of the premier publications in professional real estate.
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vention.
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a
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Board of Directors and the High Profile
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the Czech Republic in the spring of 1997 as
part of the CRE Executive Service Corps.
Mr. Ballard, a limited partner and senior consultant with Coldman Sachs &
Co., New York, has morc than 50 years
experience in real estate. He left Prudential
in 1981 to join Goldman Sachs as a general
partner. In 1988, he became a limited partner and senior consultant specializing in

institutional real estate investments, real
estate strategies, and merger advisory services for corporate property assets. Nationnl Rtal Estate l L,tstor recently named

Mr. Ballard one of the 40 professionals
who made the greatcst impact on thc real
estate industry in the last 40 years.
In 1986, the James D. Landauer Award
was created as a memorial to honor CRE
Jim Landauer. Beginning in 1997, theaward
was renamed theJohn R. White&James D.
Landauer Award. lts existence honors the

contributionsboth men made to The Counselor organization and the counseling profession. The aw'ard is presented annually, when appropriate, to a real estate
professional who has furthered the ethical
and professional ideals of The Counselors
of Real Estate and its CRE Designation.
Past recipients include: CREs Roland
Rodrock Randall, James Gibbons, Roy P.
Drachman, John White, Boyd Barnard,
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